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Nanoprobes for Tumor Theranostics

Jiaoyang Zhu and Zheyu Shen *

School of Biomedical Engineering, Southern Medical University, 1023 Shatai South Road,
Guangzhou 510515, China
* Correspondence: sz@smu.edu.cn

This Special Issue of Biosensors, entitled “Nanoprobes for Tumor Theranostics”, aims to
report the research progress of using nanoprobes for the diagnosis and therapy of tumors,
and promote their applications. We hope to attract the attention of researchers from various
disciplines of chemistry, materials science, oncology, biology, and medicine. Currently,
numerous scientific challenges in tumor theranostics remain, which must be surmounted
to improve human health and quality of life. This Special Issue aims to contribute to
furthering creative progress in the field via publishing ten papers reporting the synthesis,
applications, and advances of several nanoprobes for tumor theranostics.

Circulating tumor cells (CTCs), released from tumor sites into the peripheral blood,
have been recognized as promising biomarkers for cancer prognosis, treatment monitoring,
and metastasis diagnosis. However, the number of CTCs in the peripheral blood is low,
making it a technical challenge to isolate, enrich, and identify CTCs from patient blood
samples. Yue Pan et al. [1] developed a simple, effective, and inexpensive strategy to capture
and identify CTCs from the blood samples of patients with ovarian cancer (OC) using the
folic acid (FA) and antifouling-hydrogel-modified fluorescent magnetic nanoparticles. The
hydrogel showed a good antifouling property against peripheral blood mononuclear cells
(PBMCs). The FA was coupled to the hydrogel surface as the targeting molecule for CTC
isolation, maintained a good capture efficiency for SK-OV-3 cells (95.58%), and successfully
isolated 2–12 CTCs from 10 OC patients’ blood samples. The FA-modified fluorescent
magnetic nanoparticles were thus successfully used for the capture and direct identification
of CTCs from the blood samples of OC patients.

Accurate detection of multiple analytes from a single measurement, requiring com-
plex encoding systems, is critical in modern bioanalysis. Umar Azhar et al. developed
a novel bioassay with Raman-coded antibody supports (polymer microbeads with dif-
ferent Raman signatures) and surface-enhanced Raman-scattering (SERS)-coded nano-
tags (organic thiols on a gold nanoparticle surface with different SERS signatures) as a
model fluorescent, label-free, bead-based multiplex immunoassay system [2]. The devel-
oped homogeneous immunoassays included two surface-functionalized monodisperse
Raman-coded microbeads of polystyrene and poly(4-tert-butylstyrene) as the immune solid
supports, and two epitope-modified nanotags (self-assembled 4-mercaptobenzoic acid or
3-mercaptopropionic acid on gold nanoparticles) as the SERS-coded reporters. Such multi-
plex Raman/SERS-based microsphere immunoassays could selectively identify specific
paratope–epitope interactions from one sample solution under the illumination of a single
laser, and thus hold great promise for future suspension multiplex analysis in a diverse
range of biomedical applications.

Cell-based immunotherapy has become one of the most promising ways to completely
eliminate cancer. The major challenge is to effectively promote a proper immune response,
inducing T cells to kill the cancer cells. Huan Chen et al. [3] investigated the effect of T-cell-
mediated immunotherapy trigged by Au DENPs-MPC (zwitterion 2-methacryloyloxyethyl
phosphorylcholine (MPC)-functionalized dendrimer-entrapped gold nanoparticles) loading
oli-godeoxynucleotides (ODNs) of an unmethylated cytosine guanine dinucleotide (CPG).
They first synthesized Au DENPs MPC, evaluated its capability to compress and transfect
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CpG-ODN to bone marrow dendritic cells (BMDCs), and investigated the potential of using
T cells stimulated by matured BMDCs to inhibit tumor cell growth. The developed Au
DENPs-MPC could apparently reduce the toxicity of Au DENPs, and enhanced transfer of
CpG-ODN to the BMDCs to stimulate maturation, as demonstrated by the 44.41–48.53%
increase in different surface maturation markers. The transwell experiments certificated
that ex vivo-activated T cells display excellent antitumor properties, effectively inhibiting
the growth of tumor cells. These results suggest that Au DENPs-MPC can deliver CpG-
ODN efficiently to enhance the antigen presentation ability of BMDCs to activate T cells,
indicating that T-cell-based immunotherapy mediated by Au DENPs-MPC loaded with
CpG-ODN is an exceedingly promising treatment for cancer.

Diverse drug loading approaches for human heavy-chain ferritin (HFn), a promising
drug nanocarrier, have been established. However, the antitumor drug loading ratio and
protein carrier recovery yield are bottlenecks for future clinical application. The mecha-
nisms behind drug loading have not been elaborated. Shuang Yin et al. [4] introduced a
thermally induced approach to loading the antitumor drug doxorubicin hydrochloride
(DOX) into HFn and two functionalized HFns, HFn-PAS-RGDK, and HFn-PAS. Optimal
conditions were obtained through orthogonal tests. All three HFn-based proteins achieved
a high protein recovery yield and drug loading ratio. Size exclusion chromatography (SEC)
and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) results show the majority of DOX-loaded
protein (protein/DOX) retained its nanocage conformation. Computational analysis, molec-
ular docking followed by molecular dynamic (MD) simulation, revealed the mechanisms of
DOX loading and the formation of by-products by investigating noncovalent interactions
between DOX and the HFn subunit and possible binding modes of DOX and HFn after
drug loading. In in vitro tests, DOX in protein/DOX entered the tumor cell nucleus and
inhibited tumor cell growth.

Living-sample viability measurement is an extremely common process in medical,
pharmaceutical, and biological fields, especially drug pharmacology and toxicology de-
tection. Nowadays, there are a number of chemical, optical, and mechanical methods
that have been developed in response to the growing demand for simple, rapid, accurate,
and reliable real-time living-sample viability assessment. In parallel, the development
trend of viability measurement methods (VMMs) has increasingly shifted from traditional
assays towards the innovative atomic force microscope (AFM) oscillating sensor method
(referred to as nanomotion), which takes advantage of the adhesion of living samples
to an oscillating surface. A comprehensive review of the most common VMMs, laying
emphasis on their benefits and drawbacks, as well as evaluating their potential utility,
was provided by Hamzah Al-madani et al. [5] In addition, they discussed the nanomotion
technique, focusing on its applications, sample attachment protocols, and result display
methods. Furthermore, challenges and future perspectives with regard to nanomotion were
commented on, mainly emphasizing scientific restrictions and development orientations.

The recent development of ion interference therapy (IIT) based on inorganic nanopar-
ticles was introduced by Yongjie Chi et al. [6] They summarized the advantages and
disadvantages of this treatment and the challenges of future development, hoping to pro-
vide a reference for future research. As an essential substance for cell life activities, ions play
an important role in controlling the cell osmotic pressure balance, intracellular acid–base
balance, signal transmission, biocatalysis, and so on. The imbalance of ion homeostasis
in cells can seriously affect cells activities, cause irreversible damage to cells, and induce
cell death. Therefore, artificially interfering with the ion homeostasis in tumor cells has
become a new means by which to inhibit the proliferation of tumor cells. This treatment is
called IIT. Although some molecular carriers of ions have been developed for intracellular
ion delivery, inorganic nanoparticles are widely used in ion interference therapy because
of their greater capacity for ion delivery and superior biocompatibility compared with
molecular carriers.

As an emerging and powerful material, aggregation-induced emission luminogens
(AIEgens), which can simultaneously provide precise diagnosis and efficient therapeutics,
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have exhibited significant superiorities in the field of phototheranostics. Of particular
interest is phototheranostics based on AIEgens with emissions in the second near-infrared
(NIR-II) range (1000–1700 nm), which has promoted the feasibility of their clinical applica-
tions by virtue of numerous preponderances benefiting from the extremely long wavelength.
Yonghong Tan et al. [7] summarized the past 3 years of advances in the field of photothera-
nostics based on NIR-II AIEgens, including the strategies of constructing NIR-II AIEgens
and their applications in different theranostic modalities (FLI-guided PTT, PAI-guided PTT,
and multimodal-imaging-guided PDT–PTT synergistic therapy); in addition, a brief conclu-
sion including perspectives and challenges in the field of phototheranostics is provided at
the end.

Smart nanomedicines that are capable of diagnosis and therapy (theranostics) in
one-nanoparticle systems are highly desirable for improving cancer treatment outcomes.
Magnetic nanoplatforms are ideal for cancer theranostics, because of their diverse phys-
iochemical properties and biological effects. In particular, a biocompatible iron oxide
nanoparticle-based magnetic nanoplatform exhibits multiple magnetic-responsive behav-
iors under an external magnetic field and can realize the integration of diagnosis (magnetic
resonance imaging, ultrasonic imaging, photoacoustic imaging, etc.) and therapy (magnetic
hyperthermia, photothermal therapy, controlled drug delivery and release, etc.) in vivo.
Furthermore, due to considerable variation among tumors and individual patients, iron
oxide nanoplatforms, designed via the coordination of diverse functionalities for efficient
and individualized theranostics, are urgently needed. Wangbo Jiao et al. [8] presented an
up-to-date overview on iron oxide nanoplatforms, including both iron oxide nanomaterials
and those that respond to an externally applied magnetic field, with an emphasis on their
applications in cancer theranostics.

Second near-infrared (NIR-II) fluorescent imaging has been widely applied in biomed-
ical diagnosis due to its high spatiotemporal resolution and deep tissue penetration. In
contrast to the “always on” NIR-II fluorescent probes, activatable NIR-II fluorescent probes
specifically target biological tissues, demonstrating a higher imaging signal-to-background
ratio and a lower detection limit. Therefore, it is of great significance to utilize disease-
associated endogenous stimuli (such as pH values, enzyme existence, hypoxia condition,
and so on) to activate NIR-II probes and achieve switchable fluorescent signals for spe-
cific deep bioimaging. Dong Li et al. [9] introduced recent strategies and mechanisms for
activatable NIR-II fluorescent probes and their applications in biosensing and bioimag-
ing. Moreover, potential challenges and perspectives with regard to activatable NIR-II
fluorescent probes were also discussed.

Aptamers, owing to their small size, low toxicity, good specificity, and excellent
biocompatibility, have been widely applied in biomedical areas. Therefore, the combination
of nanomaterials with aptamers offers a new method for cancer treatment. Liangxi Zhu
et al. [10] briefly introduced this topic. They discussed the application of aptamers for the
treatment of breast, lung, and other cancers. Finally, perspectives on challenges and future
applications of aptamers in cancer therapy were discussed.

In summary, this Special Issue includes four research papers reporting the most recent
research progress in CTC detection using fluorescent magnetic nanoparticles, the SERS-
coded multiplex immunoassay system, T-cell-mediated immunotherapy, and human heavy-
chain ferritin (HFn) drug nanocarriers, and six review papers reporting on living-sample
viability measurement methods, IIT based on inorganic nanoparticles, NIR-II AIEgens,
iron oxide nanoplatforms, activatable NIR-II fluorescent probes, and aptamers. Altogether,
these papers present the most promising emerging nanoprobes in medicine and clinical
research for tumor theranostics.

Author Contributions: Conceptualization, Z.S. and J.Z.; Validation, Z.S. and J.Z.; Writing—original
draft preparation, J.Z.; Writing—review and editing, Z.S.; Supervision, Z.S.; Project administration,
Z.S. All authors have read and agreed to the published version of the manuscript.
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Folic Acid-Modified Fluorescent-Magnetic Nanoparticles for
Efficient Isolation and Identification of Circulating Tumor Cells
in Ovarian Cancer
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Abstract: Ovarian cancer (OC) is a lethal disease occurring in women worldwide. Due to the lack of
obvious clinical symptoms and sensitivity biomarkers, OC patients are often diagnosed in advanced
stages and suffer a poor prognosis. Circulating tumor cells (CTCs), released from tumor sites into
the peripheral blood, have been recognized as promising biomarkers in cancer prognosis, treatment
monitoring, and metastasis diagnosis. However, the number of CTCs in peripheral blood is low, and
it is a technical challenge to isolate, enrich, and identify CTCs from the blood samples of patients.
This work develops a simple, effective, and inexpensive strategy to capture and identify CTCs
from OC blood samples using the folic acid (FA) and antifouling-hydrogel-modified fluorescent-
magnetic nanoparticles. The hydrogel showed a good antifouling property against peripheral blood
mononuclear cells (PBMCs). The FA was coupled to the hydrogel surface as the targeting molecule
for the CTC isolation, held a good capture efficiency for SK-OV-3 cells (95.58%), and successfully
isolated 2–12 CTCs from 10 OC patients’ blood samples. The FA-modified fluorescent-magnetic
nanoparticles were successfully used for the capture and direct identification of CTCs from the blood
samples of OC patients.

Keywords: circulating tumor cells; ovarian cancer; folic acid; fluorescent-magnetic nanoparticles;
isolation; identification

1. Introduction

Ovarian cancer (OC) is the major lethal disease occurring in women worldwide [1].
Primary treatment of OC consists of cytoreductive surgery followed by chemotherapy [2].
The surgery cannot completely remove the tumor that has metastasized. Chemotherapy
resistance and recurrence are common, resulting in impaired survival [3]. Thus, a high speci-
ficity and sensitivity method for cancer monitoring after treatment is desperately needed.
Circulating tumor cells (CTCs) are a kind of cancer cell that circulate in the bloodstream af-
ter being released from solid tumors. These cells hold high metastatic ability and can cause
tumor metastasis in remote locations [4–7]. CTCs have promising potential in monitoring
the tumor prognosis, treatment effect, and metastasis condition [8–10]. However, due to the
rare existence of CTCs in peripheral blood, the isolation and identification of variable CTCs
is still challenging [11–13]. Epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT) plays a significant
role during the CTCs’ metastatic process. It results in a phenotypic change in CTCs, such as
transforming of epithelial properties to mesenchymal properties, and poses hurdles in CTC
isolation [14,15]. Currently, many approaches have been devoted to isolating or detecting
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CTCs from blood samples, such as immunomagnetic separation, microfluidics, label-free
CTC capture, electrochemistry, and fluorescence sensor [16–25]. Cancer-specific biomarkers
such as Epithelial Cell Adhesion Molecule (EpCAM), N-cadherin, and Human Epidermal
Growth Factor Receptor 2 (HER2) are overexpressed on the CTCs’ surface. Among them,
antibody-dependent CTC enrichment using anti-EpCAM antibody has been mainly em-
ployed for CTC separation [16–19]. Our group has fabricated several antibody-modified
interfaces and applied them to detect CTCs [26,27]. Still, the high cost of antibodies limits
their practical use and underscores low-cost recognition molecules [28–30]. Folic acid (FA),
a small molecule affinity agent specifically targeting the folate receptor (FR), attracts our
attention due to its low cost, high affinity, and less immunogenicity [29,30]. The FR has
been reported to be overexpressed on the cells’ surface of 90% of ovarian carcinomas, while
few expressed in most normal tissues [31,32]. It was considered a good choice for CTC
isolation of OC patients.

The fluorescence probe is a powerful technology for cell biology research because
of its simplicity, noninvasiveness, and real time. Herein, CdSe/ZnS quantum dots (QDs)
were assembled onto the surface of Fe3O4 nanoparticles through electrostatic attraction,
zwitterionic poly(sulfobetaine methacrylate) (pSBMA) was applied to overcome the non-
specific adhesion of blood cells, and finally, FA was modified on the nanoparticles’ surface
for the specific capture of CTCs. The clinical blood samples of OC patients were used
to evaluate the potential ability to practice the platform for CTC capture and identifi-
cation. The schematic process of CTC separation and identification using FA-modified
fluorescent-magnetic nanoparticles was outlined in Figure 1. Overall, the results demon-
strated that FA-modified fluorescent-magnetic nanoparticles offer a cost-effective, reliable,
and noninvasive method for the quick detection and identification of CTCs in patients with
ovarian cancer.

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the process of CTC separation and identification by folic acid
(FA)-modified fluorescent-magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs@FA).

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Reagents and Cells Culture

Iron chloride hexahydrate (FeCl3·6H2O), trisodium citrate dihydrate, ammonium
acetate, ethylene glycol (EG), ethanol, ammonia aqueous, tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS),
and acetonitrile were purchased from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. (Shang-
hai, China). The CdSe/ZnS quantum dots (QDs) were obtained from Xingzi New Ma-
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terial Technology Development Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). Polyethylenimine (PEI,
branched, 25,000 Mw), 3-(trimethoxylsilyl) propyl methacrylate (MPS), N-(3-sulfopropyl)-
N-(methacryloxyethyl)-N,N-dimethylammonium betaine (SBMA), methacrylic acid (MAA),
N,N′-methylenebis(2-propenamide) (MBA), 2,2-azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN), 1-ethyl-3-
(3′-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC), N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS), Histopaque-
1077 solution, Hoechst 33,342, 3-3′-dioctadecyloxa-carbocyanine perchlor (DiO), and 1,1′-
dioctadecyl-3,3,3′,3′-tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlo-rate (DiI) were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Alexa Fluor 488-modified anti-CD45 (CD45) and
Alexa Fluor 555-modified anti-Pan-Keratin (PanCK) antibodies were obtained from Cell Sig-
naling Technology, Inc. (Beverly, MA, USA). Amine-PEG5000-folic acid (NH2-PEG5000-FA)
was prepared by our previous work [30]. RIPA lysis buffer was purchased from Beyotime
Biotechnology (Shanghai, China). Protease inhibitor cocktail was obtained from Roche
(Mannheim, Germany). BCA protein assay kit was purchased from UU Biotechnology
Co., Ltd. (Suzhou, China). FORL1 mouse monoclonal antibody (anti-α-FR), anti-β-actin
antibody, and HRP-conjugated secondary antibody (anti-mouse) were purchased from
Proteintech (Chicago, IL, USA).

The ovarian adenocarcinoma cell lines (SK-OV-3 and OVCAR-3) and human embry-
onic kidney cell lines (293T) were provided by the Cell Resource Centre of Life Sciences
(Shanghai, China), and the ovarian cancer A2780 cell line was obtained from the Soochow
University. The cells culture complied with the instructions of the Cell Resource Centre
and the friendship provider.

2.2. Preparation of FA-Modified Fluorescent-Magnetic Nanoparticles
2.2.1. Synthesis of Fe3O4 Nanoparticles (MNPs)

Fe3O4 magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) were synthesized according to the reported
methods [33]. Briefly, FeCl3·6H2O (1.350 g), ammonium acetate (3.854 g), and trisodium
citrate dihydrate (0.4 g) were added into EG (70 mL) and stirred until they turned to a
brown homogeneous mixture. The solution was heated to 170 ◦C for 1 h before being
transferred to a 100 mL Teflon-lined stainless-steel autoclave. After heating at 200 ◦C
for 16 h, the autoclave was cooled to room temperature and the black Fe3O4 magnetic
nanoparticles were separated from the solution by using the magnet. After washing with
ethanol and deionized water several times, the product was dispersed in ultrapure water
and quantified for subsequent use.

2.2.2. Preparation of Fluorescent-Magnetic Nanoparticles (MNPs@QD)

MNPs (200 mg) were dispersed in 40 mL of deionized water containing 200 mg of
PEI. The mixture was stirred for 2 h and after washing with water, PEI-modified MNPs
(MNPs@PEI) were re-dissolved in 20 mL of deionized water, and then 0.5 mg of quantum
dots were added into the solution with stirring overnight. Finally, the fluorescent-magnetic
nanoparticles (MNPs@QD) were obtained and protected from light.

2.2.3. Fabrication of Functionalized Hydrogel MNPs (MNPs@hydrogel)

MNPs@QD (50 mg) was dispersed in ethanol (40 mL) and ultrapure water (10 mL)
under the ultrasonic condition for 10 min. Next, ammonia solution (0.5 mL) was added into
the mixture, and then TEOS (0.25 mL) was dropped into the solution with mechanical stir-
ring at room temperature for 6 h under dark conditions. The obtained product (MNPs@Si)
was separated by a magnet and washed with ethanol several times.

The synthesized MNPs@Si (25 mg) was dissolved in the solution consisting of ethanol
(50 mL) and MPS (0.5 mL). After reacting for 48 h at room temperature, the product was
dried at 40 ◦C and then re-dissolved in the acetonitrile (80 mL) containing SBMA (1.35 mg),
MBA (100 mg), AIBN (10 mg), and MAA (100 mL). Then, the mixture was refluxed at 110 ◦C
for 1 h. After washing, the hydrogel-coated MNPs (MNPs@hydrogel) were resuspended in
ultrapure water and quantified for further use.
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2.2.4. Synthesis of MNPs@FA

Briefly, the MNPs@hydrogel particles were activated with 0.2 M of EDC and 0.05 M
of NHS in 1 mL of MES at room temperature with gentle shaking for 2 h, immediately
followed by the reaction with NH2-PEG5000-FA for at least 24 h in dark conditions at room
temperature. After being washed by phosphate buffered solution (PBS) with the help of a
magnetic scaffold, unanchored NH2-PEG5000-FA molecules were removed, and MNPs@FA
was obtained for further application.

2.3. Characterization of Nanoparticles and Captured Cells

The morphologies, average size, mono-dispersibility, zeta potential, and fluorescent
images of nanoparticles were separately characterized by a transmission electron micro-
scope (TEM, 120 kV, Hitachi-HT7700), a thermal field-emission environmental scanning
electron microscope (SEM, 20.0 kV, FEI Quanta 400F), a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern In-
struments, Malvern, UK) and a confocal microscope (Olympus FV500-IX81, Tokyo, Japan).
Optical density (OD) was measured by microplate reader (Perkin Elmer VICTORTM X4,
Waltham, MA, USA). Western blot chemiluminescent signals were detected by the ECL
Western blot detection system (Cwbiotech, Beijing, China). The fluorescence signal of
the samples was measured by C6 cytometer (BD Biosciences, Ann Arbor, MI, USA). The
SEM was also used to image the cells after 4% of paraformaldehyde fixation and gradient
ethanol dehydration (30%, 50%, 70%, 85%, 95%, and 100%). The fluorescent images of
the captured SK-OV-3 cells were observed by the confocal microscope after fixing with
paraformaldehyde (4%) and stained with Hoechst 33,342 and Alexa Fluor 488-modified
anti-CD45 or Alexa Fluor 555-modified anti-Pan-Keratin.

2.4. Exploration of Capture Performance
2.4.1. Investigation of Optimum Capture Conditions

The different doses of MNPs@FA (0.04 mg, 0.08 mg, 0.12 mg, 0.16 mg, 0.20 mg, 0.24 mg)
were used to incubate with 1.0 × 105 of SK-OV-3 cells in 1 mL of the cell culture medium in
1.5 mL of EP tubes for 30 min at 37 ◦C to determine the dose-dependent effect of MNPs@FA
on their capture efficiency. The cells captured by MNPs@FA were collected and washed by
the magnetic scaffold and PBS. Finally, the cell samples were counted by a hemocytometer
and a microscope. In addition, the capture efficiency was affected by the modification
concentrations of NH2-PEG5000-FA (0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25 mg) and the capturing
time (5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 min). Furthermore, the capture yields of the differently modified
magnetic nanoparticles were also researched using the discussed method.

2.4.2. Flow Cytometric Analysis and Western Blotting

For flow cytometric analysis, the SK-OV-3, OVCAR-3, A2780, and HEK293T cells were
treated into suspension, then these cells and extracted PBMCs were incubated with FORL1
mouse monoclonal antibody (diluted 1:1000) for 30 min on ice. After washing, the cells
were re-suspended in 100 μL of PBS, incubated with FITC-labeled goat anti-mouse antibody
(diluted 1:1000) for 30 min on ice. Cells were then washed and analyzed by flow cytometer.
The whole cells were lysed with RIPA lysis buffer supplemented with a protease inhibitor
cocktail, and the lysates were clarified by centrifugation. The lysates were determined
by the BCA protein assay kit, and separated by sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) at 100 V for 2 h, and then transferred to a polyvinylidene
difluoride (PVDF) membrane at 100 V for 1.5 h. After blocking in 5% powdered milk, the
membranes were probed with anti-FR antibody and anti-β-actin antibody, followed by
HRP-conjugated secondary antibody. The chemiluminescent signals were detected by the
ECL Western blot detection system.

2.4.3. Verification of Capture Specificity

The nanoparticles were incubated with 1.0 × 105 of SK-OV-3 cells (high-expressing
FR), OVCAR-3 (high-expressing FR), A2780 cells (high-expressing FR), 293T cells (low-
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expressing FR), and peripheral blood mononuclear cell (PBMCs, separated from healthy
blood samples, low-expressing FR) under the optimum capture condition, to determine
the captured specificity of DiI pre-stained SK-OV-3 cells (1.0 × 105) and DiO pre-stained
PBMCs (1.0 × 105) were mixed in the EP tube. Then, the mixed cells were incubated with
the MNPs@FA under the optimum conditions to further verify the capture specificity. The
fluorescence microscope enumerated the captured cells.

2.4.4. Cell Viability Analyses of Captured Tumor Cells

The SK-OV-3 cells viabilities captured by MNPs@FA (no modification of QD) and
original SK-OV-3 cells (cells before capturing by MNPs@FA) were monitored through
staining with 2 μm calcein-AM (green, live cells) and 4.5 μm PI (red, dead cells). The results
were counted by fluorescence microscope. Furthermore, the cytotoxicity of MNPs@FA
in vitro was analyzed by the CCK-8 assay. Briefly, the SK-OV-3 cells were each seeded into
96-well plates at the density of 5 × 103 cells/well and cultured for 24 h. Washed the cells
thrice with PBS, 100 μL fresh medium containing different concentrations of MNPs@FA
(0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 mg/mL) was added per well. After culturing for 24 h, 10 μL CCK-8 was
added to each well, and the cells were incubated further for 2 h. Measured optical density
(OD) of the cell suspensions at 450 nm by microplate reader (Perkin Elmer VICTORTM X4).
The cell viability was calculated as OD sample/OD control ×100%, where sample refers to
the treated cells and control refers to the untreated cells.

2.4.5. Capture of Rare Cells

The artificial samples were prepared by spiking DiI pre-stained SK-OV-3 cells (5, 10,
50, 100, 200) into 1 mL of PBS or pre-treated whole blood from healthy people. The samples
were separately incubated with MNP@FA (0.2 mg/mL) for 25 min. The mixtures were
then placed on the magnetic separator for 2 min to isolate the captured cells by MNPs@FA,
respectively. After washing by PBS, the fluorescence microscope enumerated capture cells
to evaluate the capture yields. Meanwhile, the unstained SK-OV-3 cells (5, 10, 50, 100, 200)
in the pre-treated whole blood were also captured by MNP@FA (0.2 mg/mL) for 25 min
and then counted by the fluorescence microscope under the autofluorescence of magnetic
nanoparticles to assess the capture yields.

2.5. CTC Isolation of Ovarian Cancer Patient Peripheral Blood Samples

The whole blood samples (n, 10) from OC patients of the Second Affiliated Hospital of
Soochow University were collected and kept in ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA)
vacutainer tubes. This study was approved by the ethics review board of the Second
Affiliated Hospital of Soochow University (Approval # JD-LS-2019-090-01). All blood
samples were pretreated via gradient centrifugation to collect PBMCs containing CTCs. The
isolation of CTCs was performed according to the same procedure as the artificial samples.
After isolating and washing, the captured cells were diluted in 4% paraformaldehyde
(PFA) and fixed on an adhesion slide, and then blocked by Triton X-100 (0.3%) and BSA
(1%) for 1 h. The samples were stained with Alexa Fluor 488-modified anti-CD45 and/or
Alexa Fluor 555-modified anti-Pan-Keratin overnight. Afterward, the samples were mixed
with Hoechst 33,342 for 15 min and washed with water several times. Finally, the cells
were observed and enumerated by the confocal microscope. Cells that displayed Hoechst
33,342+/MNPs@FA+/CD45− or Hoechst 33,342+/MNPs@FA+/PanCK+/CD45− with
morphologically intact were identified as CTCs.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Preparation and Characterization of MNPs@FA

The synthesis of MNPs@FA was outlined in Figure S1. In brief, magnetic nanoparticles
(MNPs) were synthesized by the solvothermal method. As displayed in Figure S2a, MNPs
showed a good uniformity in size with a diameter of about 180 nm. Next, the PEI was
modified on the surface of the magnetic nanosphere by electrostatic attraction (MNPs@PEI).
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As shown in Figure S2b, MNPs covered by a polymer layer tend to surface smooth of the
nanoparticles. As shown in Figures 2a and S2c,d, the QDs (10 nm) were further bedecked
on the MNPs@PEI with the help of electrostatic interaction (MNPs@QD). The TEM images
showed uniformity QD particles on the surface of MNPs@QD. Figures 2b and S2e showed
the MNPs@QD was coated in a silica shell (MNPs@Si). The silica thickness is about 45 nm.
Based on our previous method [27], the antifouling hydrogel was formed on the surface
MNPs@Si using SBMA, MAA, and MBA to ensure the purity and identification of CTC
capture. Figures 2c and S2f showed hydrogel shell (thickness, 12 nm) was successfully
coated on the surface MNPs@Si. Meanwhile, the carboxyl group contained in the hydrogel
facilitated further NH2-PEG5000-FA modification to achieve specific and efficient CTC
capture. The hydrodynamic size and zeta potential of nanoparticles produced during the
process were separately characterized, as shown in Figure 2d,e. The size of MNPs@PEI
was significantly increased relative to the MNPs, and the potential of the nanoparticles
was changed from a negative potential to a positive potential, which indicated that the
PEI was successfully adsorbed on the surface of MNPs. After modifying the QDs, the size
slightly increased because the surface of the QDs was modified with carboxyl groups, and
the zeta potential of MNPs@QD was lower than that of MNPs@PEI. After further coating
of silica shell and hydrogel, due to silicon hydroxyl, sulfonic group, and carboxyl groups,
the potential of MNPs@Si and MNPs@hydrogel showed a negative value, and the size
increased distinctly. After modifying NH2-PEG5000-FA, the carboxyl groups on the surface
of MNPs@hydrogel were replaced by NH2-PEG5000-FA; the potential and size of MNPs@FA
were visibly increased. The results demonstrated that products from MNPs to MNPs@FA
were successfully synthesized.

Figure 2. Transmission electron microscope (TEM) images of (a) MNPs@QD, (b) MNPs@Si, and
(c) MNPs@hydrogel. Comparison of hydrodynamic size (d) and zeta potential (e) by the DLS and
zeta potential measurement for the nanoparticles with different modifications. All data are expressed
as the mean ± stand deviation, n = 3.

To further verify the capacity of MNPs@FA for CTC identification with fluorescence,
the MNPs@FA nanoparticles were characterized by a confocal microscope. As shown in
Figure 3a, the fluorescent image of MNPs@FA showed that the QDs were well modified into
the silica shell, which ensured the fluorescent identification of MNPs@FA for target cells. As
shown in Figure S3, SK-OV-3 cells were used as the model cells due to their high expression
of folate receptors. SK-OV-3 cells captured by MNPs@FA observed by SEM were shown
in Figure 3b,c; compared with original SK-OV-3 cells shown in Figure S4, an abundance
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of nanoparticles could be seen on the captured cell surface. Additionally, to confirm the
feasibility of MNPs@FA for CTC identification, the fluorescence property of MNPs@FA
on captured target cells was researched by observing SK-OV-3 cells under the confocal
microscope. After staining by Hoechst 33,342 (blue) and anti-PanCK-555 (orange), as shown
in Figure 3d, a clear red shell from MNPs@FA could be observed on the surface of the cells,
which had a fine fluorescent consistency with immunostaining from anti-PanCK-555. In
consideration of the presence of anti-CD45-488 used for PBMC identification in patient
blood samples, the target cells were stained with MNPs@FA and anti-CD45-488 at the same
time. As shown in Figure 3e, there was no cross-staining between the immunostaining of
anti-CD45-488 and MNPs@FA on the captured target cells. The results further indicated
that the MNPs@FA could provide the potential for CTC fluorescent identification.

 
Figure 3. (a) A fluorescent image of MNPs@FA showing a stable fluorescent signal. (b,c) SEM images
of an SK-OV-3 cell captured by MNPs@FA with a sufficient number of nanoparticles on the cell surface.
(d) Fluorescent images of SK-OV-3 cells captured by MNPs@FA (red) with immunostaining of anti-
PanCK-555 (orange) and Hoechst 33,342 (blue). (e) Fluorescent images of SK-OV-3 cells captured by
MNPs@FA (red) with immunostaining of anti-CD45-488 (green) and Hoechst 33,342 (blue).

3.2. Cell Capture Performance of MNPs@FA

The experimental conditions are crucial for CTC separation. A series of attempts
were conducted to optimize the capture conditions of MNPs@FA with the help of SK-
OV-3 cells. Firstly, the experiments were made to optimize the dosages of MNPs@FA, as
shown in Figure 4a, 0.04 mg/mL of MNPs@FA showed a 49.92% of capture efficiency,
when the dosage increased to 0.2 mg/mL, the capture efficiency increased to 95.58%,
while 0.24 mg/mL of MNPs@FA brought a minor change to capture efficiency (95.67%).
Therefore, 0.2 mg/mL of the MNPs@FA dosage was chosen for CTC capture. Furthermore,
the different modified concentrations (0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25 mg/mL) of folic acid
were also investigated, as shown in Figure 4b, 0.2 mg/mL of FA brought a 96% capture
efficiency, while with the addition of FA, the capture yield did not increase. Consequently,
0.2 mg/mL of FA-modified concentration was determined for CTC capture. Moreover,
the incubation time was explored based on the above optimal conditions. As shown in
Figure 4c, the capture efficiency reached 61.92% in the incubation time of 10 min. However,
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the capture efficiency rose sharply to 96.08% when the incubation time was 25 min. So, the
25 min incubation time was used for CTC capture.

Figure 4. (a) Capture efficiency of MNPs@FA for SK-OV-3 cells at different concentrations (0.04, 0.08,
0.12, 0.16, 0.2, 0.24 mg/mL). (b) Capture efficiency of MNPs@FA for SK-OV-3 cells at the different
modified concentrations of folic acid (0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25 mg/mL). (c) Capture efficiency
of MNPs@FA for SK-OV-3 cells at different incubation times (5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 min). (d) Capture
efficiencies of MNPs@FA for different cells. All data are expressed as the mean ± stand deviation, n = 3.

We further explored the capture ability of different modified MNPs (MNPs@Si,
MNPs@hydrogel, and MNPs@FA) for SK-OV-3 cells. Figure S5 summarized the cap-
ture yields of the different nanoparticles, and the results showed that the hydrogel formed
by pSBMA possessed an excellent antifouling property. Meanwhile, the capture speci-
ficity of MNPs@FA was evaluated using FR-positive cancer cell lines SK-OV-3, A2780 and
OVCAR-3, and FR-negative 293T cells and PBMCs from healthy donors (Figure S3) [34–39].
The capture specificity results shown in Figure 4d. The MNPs@FA had a fine capture
efficiency for OVCAR-3 cells (95%) and A2780 cells (85%), and a low adhesion rate for 293T
cells (16.17%) and PBMCs (0.39%). The results demonstrated that the FA modified MNPs
could capture FR-positive CTCs both efficiently and specifically. Furthermore, the capture
sensitivity of MNPs@FA was also investigated by spiking DiI prestained SK-OV-3 cells
and DiO prestained PBMCs at a rate of 1:1 into 1 mL of PBS. As shown in Figure S6, the
MNPs@FA exhibited a quite different isolation performance for the SK-OV-3 cells (94.25%)
and PBMCs (0.41%), indicating an excellent capture specificity of MNPs@FA. In addition,
the cell viability of captured SK-OV-3 cells was also assessed by live/dead staining. To
ensure the count accuracy of live/dead fluorescence, MNPs without modifying QDs were
used in the experiment. As shown in Figure S7, little difference between original cells and
captured cells could be observed. The viability percentage of original cells was 97.97% and
captured cells was 95.47%. Furthermore, we test the cytotoxicity of MNPs@ FA in the differ-
ent concentration by the CCK-8 assay. The Figure S8 showed that the viability percentage
of the SK-OV-3 cells incubated with 0.2 mg/mL dose of the MNPs@ FA nanoparticles for
24 h was more than 90%. These results indicated that MNPs@FA had little effect on the
activity of captured cells.
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3.3. Capture Sensitivity Test of MNPs@FA

To demonstrate the capture and identification capability of MNPs@FA for clinical
samples, the rare number of DiI pre-stained SK-OV-3 cells (5, 10, 50, 100, 200) were spiked
in 1 mL of PBS or pre-treated whole blood from healthy people (PBMCs). Meanwhile, we
also spiked the same number of unstained SK-OV-3 cells in 1 mL of PBMCs solution and
finished the counting for captured target cells based on the fluorescence performance of
MNPs@FA. As shown in Figure 5a–c, the MNPs@FA showed a good capture efficiency for
rare target cells, and the counting results by MNPs@FA fluorescence agreed well with the
prestained counting group. Moreover, as shown in Figure 5d, the MNPs@FA combined
anti-CD45-488 and Hoechst 33,342+ had a fine fluorescence distinction between target cells
(Hoechst 33,342+/MNPs@FA+/CD45−) and PBMC (Hoechst 33,342+/CD45−). The results
demonstrated that MNPs@FA could provide a dependable identification and enumeration
method of CTCs in blood samples.

Figure 5. (a) The capture efficiency of MNPs@FA for rare DiI prestained SK-OV-3 cells in 1 mL
of PBS. (b) The capture efficiency of MNPs@FA for rare DiI prestained SK-OV-3 cells in 1 mL of
pre-treated PBMCs solution. (c) The capture efficiency of MNPs@FA for unstained SK-OV-3 cells in
1 mL of pre-treated PBMCs solution. All data are expressed as the mean ± stand deviation, n = 3.
(d) Fluorescent images of MNPs@FA combined anti-CD45-488 and Hoechst 33,342+ for target cell
and PBMCs.

3.4. CTC Detection from OC Patient Blood Samples

The peripheral blood samples of ovarian cancer patients were provided by the Second
Affiliated Hospital of Soochow University with patient-informed consent. The optimized
capture parameters were applied to detect CTCs in the whole blood samples from 10 OC
patients and 10 healthy donors (HD). The clinical characteristics of the blood samples were
shown in Table S1. Figure 6a summarizes the CTC enumeration of OC patients and HD
people. From 2–12 CTCs were detected from 3 mL of blood samples of 10 OC patients,
whereas no CTCs were found in any of the healthy donors’ blood samples. Meanwhile, the
immunostaining anti-PanCK were applied to identify the isolated CTCs from patient OC01
to validate the identification ability of MNPs@FA, and the same two CTCs were identified
by the two identification methods (Figure 6b,c). The fluorescent images of CTCs and
PBMCs identified by immunostaining of anti-PanCK-555, anti-CD45-488 and MNPs@FA
for the sample OC01 were shown in Figure 6b. Besides, the fluorescent images of the
CTCs identified by MNPs@FA and anti-CD45-488 without anti-PanCK-555 for the sample
OC01 were displayed in Figure 6c. Cells that displaying Hoechst 33,342 (blue)+/MNPs@FA
(red)−/PanCK(orange)−/CD45 (green)+ were counted as PBMCs, and showing Hoechst
33,342+/MNPs@FA+/CD45− or Hoechst 33,342+/PanCK+/MNPs@FA+/CD45− were
counted as CTCs. The obtained results support that MNPs@FA hold powerful potential to
capture and identify CTCs from patient’s blood samples.
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Figure 6. (a) Number of CTCs in the blood of 10 ovarian cancer patients (OC) and 10 healthy
donors (HD) detected by the MNPs@FA. (b) Fluorescent images of CTCs and PBMCs identified by
immunostaining of anti-PanCK-555 (orange) and anti-CD45-488 (green) as well as MNPs@FA (red)
and Hoechst 33,342 (blue). (c) Fluorescent images of CTCs and PBMCs identified by Hoechst 33,342
(blue), anti-CD45-488 (green), and MNPs@FA (red).

4. Conclusions

This work developed a quick and effective method for the nondestructive and rapid
capture and identification of CTCs using FA-modified fluorescent-magnetic nanoparticles.
The incubation time might be different among different cell lines and different cancer types
due to differences in biomarker expression levels. For exploring capture conditions in CTC
capture, one cell line was used to be mainly chosen for obtaining the optimal incubation
time in many pieces of research [28,40,41]. For example, Ding et al. built a simple and broad-
spectrum method to efficiently isolate the heterogeneous CTCs from patient blood samples
using tannic acid (TA)-functionalized magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs); the MCF-7 cell line
was mainly chosen to explore the optimal capture conditions [28]; and Li et al. synthesized
MN@Cys@PEG2k-FA magnetic nanospheres for early-stage cancer diagnosis targeted FR,
which only chose the HeLa cell line for the experiment [41]. Therefore, in this work, SK-
OV-3 cells with high FR expression were used as representative model cells to explore the
relative optimal incubation time. A total of 0.2 mg MNPs@FA was incubated with 1 × 105

SK-OV-3 cells at different incubation time. The optimal incubation time may depend on
the targeting of MNPs@FA to the FR on SK-OV-3 cell surface to some extent. The capture
efficiency rose to 96.08% when the incubation time was 25 min, and the 25 min incubation
time was used for CTC capture in this work. Binding with folic acid, MNPs@FA held a
good capture efficiency against FR-positive ovarian cancer cells (higher than 85%), while
showing a low capture yield against PBMCs (0.39%). In addition, MNPs@FA exhibited
a fine capture sensitivity in capturing four SK-OV-3 cells when five cells were spiked
in PBMC solution separated from 1 mL of whole blood. In our study, 2–12 CTCs were
detected from 3 mL blood samples of ovarian cancer patients. The large blood sample
sizes may provide more chances in the capture number of CTCs from the blood samples of
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cancer patients. Moreover, the use of multiple trapping agents may increase the capture
number for CTCs due to the presence of CTC heterogeneity. For example, the most typical
representative and the only system approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) in 2004, the CellSearch™ system, captures CTCs using the 7.5 mL peripheral blood
sample [40]. However, most research detected CTCs in less than 7.5 mL blood samples. The
nanocage-featured film successfully detected CTCs and CTC clusters in 2 mL or 4 mL blood
taken from 21 cancer patients (stages I-IV) suffering from various types of cancers [24]. A
PLGA nanofiber-based microfluidic device was fabricated with dual aptamer-targeting
EpCAM and N-cadherin proteins, and 1 to 13 CTCs were successfully detected in 3 mL
blood samples of ovarian cancer patients [34]. The FR is highly expressed on the surface of
90% of ovarian cancer cells and FA has a low cost and good specificity, therefore FA was
chosen as a capture agent in this work for the CTC isolation of OC patients. However, the
application of this method for the early detection of OC may have some limitations due
to blood volume. To obtain more CTCs for downstream analysis, many efforts have been
devoted to the CTC culture [42,43]. However, the optimization of CTC culture conditions
will be needed before this strategy can be incorporated into clinical practice; therefore, more
exploration and effort are needed on CTC in vitro culture studies. A few studies have been
successful, including the CTC-derived pre-clinical model which consists of 2D cultures,
the CTC-derived explant (CDX) model, and the 3D organoid generation; compared with
other models, 3D culture has attracted the attention of scientists because of its advantages
of stable morphology, gene expression, cell signaling, equal behavior and heterogeneity
with cancer cells in the tumor mass, high throughput for drug screening, low cost, and easy
operation “in a dish” [43]. In this study, MNPs@FA provided a reliable and noninvasive
method for the quick detection and identification CTCs in ovarian cancer patients’ blood
samples. Moreover, the high viability of captured cancer cells could further be used in
in vitro cultures to help obtain more biological information of ovarian cancer patients in
clinical applications.
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SK-OV-3 cell without MNPs@FA nanoparticles on the cell surface (a,b). Figure S5: Comparison of cap-
ture efficiencies for SK-OV-3 cells by MNPs@Si, MNPs@hydrogel, and MNPs@FA (folic acid-modified
MNPs@hydrogel). Figure S6: Capture performance of MNPs@FA for SK-OV-3 cells and PBMCs from
the mixture sample at the ratio of 1:1. Figure S7: Cell viability of captured SK-OV-3 cells as well as
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Abstract: Suspension microsphere immunoassays are rapidly gaining attention in multiplex bioas-
says. Accurate detection of multiple analytes from a single measurement is critical in modern
bioanalysis, which always requires complex encoding systems. In this study, a novel bioassay
with Raman-coded antibody supports (polymer microbeads with different Raman signatures) and
surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)-coded nanotags (organic thiols on a gold nanoparticle
surface with different SERS signatures) was developed as a model fluorescent, label-free, bead-based
multiplex immunoassay system. The developed homogeneous immunoassays included two surface-
functionalized monodisperse Raman-coded microbeads of polystyrene and poly(4-tert-butylstyrene)
as the immune solid supports, and two epitope modified nanotags (self-assembled 4-mercaptobenzoic
acid or 3-mercaptopropionic acid on gold nanoparticles) as the SERS-coded reporters. Such multiplex
Raman/SERS-based microsphere immunoassays could selectively identify specific paratope–epitope
interactions from one mixture sample solution under a single laser illumination, and thus hold great
promise in future suspension multiplex analysis for diverse biomedical applications.

Keywords: SERS; Raman; microbeads; multiplex; immunoassays

1. Introduction

Nowadays, accurate diagnosis of human malignant diseases at the earliest stage is
vital to curtail the side effects of surgical procedures and radio- and/or chemotherapies,
subsequently followed by costly treatment. Typically, infectious or immune-system-related
diseases generate various antigens as the first sign of abnormality in organisms. The most
representative method for analysis of such disease biomarkers is immunoassays, realized
by the immune recognition between antigens and relevant specific antibodies. In clinical
applications, diseases as complex as cancers always necessitate multiplex diagnostics;
that is, to simultaneously analyze multiple analytes from a single sample measurement.
Hence, high sensitivity and high throughput are the desired features in developing novel
multiplex immunoassays.

As per signal readout arrangements, immunoassays can be separated into a few
classifications, including the enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) [1–3], lumines-
cence [4,5], colorimetric [6,7], fluorescence [8,9], surface plasmon resonance (SPR) [10,11],
and surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) [12,13]. To date, traditional biological
detection strategies such as ELISA and fluorescence are widely used in various clinical
applications, but suffer from various shortcomings, such as high background noise, high
spectral overlap, low sensitivity, and photobleaching. Among these readout technologies,
SERS-based immunoassays have realized significant application in multiplex analyses.
SERS has shown great promise in biomolecular analysis, as it only requires a small amount
of body fluids (e.g., blood, urine, ascites, or saliva) for repetitive and timely examination,
rather than complicated tissue analysis. In addition, SERS-based immunoassays achieve
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a low limit of detection (LOD), large dynamic range, and high sensitivity due to the en-
hanced Raman signals offered by SERS-active molecules physically adsorbed on noble
metal nanoparticle surfaces [14–16]. In addition, the full width at half wavelength (FWHW)
of a Raman signal is much narrower than that of fluorescence. Therefore, the interference
caused by overlapping broad emission spectra will be greatly decreased between different
SERS coding elements, which makes it an efficient encoding system for multiplex analysis.

To date, substrate-based SERS immunoassays have been widely utilized in biochemical
and biomedical applications for the identification of different biological targets; for example,
proteins [17–19], nucleic acids [20,21], infection [22], cells [23,24], and poisons [25]. This
type of biomolecular recognition uses substrate-immobilized, immuno-functionalized
SERS nanoprobes to recognize various target analytes. In a typical encrypting method,
distinct Raman signatures of nanoprobes can be obtained by selecting different SERS-
active molecules or their combinations [26,27]. As such, a series of SERS-coded tags have
been developed for substrate-based analysis [28–37]. Although this technique provides
high-sensitivity multiplex analysis, it is limited by high throughput and a large dynamic
detection range. On the other hand, bead-based immunoassays have gained exponential
recognition in recent years in developing novel SERS-based multiplex bioanalysis platforms.
Compared to these well-established bead-based fluorescence immunoassays, the bead-
based Raman and/or SERS immunoassays show obvious advantages such as label-free,
narrow vibration spectra; high sensitivity; and a single excitation wavelength, in turn
offering higher multiplexing capability. In particular, these Raman beads not only act as a
platform for immune bead support, but also as a label-free code [38–40].

In this study, we developed a model bead-based multiplex immunoassay system in
the presence of Raman-coded microbeads and SERS-coded nanotags for simultaneous
multiplex analysis of epitopes (antigens). As illustrated in Figure 1, the SERS-coded
nanotags were simply prepared by the self-assembly of functional SERS-active molecules to
gold nanoparticle (AuNP) surfaces, and the SERS-coded reporters obtained from interaction
of SERS-coded nanotags to different epitopes. On the other hand, paratopes (antibodies)
could be immobilized on the surface of Raman-coded microbeads. In an immunocomplex
mixture of various functionalized SERS reporters and Raman microbeads, Raman imaging
from one sample measurement allowed us to accurately identify analyte interactions by
tailoring different vibrational bands of the Raman/SERS signatures of microbeads and
nanotags. Our results showed the abilities of applying Raman spectroscopy and imaging
in bead-based multiplex bioanalysis with high sensitivity and high specificity. This holds
great promise for future applications in multiplexing, high-throughput screening, and
detection of complex human diseases.
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Figure 1. Schematic description of the preparation of: (a) SERS-coded reporters; (b) surface function-
alized Raman-coded polymeric microbeads; (c) the resulting bead-based multiplex immunoassays.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

Gold chloride trihydrate (HAuCl4·3H2O), 4-mercaptobenzoic acid (4-MBA), 3-mercapt
opropionic acid (3-MPA), styrene, 4-tert-butylstyrene, polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP 360,000)
and bovine serum albumin (BSA) were procured from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA).
Acrylic acid (AA), 2,2′-Azobis(2-methylpropionitrile) (AIBN), N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-
N′-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC), and N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) were pro-
cured from Acros Organics (Geel, Belgium). Tri-sodium citrate dehydrate was attained
from Prolabo (Phnom Penh, Cambodia). AffiniPure donkey antirabbit IgG (paratope in
this study), AffiniPure donkey antigoat IgG (paratope in this study), AffiniPure rabbit
antihuman IgG (epitope in this study), and AffiniPure goat antihuman IgG (epitope in
this study) were obtained from Jackson ImmunoResearch (West Grove, PA, USA). These
lyophilized IgG samples (H + L) were polyclonal in sterile filtered liquid purified from
antisera by immunoaffinity chromatography using antigen coupled to agarose beads at a
concentration or dilution range of 10–20 μg/mL. Hydroxylamine (1M), phosphate-buffered
saline (PBS, 0.01 M sodium phosphate, 0.25 M NaCl, pH 7.4), block solution (50 mM Tris,
0.14 M NaCl, 1% BSA, pH 8), and wash solution (50 mM Tris, 0.14 M NaCl, 0.05% Tween
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20, pH 8) were prepared in-house. Deionized water (DI water, 18.2 MΩ·cm−1) was from an
Easypure II ultrapure water purification system.

2.2. Preparation of Raman-Coded Microbeads

Monodisperse poly (styrene-co-AA) (PS) and poly (4-tert-butylstyrene-co-AA) (P4tBS)
beads were prepared following a two-stage dispersion polymerization method [41]. In the
first stage, 6.0 g of styrene or 4-tert-butylstyrene monomer, 0.24 g of AIBN initiator, 0.27 g
of PVP 360,000 stabilizer, 0.30 g of 70% Triton X-305 co-stabilizer, and 34 g of 95% ethanol
were charged to a 250 mL three-neck flask. The mixture was bubbled by nitrogen at room
temperature for 40 min. The flask was then merged into a preheated 70 ◦C oil bath and
stirred mechanically at 100 rpm for 1 h. In the second stage, the preheated comonomer
AA solution (2 wt% of AA to the feed monomer mixed with 16 g of 95% ethanol) was
added to the reaction flask using a syringe. The reaction was continued for another
24 h. For purification, the synthesized microbeads were washed three times with 95%
ethanol and four times with DI water to remove any reaction residuals. The washed
microbeads were rescattered in DI water, and the detailed contents of solids were measured
by gravity analysis.

The functional carboxylic group on the microbeads’ surfaces was used to conjugate
IgG (paratope) by EDC chemistry. In a typical experiment, 100 μL of 1.9 wt% purified
microbeads and 100 μL of EDC/NHS/PBS (20 mg of EDC and 30 mg of NHS in 1 mL of
phosphate buffer saline at pH 7.4) were mixed for 15 min at room temperature, followed by
the addition of 10 μg of model paratopes (e.g., donkey antirabbit IgG for PS microbeads and
donkey antigoat IgG for P4tBS microbeads). The mixture solution was incubated at room
temperature for 2 h with gentle rotation and then quenched by using 1 M hydroxylamine.
The conjugated microbeads were washed with PBS buffer and then mixed with 1 mL block
solution (50 mM Tris, 0.14 M NaCl, 1% BSA, pH 8) for 30 min at room temperature. Finally,
the microbeads were washed four times using wash solution (50 mM Tris, 0.14 M NaCl,
0.05% Tween 20, pH 8), and the paratope-conjugated microbeads were redispersed in
DI water.

2.3. Preparation of SERS-Coded Nanotags and SERS-Coded Reporters

AuNPs were synthesized by reduction of gold (III) chloride by sodium citrate [42].
Briefly, 50 mL of 10−3 M HAuCl4·3H2O was brought to a boil, followed by rapidly adding
1 wt% sodium citrate at a mixing molar ratio of 1:2 [39]. After continuously stirring at the
boiling temperature, a reddish-gold colloidal solution was obtained.

The SERS-coded nanotags were prepared by the formation of different self-assembled
monolayers (SAMs) of functional thiols on AuNP surfaces. Here, the solution of 4-MBA
or 3-MPA (2.5 μL, 10−3 M) was added separately to 1 mL of the above AuNP suspension
under vigorous stirring for 2 min at room temperature, and the mixture solution turned
purple. The resulting SERS nanotags were washed three times by operating centrifugation
and redispersing cycles, and finally redispersed in 100 μL DI water. Hereafter, two different
sets of epitopes (rabbit antihuman IgG and goat antihuman IgG) were separately attached
to the performed SERS-coded nanotags via ionic and hydrophobic interactions [43]. Then,
5 μg of epitopes in phosphate buffer were separately charged to these 100 μL SERS-coded
nanotag suspensions under gentle rotation at room temperature for 2 h. Then, 100 μL of
10% BSA solution was added to the mixtures and rotated for another 30 min, followed by
three-time washing using DI water. The final epitope coupled SERS-coded nanotags (aka.
SERS-coded reporters) were then redispersed in 100 μL DI water and stored at 4 ◦C.

2.4. Multiplex Immunoassays

For spectroscopic analysis, 50 μL of the two paratope-conjugated Raman-coded mi-
crobead suspensions were separately mixed with their matched and unmatched epitope-
coupled, SERS-coded reporters. The mixtures were incubated for 1 h under gentle rotation
at room temperature. After washing several times using DI water, the resulting microbeads
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were redispersed in 50 μL DI water. The air-dried microbeads on a glass substrate were
subjected to Raman spectroscopic analysis. For multiplex immunoassays, a 50 μL mixture
of two paratope-conjugated, Raman-coded microbeads were incubated with a mixture of
two epitope-coupled, SERS-coded reporters for 1 h. After washing using DI water, air-dried
microbeads on a glass substrate were subjected to Raman imaging analysis at characteristic
wavenumbers of Raman microbeads and SERS nanotags.

2.5. Equipment

The images of microbeads and AuNPs were obtained by using a Quanta 450 scan-
ning electron microscope (SEM) and a Phillips CM200 transmission electron microscope
(TEM). The UV–vis absorption spectra were recorded using a Shimadzu UV-1601 UV–vis
spectrophotometer. A LabRAM Horiba Raman microscope equipped with LabSpec 6 soft-
ware was used to measure the Raman spectra and image microbeads, SERS reporters, and
immunocomplexes. A 785 nm Xtra II diode laser from Toptica was applied for Raman
imaging, with the monochromator comprising 600 grooves per mm grating. The Raman
spectra were recorded using an acquisition time of 5 s and an accumulation time of 3 s. The
SWIFT mode in LabSpec 6 was used for Raman imaging with an acquisition time of 1 s and
a step size of 0.1 micron. The peak and CLS mode in the Raman microscope were used to
generate the Raman false-color images to establish selective binding in the immunoassays.
The CLS fitting was used to set up and perform the multivariate classical least squares
fitting procedure on single spectra and multidimensional spectral arrays using a set of
reference component spectra. This method is a supervised multivariate decomposition
technique [44].

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Raman-Coded Microbead Supports

Raman-coded polymeric microbeads were used as the immune solid supports in
bead-based immunoassays [45–47]. Dispersion polymerization was used for the synthesis
of monodisperse polymer microbeads with average sizes of ~1.5 μm (Figure 2a,b) and
narrow size distributions (CV < 1%), where a small amount of AA was introduced as the
comonomer to generate functional carboxylic acid groups on the surfaces of microbeads [41].
These surface functional groups not only promoted microbead stability, but also allowed
further surface paratope IgG immobilization via the EDC chemistry.

Styrene and 4-tert-butylstyrene monomers have different Raman spectra. Since poly-
mers are long-chain molecules composed of many repeating monomers connected by
covalent bonds, the Raman signals of their polymer microbeads are strong and distinguish-
able, which render them suitable as a Raman-coded support for bioanalysis. As shown
in Figure 2c, the Raman spectrum of the PS microbeads showed a distinct vibrational
band centered at 1002 cm−1 (strong), which was assigned to the υ1 symmetrical ring.
Another peak related to the υ18A vibration was located at a wavenumber of 1032 cm−1

(medium) [48]. Similarly, the Raman spectrum of the P4tBS microbeads showed distinct
vibrational peaks located at 1109 cm−1 (strong) and 1611 cm−1 (very strong). Due to small
amount of surface carboxyl groups, no Raman spectral representation for carboxyl groups
before and after EDC conjugation was evident.

3.2. SERS-Coded Nanotags and Reporters

The details of preparing the SERS-coded reporters are illustrated in Figure 1; SERS-
coded nanotags were used to report the specific paratope–epitope interaction in the im-
munoassay analysis. The AuNPs used to prepare SERS-coded nanotags were synthesized
at a 1:2 feed molar ratio of HAuCl4·3H2O and Na3Ct to achieve sufficient surface citrate
ions and good colloidal stability. The localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) of the
~25 nm AuNPs showed a characteristic absorption peak at 525 nm (Figure 3a). The same
amount of SERS-active molecules of 4-MBA and 3-MPA were separately mixed with AuNPs
to produce the SERS-coded nanotags; the thiol groups of 4-MBA and 3-MPA had a strong
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affinity to the AuNPs, and carboxylic acid groups enhanced colloid stability [49]. The
4-MBA and 3-MPA formed SAM on the AuNPs via the Au–S bond, and an inevitable
aggregation took place immediately after the SAM formation due to hydrophobic inter-
action [50]. The aggregates formed “hotspots” and facilitated strong SERS signals. The
successful formation of SAM can be signified by an absorption-peak redshift to 536 nm
upon addition of 4-MBA and 3-MPA [51]. The TEM image could be further used to identify
the formation of SAM on the AuNPs and hotspots (Figure 3b); each aggregate contained
several small AuNPs. Model epitopes of rabbit antihuman IgG and goat antihuman IgG
were then mixed with the 4-MBA or 3-MPA SERS-coded nanotags separately to form two
distinct SERS-coded reporters, and 10% BSA was used as a blocking solution to avoid
future nonspecific bounding in bioanalysis. No redshift in the LSPR of the SERS-coded
nanotags after epitope coupling indicated their core–shell–corona structure, in which the
hydrophilic corona layer further enhanced the stability of the SERS-coded nanotags in
aqueous solution.

Poly(Styrene-co-AA)

Poly(4-tBS-co-AA)

Figure 2. SEM images of monodisperse (a) PS and (b) P4tBS microbeads. (c) Raman spectra of these
two Raman-coded microbeads with their characteristic wavenumbers labelled. (d) A typical SEM
image of the immunocomplexes (SERS-coded reporters on the surface of Raman-coded microbeads
formed through specific epitope-paratope interaction).

Figure 3c shows the Raman spectra of bulk 4-MBA and the SERS spectra of 4-MBA
on the AuNPs’ surfaces before and after epitope introduction. Both the Raman and SERS
(with and without IgG) spectra revealed the characteristic vibrational peaks of the υ(CC)
ring-breathing at 1074 and 1583 cm−1. However, other less intense peaks at the δ(CH)
(1132 and 1173 cm−1) and υs(COO-) (1375 cm−1) were observed in the SERS spectra, but
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not the Raman spectrum of bulk 4-MBA [52–54]. Similarly, the Raman spectra of bulk
3-MPA, as well as the SERS spectra of 3-MPA on the AuNPs surfaces with and without IgG,
are shown in Figure 3d. All spectra were dominated by three distinct peaks at 674, 867, and
1430 cm−1, which were assigned to the υ(CS)G, υ(SH), and υ(CH2) characteristic vibrational
modes [55]. We also observed that the SERS signals before and after IgG (epitope) coupling
were identical (Figure 3c,d), which agreed with the LSPR results, indicating no direct
interaction between the AuNPs and IgGs.

Figure 3. (a) UV–vis absorption spectra of AuNPs, AuNP@SAM, and AuNP@SAM@IgG; inset shows
a TEM image of the AuNPs. (b) TEM image of SERS-coded nanotags. (c,d) Raman spectra of bulk
4 MBA/3 MPA, SERS-coded nanotags before and after epitope IgG loading.

The most intensive peaks of 4-MBA and 3-MPA were distinguishable with narrow
bandwidths, resulting in their SERS-coded nanotags and reporters having different SERS
signatures. Moreover, as the Raman scattering cross-sections of nanotags were much larger
than bulk small molecules (4-MBA and 3-MPA), the intensities of Raman signals enhanced
by AuNPs could reach a level of 106. Such a great increase in the signal-to-noise ratio was
favorable for highly sensitive analysis. The formed self-assembled gold colloid helped
enhance the Raman signals of the 4-MBA and 3-MPA. Due to this enhancement effect of the
SERS-coded nanotags, it was possible to lower the concentration limit for analyte detection.
The increase in the intensity of SERS signal to Raman signal was quantified by the apparent
effective enhancement factor (EEF) using the following expression:

EEF =
ISERSNbulk
Ibulk NSERS

where ISERS and Ibulk are the intensities of the same band for the SERS and bulk Raman
spectra, while Nbulk and NSERS are the number of molecules for the bulk and SERS sample,
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respectively [56,57]. Under the experimental conditions, 2.5 μL 10−3 M of 4-MBA or 3-MPA
was charged separately to 1 mL of 10−3 M AuNP aqueous solution to prepare the SAMs.
Using the band of 1074 cm−1 for 4-MBA, the apparent EEF was calculated to be 1.08 × 106.
Similarly, using the band of 674 cm−1 for 3-MPA, the EEF was calculated to be 1.25 × 107.

3.3. Immunocomplexes and Multiplex Immunoassays

We aimed to develop a novel bioassay for multiplex detection using Raman-coded
microbeads and SERS-coded reporters; details are shown in Figure 1. In this study, donkey
antirabbit IgG and donkey antigoat IgG were considered as model paratopes, while rabbit
antihuman IgG and goat antihuman IgG were considered as model epitopes. The PS
and P4tBS microbeads were separately immobilized with donkey antirabbit and donkey
antigoat IgGs. On the other hand, rabbit antihuman IgG was coupled to the 4-MBA-coded
SERS nanotag as the epitope of the donkey antirabbit paratope, and the 3-MPA-encoded
SERS nanotag was decorated with the goat antihuman IgG as the epitope of the donkey
antigoat paratope. Due to the specific recognition between these paired paratopes and
epitopes, the SERS-coded nanotags were used to report the matched immune-interaction
on the microbeads’ surfaces. In other words, in the presence of matched paratope–epitope
pairs, both codes of the Raman bands from the microbeads and the SERS signals from
the nanotags could be read simultaneously due to the formation of immunocomplexes.
Otherwise, only the Raman bands of microbeads could be read in the presence of unmatched
paratope–epitope pairs.

After mixing paired paratope-conjugated, Raman-coded microbeads and epitope-
coupled, SERS-coded nanotags, the SEM image of the immunocomplexes in Figure 2d
clearly showed the presence of SERS-coded reporters on the Raman-coded microbeads. To
further conclude the specific biorecognition of the paratope-conjugated Raman microbeads
to the counterpart epitope loaded to SERS-coded nanotags, we performed a Raman spec-
trum analysis (Figure 4a,b). As mentioned previously, PS microbeads displayed two strong
Raman vibrational bands at 1002 and 1032 cm−1, whereas the SERS vibrational bands for
4-MBA were located at 1074 and 1583 cm−1. After the specific binding of the matched
paratope and epitope, the individual Raman signals of the PS microbeads and the SERS
signals of 4-MBA could be detected in the dry bead sample. Similarly, the P4tBS microbeads
showed typical Raman strong vibrational bands at 1110 and 1613 cm−1, whereas the SERS
vibrational bands of 4-MPA were located at 674 and 2576 cm−1. Again, due to the spe-
cific binding of the matched paratope and epitope, both the Raman signals of the P4tBS
microbeads and the SERS signals of 3-MPA could be observed for the resulting dry mi-
crobeads. In presence of unmatched paratope–epitope pairs, only the Raman signals of
PS or P4tBS could be observed. These results demonstrated that SERS reporters could
selectively bind to microbeads through the specific matched paratope–epitope interaction
with high sensitivity and selectivity. Experimentally, Raman shifts were reproducible in
repeated experiments for Raman-coded microbeads and SERS-coded nanotags, as well as
the paratope-conjugated microbeads with the matched or unmatched SERS-coded reporters.
However, the intensity ratios of Raman-coded microbeads and SERS-coded reporters varied
due to the inhomogeneous distribution of the antibody on the microbeads’ surfaces and
difficulty in controlling the amount of loaded SERS-coded nanotags.

The specific recognition of paratopes and epitopes in the above immunoassays could
be further examined by Raman mapping to explore future multiplex analysis through
spectroscopic imaging of SERS nanotags on the Raman microbead surfaces. After mixing
the two SERS-coded reporters with the two epitope-conjugated Raman-coded microbeads,
the Raman images clearly showed the selective and specific interaction of paratopes and
epitopes from one sample measurement. Figure 5f shows the optical image of dry mi-
crobead mixtures from this immunoassay, and no immunoprecipitation or aggregation
was observed. That was important for the bead-based multiplex analysis to ensure high
reproducibility and reliability. Raman mapping of this area was then carried out with a
scanning step size of 0.1 micron. The false-colored Raman images were achieved based on
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the distinct spectral peaks of the Raman and SERS codes, as well as by using the classical
least squares (CLS) algorithm mode. By selecting and deselecting distinct Raman signatures
of the two polymer microbeads and the two SERS nanotags, different Raman mapping
images were acquired (Figure 5a–d). From that, we could distinguish the microbeads
(and their relevant paratopes) with or without SERS nanotags (and their relevant epitopes)
(Figure 5e) simultaneously. Raman imaging revealed that there was no cross-interaction of
the SERS nanotag signals on the microbead surfaces due to the presence of specific paratope
and epitope interactions. Therefore, the false-colored Raman imaging analysis reinforced
the Raman and SERS immunoassay results, and showed that the interaction was highly
selective and highly specific.

The unabridged Raman spectrum and Raman imaging analysis indicated the specific
recognition between matched paratopes and epitopes with high selectivity. This study
combined the signatures of Raman-coded microbeads (support) and SERS-coded nanotags
(reporter) for multiplex analysis. Since a variety of Raman-coded microbeads and SERS
nanotags can be easily prepared, this Raman and SERS bioassay using vibrational informa-
tion of microbead supports and SERS reporters can be expanded to simultaneous multiplex
analysis from one homogeneous immunoassay. The capacity of the Raman dual-encoding
system will be far more than that of a fluorescent coding system [58], qualifying its high
analyte throughput.

Figure 4. (a) Raman spectra of paratope-conjugated P4tBS microbeads, epitope-coupled AuNP@3-
MPA SERS-nanotags, and the resulting immunocomplexes after the specific paratope and epi-
tope interactions. (b) Raman spectra of paratope-conjugated PS microbeads, epitope-coupled
AuNPs@4-MBA SERS-nanotags, and resulting immunocomplexes after the specific paratope and
epitope interactions.
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Figure 5. Raman imaging of the multiplex assays. (a–d) Raman images of PS microbeads (red) and
4-MBA SERS-reporters on PS microbead surface (yellow); P4tBS microbeads (blue) and 3-MPA SERS
reporters on P4tBS microbead surface (green). (e,f) Combined false-colored spectroscopic and optical
images of dry PS and P4tBS microbeads with their specific SERS reporters from immunoassays.

4. Conclusions

A novel bioanalytical technique was demonstrated for multiplex analyte detection
based on a Raman and SERS suspension immunoassay. Surface-functionalized, Raman-
coded microbeads could be used as the support to immobilize various paratopes for
bead-based immunoassays. AuNPs, SERS-active molecules, and epitopes could be used
to prepare the core–shell–corona structured SERS-coded reporters. In a homogeneous
immunoassay of mixed microbeads and SERS reporters, both Raman spectroscopic and
Raman imaging analysis demonstrated that the SERS (from reporter) and Raman (from
microbead) signatures could only be successfully read in the presence of specific paratope–
epitope interactions. Such a system offered high selectivity, high specificity, high multiplex,
no photobleaching, narrow spectra, and a single excitation wavelength when compared to
a traditional bead-based fluorescent bioanalysis. This Raman and SERS immunoassay has
great potential for future high-throughput multiplexing analysis of many target analytes
from a single sample measurement.
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Abstract: Recently, cell-based immunotherapy has become one of the most promising ways to
completely eliminate cancer. The major challenge is to effectively promote a proper immune response
to kill the cancer cells by activated T cells. This study investigated the effect of T cell-mediated
immunotherapy trigged by Au DENPs-MPC (zwitterion 2-methacryloyloxyethyl phosphorylcholine
(MPC)-functionalized dendrimer-entrapped gold nanoparticles) loading oli-godeoxynucleotides
(ODN) of unmethylated cytosine guanine dinucleotide (CPG). Here, we first synthesized Au DENPs-
MPC, evaluated their capability to compress and transfect CpG-ODN to bone marrow dendritic cells
(BMDCs), and investigated the potential to use T cells stimulated by matured BMDCs to inhibit
the growth of tumor cells. The developed Au DENPs-MPC could apparently reduce the toxicity of
Au DENPs, and enhanced transfer CpG-ODN to the BMDCs for the maturation as demonstrated
by the 44.41–48.53% increase in different surface maturation markers. The transwell experiments
certificated that ex vivo activated T cells display excellent anti-tumor ability, which could effectively
inhibit the growth of tumor cells. These results suggest that Au DENPs-MPC can deliver CpG-ODN
efficiently to enhance the antigen presentation ability of BMDCs to activate T cells, indicating that T
cells-based immunotherapy mediated by Au DENPs-MPC loaded with CpG-ODN may become the
most promising treatment of cancer.
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1. Introduction

In the last few decades, immunotherapy has become an important and promising
treatment for cancer [1,2], which can stimulate or boost our immune system to defend
cancer cells in a much more robust and smarter manner [3]. The immune system detects
abnormal cells and prevents the growth of many cancers with the help of tumor-infiltrating
lymphocytes (TILs). However, cancer cells have ways to avoid destruction by the immune
system. Immunotherapy can strengthen multiple antitumor capabilities to kill cancer cells
in-site and achieve anti-metastasis and anti-relapse effects by strengthening the response
of the immune system [4]. Recently, cell-based immunotherapy has been believed to be
one of the most effective clinical therapy modalities for tumor therapy [5,6]. The patient’s
immune system can eliminate tumor cells mostly through cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL)
mediation [7,8]. While some of the stimulators are unable to reach high levels of immune
response owing to the phenomenon of immune escape [9], it is necessary to find a much
more efficient stimulator for immune cells.

Dendritic cells (DCs) are the unique and mighty antigen presenting cells (APCs),
where only APCs could stimulate primary T lymphocytes and trigger the immunologic
responses of cytotoxic T lymphocytes [10]. The immature DCs (iDCs) will become mature
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DCs (mDCs) in vitro with the procedure of stimulation by some stimulators, and then
will stimulate T cells, especially CD8+ killer T cells and CD4+ helper T cells, to boost
different antitumor immune reactions [11,12]. The immune stimulating DNA containing
unmethylated cytosine-guanine (CpG) motifs have been successfully used as adjuvants to
increase immune responses [13,14]. By MyD88-dependent nuclear factor-KB (NF-κB) and
mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) signaling pathways [15], the Toll-like receptor
9 (TLR9) on the surfaces of DCs can directly activate iDCs to mDCs when it detects
CpG-ODN.

However, owing to various systemic and intracellular obstacles in gene therapy, con-
taining fast degradation, poor cellular uptake, and inefficient endosomal escape, some
special transport ways may be needed to effectively deliver genes to the cell coleus or
cytosol [16,17]. Therefore, it is a challenge to find an outstanding gene carrier that could
efficiently transport the exogenous nucleic acids into cells. Nonviral delivery systems have
attracted extensive attention thanks to their properties of easy preparation and modifi-
cation, high safety and genetic loading capacity, and perfect delivery efficiency [18,19].
Fifth-generation (G5) polyamidoamine (PAMAM) dendrimers are a kind of highly branched
and symmetrical polymer with a precise molecular structure and abundant surface func-
tional groups, which make it useful for gene delivery [20,21]. Modifications for dendrimers
are necessary to overcome a series of shortcomings (e.g., high cytotoxicity and low gene
transfection efficiency) [22,23]. Metallic and metal oxide NPs have been widely used in
cell-based immunotherapy and other biomedical fields in recently years [24–26]. In our
previous study, dendrimer-entrapped Au NPs (Au DENPs) showed more high gene deliv-
ery efficiency and lower cytotoxicity than it alone [27,28]. This is because of the truth that
entrapped Au NPs can help to maintain the 3-dimensional spherical morphology of den-
drimers, allowing more efficient compaction of DNA [29,30]. Meanwhile, the cytotoxicity
of the gene vector was also reduced after dendrimer entrapment of Au NPs. After surface
modification, it can further decrease the cytotoxicity and strengthen the efficiency of gene
delivery upon Au DENPs [31,32].

To reduce the nonspecific adsorption and improve the transport capacity to immune
cells, the antifouling effect of the delivery vectors is also worthy of attention. Zwitterionic
materials have attracted more attention in the field of biomaterials than other materials
owing to a range of advantages (e.g., ultralow nonspecific protein adsorption, bacterial
adhesion, and biofilm formation) in recent years [33]. Zwitterions can form stronger
hydration shells through ion–dipole interaction with denser and tighter adsorbed water [34],
making them preferable substitutes for other materials, such as PEG [35]. To enhance the
efficiency of gene delivery, it is needed to remove the existence of serum protein in the
medium. This is because of the strong interaction between serum protein and positively
charged vector/gene complexes, leading to low efficiency of cellular uptake and gene
delivery [36]. However, it is very conflicting that the cells will become weak owing to
lack of adequate nutritional in the serum-free medium, which also affect the gene delivery
efficiency. Hence, it would be significant to discover a new protein-resistant carrier program
to retain the formed positively charged vector/gene polyplexes to be intact in a serum
culture environment for highly efficient gene delivery. Liu et al. and Xong et al. modified
G5.NH2 with the zwitterion: MPC and carboxy betaine acrylamide (CBAA) to bear the
G5.NH2 with outstanding compatibility with protein and cells [37,38].

In our study, we explored a novel T cell-based tumor immunotherapy induced by
CpG-loaded zwitterion-functionalized Au DENPs. G5.NH2 was used as a template to
synthesize Au DENPs-MPC (Au DENPs-MPC) (Scheme 1). The cytocompatibility of Au
DENPs-MPC on BMDCs was assessed by the MTT kit. Au DENPs-MPC were completely
characterized via different techniques. Then, the surface antigens on BMDCs were detected
by flow cytometry to certificate that they were successfully stimulated to maturation. The
activation of T cells was detected by allogeneic mixed lymphocyte reaction (MLR) setting.
The in vitro anti-tumor effect was detected by the transwell system and it indicated that T
cells activated in vitro have a satisfactory anti-tumor effect. Therefore, Au DENPs-MPC can
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be served as an efficient gene delivery vector and DCs stimulator, and potentially enhance
T cell-mediated tumor immunotherapy after loading with CpG-ODN. It also provides a
good reference for the design of biosensors, and broadens the application field of biosensor.

 

Scheme 1. Synthesis of Au DENPs-MPC (a) and the anti-tumor immunotherapy route (b).

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Synthesis and Characterization of Au DENPs-MPC

Based on the 1H-NMR (Figure 1a), there are about 21.2 MPCs attached to each G5.NH2
by integrating the areas of G5.NH2 proton peaks (range from 2.2 to 3.4 ppm) and MPC
proton peaks (about −1.0 ppm). Figure 1b indicates the existence of Au NPs inside G5-NH2
due to the absorption peak at 520 nm. The Au NPs could also be visualized by transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) (Figure 1c). It was shown that the Au NPs were spherical,
and the average diameter was about 1.7 nm. In addition, the calculated Mws and mean
numbers of primary amines of the G5.NH2 and Au DENPs-MPC vectors are shown in
Table S1, respectively. The gel retardation results demonstrated that the Au DENPs-MPC
showed the best ability to compress CpG-ODN, and the mobility of CpG-ODN could be
retarded at N/P ratios of 1 or greater (Figure 1d).
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Figure 1. (a) 1H-NMR spectrum of Au DENPs-MPC. (b) UV/Vis absorption spectra of
{G5.NH2-MPC20} and Au DENPs-MPC. (c) TEM image and size distribution histogram of Au DENPs-
MPC. (d) Agarose gel electrophoresis of Au DENPs-MPC/CpG-ODN complexes at different N/P
ratios (range from 0.5~3.5).

Based on the above results, Au DENPs-MPC/CpG complexes with five different nitro-
gen phosphorus (N/P) ratios (1, 2, 4, 6, and 8) were selected to evaluate the hydrodynamic
size and zeta potential. The average hydrodynamic sizes of the Au DENPs-MPC/CpG-ODN
complexes were about 200 nm, and their average zeta potentials were about 15 mV, as
shown in Table S2. Considering the optimal endocytosis efficiency and gene delivery
efficiency [39,40], we chose the complexes with an N/P ratio of 2 for the subsequent studies.

2.2. In Vitro Cytotoxicity and Cellular Uptake Assays

Next, the cytocompatibility of the tested nanomaterials was evaluated, which was sig-
nificant for the following experiments. According to the MTT assay results, Au DENPs-MPC
showed lower cytotoxicity to BMDCs after being modified with MPC, indicating the out-
standing cytocompatibility (Figure 2a). Meanwhile, the Au DENPs-MPC loaded with
CpG-ODN could further decrease the cytotoxicity compared with Au DENPs-MPC alone,
which is due to the decreased positive potential of the complexes after complexation
of negatively charged CpG ODN [41], thereby improving the cytocompatibility of Au
DENPs-MPC/CpG-ODN. It is noted that, when the concentration is 10 μg/mL, the cell vi-
ability is higher than 100%, which should be due to the lower cytotoxicity of the complexes
under the lower concentrations. Even when the concentration of Au DENPs-MPC/CpG-
ODN complexes was up to 50 μg/mL, the cell viability of BMDCs could still reach higher
than 90%, indicating that the Au DENPs-MPC/CpG-ODN complexes were safe for subse-
quent experiments.
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Figure 2. (a) MTT assay results of the BMDCs cultured with Au DENPs-mPEG, Au DENPs-MPC
alone, and Au DENPs-MPC/CpG-ODN complexes at different concentrations for 24 h. (b) Flow
cytometry results of BMDCs cultured with CpG-ODN alone, Au DENPs-mPEG/CpG-ODN, and Au
DENPs-MPC/CpG-ODN complexes at different concentrations for 4 h. (c) Confocal fluorescence
images results of BMDCs cultured with Au DENPs-MPC/CpG-ODN complexes at concentration of
50 μg/mL. The scale bar is 20 μm. *** p < 0.001.

As shown in Figure 2b, the mean fluorescence intensity of CpG-ODN labeled with
FAM (carboxyfluorescein) was increased obviously with the concentration of Au DENPs-
MPC/CpG-ODN complexes and Au DENPs-mPEG/CpG-ODN complexes, respectively,
while the intensity did not change obviously in the group of CpG-ODN alone (Figure 2b
and Figure S1). This is because of the negative charge and easy degradation of CpG-ODN,
which are not beneficial for uptake by cells. What is more, the decoration of zwitterion
(MPC) onto the Au DENPs’ surface is able to efficiently degrade the adsorption of protein
to Au DENPs-MPC/CpG-ODN complexes, thereby greatly reducing the influences of the
presence of FBS [37]. Thus, Au DENPs-MPC/CpG-ODN showed about 4.7 times higher
cellular uptake ability of BMDCs than Au DENPs-mPEG/CpG-ODN. In addition, the
flow cytometry results were consistent with the results of confocal fluorescence detection
(Figure 2c).

2.3. Maturation of BMDCs

Maturation of BMDCs is the first step in immune response for the anti-tumor effect.
Only mature BMDCs can present antigens and effectively activate T cells. In Figure S2, the
expression of CD11c on the surfaces of BMDCs reached more than 75%, suggesting the
high purity of BMDCs. The results from Figure S3 presented the extracted cell morphology,
and were similar to those in the previous reports [42]. Compared with the group without
any stimulation, the expression of BMDCs’ maturation markers, CD80, CD86 and MHC-II,
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were remarkably raised to 51.23%, 45.44%, and 44.41%, respectively, indicating the BMDCs
were matured after incubated with 50 μg/mL Au DENPs-MPC/CpG-ODN (Figure 3).
To further confirm the stimulation effect of the Au DENPs-MPC/CpG-ODN, liposome
was also used as a positive control. In the liposome group, the expressions of CD86 and
MHC-II were just 29.40% and 20.08%, respectively. This means that more CpG-ODN are
transferred into cells and then stimulate the maturation of DCs by Au DENPs-MPC rather
than liposome. It is notable that, although Au DENPs-MPC/CpG-ODN at 75 μg/mL
showed much better cellular uptake efficiency, the expression levels of related cytokines
are lower than those of Au DENPs-MPC/CpG-ODN at 50 μg/mL. This may be due to
the increasing cytotoxicity of Au DENPs-MPC/CpG-ODN at high concentrations, which
limits the function of CpG-ODN. According to the above results, the concentration of Au
DENPs-MPC at 50 μg/mL was selected for the following tests.

 
Figure 3. The expression detection results of different maturation markers were detected by flow
cytometry and the isotype controls in panels are related to the determination background.

2.4. T Cells’ Activation

Next, the activation of T cells in vitro through mature BMDCs (mBMDCs) was checked.
Firstly, we checked the purity of the extracted T cells according to our previous reports [43].
The flow cytometry detection results (Figure S4) showed that the expression of CD3 reached
above 90%, suggesting high purity of the extracted T cells [43]. Then, the proliferation of T
cells was detected by the allogeneic MLR setting [44]. It is clear that BMDCs matured by
the Au DENPs-MPC/CpG-ODN complexes could activate the proliferation of allogeneic T
cells at a DC/T ratio higher than 1:200, and the highest stimulus index was 2.8 times higher
than that of the control group (T cells without stimulation) (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. The proliferation result of T cells after co-culture with different ratio of mature BMDCs for
3 days by MTT assay.

Meanwhile, the flow cytometry results also showed that, after co-culturing T cells with
mBMDCs, the expressions of CD4 and CD8 on the surface of T cells increased (Figure S5).
Thus, Au DENPs-MPC/CpG-ODN complexes-treated BMDCs exhibited a remarkably
enhanced capacity for presenting antigen to T cells for the stimulation of cell proliferation,
showing that Au DENPs-MPC/CpG-ODN complexes were able to induce functional
maturation of BMDCs.

2.5. In Vitro Anti-Tumor Effect of T Cells

Considering the remarkable activation of T cells stimulated by Au DENPs-MPC/CpG-
treated BMDCs, the in vitro antitumor effect of T cells was detected by the transwell system
(Figure 5a). Based on our results, the activated T cells showed the most powerful and good
inhibition effect of 4T1 cells, compared with inactivated T cells and 4T1 alone. When it
was co-cultured with activated T cells for 24 h, the cell viability of 4T1 cells dropped to
37% (Figure 5b). It is believed that activated T cells in the upper chamber could secrete
some abundant related cytokines, such as interferon-γ (IFN-γ) and tumor necrosis factor-α
(TNF-α), to inhibit the growth of 4T1 cells in the lower chamber [45]. Meanwhile, the
inactivated T cells group also showed a low inhibition effect on the growth of 4T1 cells,
which may because the inactivated T cells also secrete a small amount of related cytokines
to kill the 4T1 cells [45]. This showed that T cells activated by mBMDCs could be able to
inhibit the growth of tumor cells by triggering the immune response.
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Figure 5. (a) Schematic illustration of T cells (upper) and tumor cell (lower) co-cultured using the
transwell plates. (b) Cell viability of 4T1 after co-culture with different T cells. *** p < 0.001.

3. Conclusions

In summary, we synthesized a kind of non-viral carrier Au DENPs-MPC with im-
proved cytocompatibility and delivery efficiency of CpG-ODN for enhancing the antigen
presentation ability of BMDCs to activate T cells. The results showed that Au DENPs-MPC
could reduce the toxicity of Au DENPs and increase the efficiency of delivery of CpG-ODN
to BMDCs. The expression of specific surface proteins detected by flow cytometry demon-
strated the maturation of BMDCs and the activation of T cells. The transwell experiments
certificated that ex vivo activated T cells display excellent anti-tumor ability, which could
effectively inhibit the growth of tumor cells. These results show that the T cells-based
immunotherapy mediated by Au DENPs-MPC loaded with CpG-ODN may become the
most promising treatment of cancer.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/bios12020071/s1, Table S1: Physicochemical parameters of the
G5.NH2, {(Au0)25-G5.NH2-mPEG20}, and {(Au0)25-G5.NH2-MPC20} vectors. Table S2: Zeta potentials
and hydrodynamic diameters of Au DENPs-MPC alone and the Au DENPs-MPC/CpG complexes at
five different N/P ratios. Figure S1: Cellular uptake results of BMDCs detected by flow cytometry.
Figure S2: The expression of CD11c on the surfaces of BMDCs related the purity of BMDCs was
detected by flow cytometry. Figure S3: The inverted microscope images of mouse bone marrow-
derived dendritic cells after induction for 1, 3, 5, and 7 days. Figure S4: The expression of CD3 on the
surfaces of T cells related to the purity of T cells was detected by flow cytometry. Figure S5: The flow
cytometry results of the expression of CD4 and CD8 on the surfaces of T cells. (a,b) T cells cultured
for 3 days without stimulation. (c,d) T cells cultured with mBMDCs for 3 days. CD4 and CD8 were
labeled with FITC (F1 channel).
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Abstract: Diverse drug loading approaches for human heavy-chain ferritin (HFn), a promising drug
nanocarrier, have been established. However, anti-tumor drug loading ratio and protein carrier
recovery yield are bottlenecks for future clinical application. Mechanisms behind drug loading have
not been elaborated. In this work, a thermally induced drug loading approach was introduced
to load anti-tumor drug doxorubicin hydrochloride (DOX) into HFn, and 2 functionalized HFns,
HFn-PAS-RGDK, and HFn-PAS. Optimal conditions were obtained through orthogonal tests. All
3 HFn-based proteins achieved high protein recovery yield and drug loading ratio. Size exclusion
chromatography (SEC) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) results showed the majority of
DOX loaded protein (protein/DOX) remained its nanocage conformation. Computational analysis,
molecular docking followed by molecular dynamic (MD) simulation, revealed mechanisms of DOX
loading and formation of by-product by investigating non-covalent interactions between DOX with
HFn subunit and possible binding modes of DOX and HFn after drug loading. In in vitro tests, DOX
in protein/DOX entered tumor cell nucleus and inhibited tumor cell growth.

Keywords: ferritin; drug delivery; thermally induced drug loading; computational analysis

1. Introduction

Mammalian ferritin is a 12 nm symmetrical protein cage consisting of 24 subunits.
Each subunit contains a 4-helix bundle (helix A, B, C, and D) and a fifth short helix
(helix E). Three N-terminals of subunits gather and form 8 hydrophilic channels in each
ferritin shell to allow iron ion penetration [1]. Residues from 4 helices E make another
6 ferritin hydrophobic channels. All 14 channels on each ferritin shell are around 0.3–0.5 nm
wide [2]. Ferritin’s unique structure and high biocompatibility have made it a potential
drug nanocarrier [3]. Especially, human heavy-chain ferritin (HFn) has shown an intrinsic
active tumor targeting ability because it can recognize and bind to human transferrin
receptor 1 (TfR1) [4].

Through decades of efforts, research have explored diverse drug loading approaches.
Disassembly/reassembly and passive diffusion are 2 mainstream drug loading approaches.
A disassembly/reassembly approach involves a dissociation/re-association of HFn assem-
bly induced by pH or 8 M urea. This approach suits drugs either smaller or larger than
ferritin channels. However, the disassembly/reassembly process in pH-induced pathway
has been criticized. Kim et al. has proven that the process damaged ferritin structure and
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led to random aggregation of ferritin and drug, in which small aggregates were soluble and
huge ones became precipitates [5]. The damage results in 2 problems in drug loading per-
formance: (1) precipitation causes the loss of ferritin and an unsatisfactory protein recovery
yield; (2) soluble ferritin-drug aggregates with different sizes can affect drug performance
in vitro and in vivo. Condition optimization in drug loading was often required to mitigate
these problems. For example, Mehmet et al. and Ruozi et al. critically investigated the pH
adjustment course in drug loading and used a stepwise pH adjustment or optimization
of final pH to boost protein recovery yield to 55% [6,7]. The 8 M urea-based approach is
less frequently used in contrast with the pH-induced one. In two studies, it showed a DOX
loading ratio comparable with that of optimized pH-induced approach (around 33 DOX
per HFn nanocage), but the protein recovery yield was still undesirable, around 64.8% [8,9].

Passive diffusion approach loads drugs through the hydrophobic or hydrophilic
channels on ferritin shell, through incubating ferritin and drugs together under suitable
mixing conditions. Different stressors, such as high temperature, additives, and pressure,
have been introduced to expand the channels and facilitate drug loading. This approach
poses minor effects on ferritin structure and causes relatively low ferritin aggregation and
loss compared with the disassembly–reassembly approach. However, the loading efficiency
is low [10]. In the study of Yang et al., soybean ferritin was heated with Rutin at 60 ◦C for 1 h,
resulting in a loading ratio of 10.5 Rutin molecules per ferritin [11]. They used chaotropic
chemicals, urea, and guanidine chloride, to expand soybean ferritin channels and load
molecules in 2 other studies [12,13]. To boost passive loading ratio, Wang et al., have
successfully applied high hydrostatic pressure, explored different levels of variables, such
as: pressure values, buffer pH, and additives, to finally achieve a 99% of HFn recovery and
high DOX loading ratio (32 DOX per HFn nanocage) [14]. However, the high pressurized
device is expensive and possesses a number of potential safety risks in operation. Therefore,
it is challenging to achieve concomitantly a desirable drug loading ratio and a protein
recovery yield in ferritin drug loading process.

In theory, after a drug enters ferritin, it retains in ferritin either by physical entrapment
or chemical interaction, or both. For small molecule drugs, such as DOX (molecular weight
< 600 Da), chemical interaction dominates. The chemical interaction type and strength
are critical to the stability of drug loaded ferritin to prevent drug leakage from ferritin
channel. Currently, the chemical interactions between ferritin and DOX have not been
investigated in detail. An investigation on these interactions can help understand the drug
loading mechanism, interpret the findings in drug loading and lead to an improvement
of drug loading performance. In the investigation of protein-ligand binding mechanism,
computational tools, molecular docking and molecular dynamic (MD) simulation are
significantly regarded and widely used. Molecular docking provides multiple reliable
modes of protein-ligand complexes, based on a searching algorithm, whilst MD simulation
can assess the validity of these complexes by stability evaluation [15,16]. Shahwan et al.
used AutoDock Vina, a molecular docking service, to find the most possible human ferritin
(PDB ID: 3AJO)-enzyme inhibitor Donepezil complex, and ran a MD simulation of the
complex to assess its stability [17]. These 2 tools are potentially capable of analyzing the
chemical interactions between ferritin and drug in loading process.

In this study, a thermally induced passive diffusion was introduced to load DOX
to HFn and 2 functionalized HFns, HFn-PAS, and HFn-PAS-RGDK. It is expected to
obtain desirable loading results. HFn-PAS was constructed by fusing PAS peptide to HFn
C-terminal. HFn-PAS-RGDK was constructed by fusing PAS and RGDK peptide onto
the HFn subunit C-terminus. PAS peptide enlarges hydrodynamic volume and RGDK
improves inhibition of tumor cell growth through specific affinity with integrin αvβ3/5
and neuropilin-1, which are overexpressed by a wide range of tumor cells [18,19]. Three
purified HFn-based proteins were characterized by transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) before drug loading. Condition optimization in thermally induced drug loading for
HFn and HFn-GFLG-PAS-RGDK were conducted. Size exclusion chromatography (SEC)
and TEM were used to detect the structures of proteins after drug loading. DOX loaded
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proteins (protein/DOX) stability test was performed to check drug leakage profile during
storage. For the first time, computational analysis, molecular docking followed by MD
simulation, was adopted to analyze chemical interactions contributing to drug loading
and aggregation in thermally induced DOX loading process. Finally, in vitro evaluations,
intracellular distribution, and cytotoxicity assays, compared 3 HFn-based proteins in vitro
performances after thermally induced drug loading.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

Three HFn-based proteins, HFn, HFn-PAS, and HFn-PAS-RGDK were designed as in
a previous work [20]. Escherichia coli (E. coli) BL21 (DE3) (Tiangen Biotech, Beijing, China)
was the expression host. MDA-MB-231 cell line was purchased from Cellbank Australia
(Sydney, NSW, Australia). Cell culture related reagents were purchased from Thermo
Scientific (Massachusetts, MA, USA). All other chemicals of analytical grade except for
Doxorubicin hydrochloride (DOX) (Dalian Meilun Biotechnology, Dalian, China), were
bought from Chem-Supply (Gillman, SA, Australia). All chromatography columns used in
this work were bought from GE healthcare (Waukesha, WI, USA). Millipore purification
system (Merck, Melbourne, VIC, Australia) was used throughout the experiments.

2.2. Preparation and Characterization of HFn and Functionalized HFns

E. coli strains expressing HFn or functionalized HFns were fermented in LB medium at
37 ◦C and target proteins were expressed by 0.5 mM isopropyl β-D-thiogalactoside (IPTG)
4 h induction. Harvested cell pellets were re-suspended, subjected to ultra-sonication for
cell disruption. Lysis supernatants were collected and stored at −20 ◦C before purifica-
tion. HFn was purified through the procedure established in a previous work [21]. Har-
vested E. coli lysis supernatants containing HFn-PAS and HFn-PAS-RGDK first underwent
50 ◦C, pH 5.0, 5 min heat-acidic precipitation to remove host cell proteins, buffer exchange
using Hiprep X26/10 G25 desalting column (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI, USA), and
then pH 7.0 mono Q ion-exchange chromatography (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI, USA)
for polishing. The 12% reducing SDS-PAGE and TEM were adopted for purity and con-
formation integrity characterization, respectively. In TEM analysis, a FEI Tecnai G2 Spirit
TEM (Eindhoven, NB, The Netherlands) was employed. Operating voltage was 100 kV.
Three purified proteins were diluted to 0.1 mg mL−1, spread on TEM support grids, air
dried, and then negatively stained with 2% uranyl acetate before micrography capture.

2.3. Thermally-Induced Passive Loading of DOX into HFn, HFn- PAS-RGDK, and HFn-PAS

DOX was loaded to HFn-based nanocages through thermally induced passive dif-
fusion. Temperature, buffer pH and incubation time are the main factors affecting drug
loading. An orthogonal test was designed to optimize thermally induced drug loading
condition for HFn and HFn-PAS-RGDK. Variables and levels tested are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Levels of variables used in the orthogonal tests for optimization of thermally induced DOX
loading to HFn and HFn-PAS-RGDK.

Variables Level

Temperature 45, 50, 60 ◦C
Phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 7.5

Incubation time 2, 4, 6 h

Initial protein concentration (1 mg mL−1) and DOX concentration (0.2 mg mL−1)
were used in all conditions. Sample buffer was 20 mM phosphate buffer (PB) with 5 mM
guanidinium chloride, pH 7.0 or 7.5. After thermal incubation of DOX and HFn-based
nanocages, samples were at 1000 rpm 10 min at 4 ◦C to remove precipitates. Concentrations
of the supernatants after centrifugation were measured using Bradford assay (Bio-Rad,
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Gladesville, NSW, Australia) for calculation of protein recoveries yields. Unloaded DOX
was removed using Hitrap G25 desalting column (GE healthcare, Waukesha, WI, USA) and
DOX loaded HFn-based protein (protein/DOX) were collected. All protein/DOX peaks
then underwent SEC by Superose 6 increase 10/300 GL column (GE Healthcare, Waukesha,
WI, USA) to detect if any soluble HFn-DOX aggregates existed.

SEC can separate DOX loaded in HFn-based nanocages (DOX loaded in nanocage)
from soluble HFn-DOX aggregates. Peak areas (absorbance at 480 nm) can be used to
determine the proportion of DOX loaded in nanocage, using Equation (1). Drug loading
ratio, protein recovery yield, and the proportion of DOX loaded in nanocages under various
conditions were compared to find the optimal condition. For HFn-PAS, DOX loading was
conducted at the optimal loading condition of HFn-PAS-RGDK.

Proportion of DOX loaded in nanocage (%)

= Peak area o f DOX loaded in nanocage
Peak area of DOX loaded in nanocage+Peak area of protein−DOX aggregates ∗ 100%

(1)

Drug loading ratio, which is the number of DOX per HFn or functionalized HFn
nanocage (N), was determined using Equation (2). CDOX represents DOX concentration
in protein/DOX samples collected from Hitrap G25 desalting chromatography. Cnanocage
represents the concentration of HFn-based proteins in protein/DOX samples. DOX has
absorbance at 280 and 480 nm, and protein has absorbance at 280 nm. Therefore, we assume:
(1) OD480nanocage/DOX = OD480DOX; (2) OD280nanocage/DOX = OD280DOX + OD280nanocage.
Five standard OD vs. C linear curves were established, including OD480DOX vs. CDOX,
OD280DOX vs. CDOX, OD280HFn vs. CHFn, OD280HFn-PAS vs. CHFn-PAS, OD280HFn-PAS-RGDK
vs. CHFn-PAS-RGDK. DOX concentration range for standard curves was 1–40 μg mL−1, and
concentration range of proteins for standard curves was 0.1–1.2 mg mL−1.

N =
Number o f DOX

Number of nanocage
=

CDOX•Mwnanocage

Cnanocage•MwDOX
(2)

2.4. TEM Characterization of DOX Loaded HFn-Based Proteins and HFn-DOX Aggregate

Three protein/DOX samples under the optimal thermally induced drug loading
conditions were analyzed using TEM analysis. A HFn-DOX aggregate sample collected
from Superose 6 increase SEC also underwent TEM analysis. Sample treatment and device
setting in TEM analysis were the same as in Section 2.2.

2.5. Stability of DOX Loaded HFn and Functionalized HFns

After drug loading, the buffer of protein/DOX samples obtained from 50 ◦C, 6 h, pH
7.5 were exchanged into either phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) pH 7.4. Buffer exchanged
samples were placed at 37 and 4 ◦C. Aliquots were taken from samples at certain time
points (0, 2, 4, 8, 24, 72, 120, 168, 336 h) and desalted using Hitrap G25 desalting column
(GE Healthcare, USA) to remove leaked DOX, followed by N value calculation.

2.6. Computational Study of Interactions of HFn and DOX in Thermally-Induced Drug Loading

Molecular docking and Gromacs MD simulation analysis were used to identify the
potential HFn and DOX interactions to explain the formation of HFn/DOX and soluble
HFn-DOX aggregates. Molecular docking was performed to analyze the possible poses of
HFn subunit and DOX interactions. MD simulation of the docking complexes aimed to
find out the most stable HFn subunit-DOX complex structures.

Computational analysis was based on 2 prerequisites: (1) we assume that HFn subunit
can be a representative of HFn assembly. This is because the assembly was theoretically
24 repetitions of the subunit. DOX is smaller than HFn channels, which makes it un-
likely to simultaneously interact with more than one subunit of the same HFn assembly.
(2) The computational analysis focus was on the interactions between DOX and the residues
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located on HFn assembly outer surface and inner surface. All interactions with interface
residues of HFn assembly were ignored.

In molecular docking analysis, PyRx software was used. DOX 3D structure was from
Pub Chem and HFn subunit structure file (PDB file) from RCSB PDB (ID: 2FHA). DOX was
energy minimized before conducting docking. Top 9 docking HFn-DOX complexes were
obtained and saved as PDB files. PDB files from docking results underwent Gromacs MD
simulation using Gromacs 2018.

In MD simulation, CHARMM36 force field was used. The HFn-DOX complex struc-
ture was solvated in a dodecahedral box of size 460.73 nm3 with water molecules and the
box was charge neutralized by replacing eight water molecules with 8 Na+ ions. Energy
minimization was conducted using the steepest descent integrator for 50,000 steps, until a
tolerance of 10 kJ mol−1. After this, temperature (NVT) and pressure equilibration (NPT) of
the full system were performed at 323 K (approximate 50 ◦C). Finally, 10 ns 323 K simulation
were conducted with 5,000,000 steps and 2 fs each step. Lincs constraint algorithm, Verlet
cut-off scheme, Particle Mesh Ewald coulomb type were used in this MD simulation. Root-
mean-square deviation (RMSD) and short-range non-bonded interaction energy of each
complex in MD simulation were analyzed for the stability assessment. Three-dimensional
structures of 9 complexes after MD simulation were saved and the interactions of HFn
subunit and DOX within were visualized by Discovery Studio Visualizer. Interactions
analyzed include hydrogen bond, salt bridge, and Pi (π) effects. Possible hydrophobic
interaction was evaluated by analyzing the residue hydrophobicity in DOX binding area.

2.7. In Vitro Anti-Tumor Assessments of DOX Loaded HFn-Based Proteins

MDA-MB-231 is a human breast tumor cell line and has been proven to overexpress
human TfR1, neuropilin 1, and integrin αvβ3/5 [22,23]. MDA-MB-231 cells were cultured
in L-15 medium with 10% FBS and 1% PS. Intracellular distribution and MTT assay of all
3 protein/DOX were conducted.

MDA-MB-231 cells in exponential growth phase were utilized in intracellular distribu-
tion analysis and cytotoxicity assay. Procedures of these two assays were the same as in a
previous work using another tumor cell line [20]. Awell and cell viability were calculated
using the following equations. IC50 values of DOX and three protein/DOX were calculated
in Origin 9.0 software. Unpaired T test was employed for statistical assessment.

Awell = A595 − A630 (3)

Cell viability (%) = (Awell − Ablank)/(Acell − Ablank) × 100 (%) (4)

3. Results

3.1. Characterizations of Purified HFn-Based Proteins

Figure 1 shows the SDS-PAGE and TEM images of 3 purified HFn-based proteins. In
Figure 1A of 12% reducing SDS-PAGE, HFn subunit showed a single band with around
21 kDa. However, 2 functionalized HFns (HFn-PAS and HFn-PAS-RGDK) showed higher
apparent molecular weights in SDS-PAGE gel than their theoretical 26 kDa and 26.5 kDa.
The discrepancies in molecular weights probably result from PAS peptides, which has the
tendency of binding to surrounding water molecules to increase the hydrodynamic radius.
Other researchers discovered similar molecular weight increase in PAS modified proteins
and PEG-conjugated proteins in SDS-PAGE analysis [18,24].
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Figure 1. Characterizations of purified HFn-based proteins. (A), 12% reducing SDS-PAGE results of
purified 3 HFn-based proteins. Lane 1: HFn, 2: HFn-PAS, 3: HFn-PAS-RGDK. (B), TEM image of
purified HFn. (C), TEM image of purified HFn-PAS. (D), TEM image of purified HFn-PAS. E, TEM
image of purified HFn-PAS-RGDK. Red arrows indicate some spheres.

TEM images in Figure 1B–D demonstrate that both functionalized HFns were assem-
bled hollow spheres, same as HFn. Cages of all proteins were around 12 nm in diameter
regardless of functionalization. This is because the inserted functional peptides at the
C-terminus did not constitute the ferritin nanocage, while under TEM, the size of the
nanocage was visualized.

3.2. Optimization of HFn Thermally Induced Passive Loading to Increase Drug Loading

Thermally induced strategy takes advantage of the thermal energy mediated structural
perturbation of selective hydrophilic pore areas. Theil and co-workers used Circular
Dichroism to analyze the α-helix content change of HFn following heat treatment at
different temperatures, and found that a small amount of secondary structure began to
transition into random coil when temperature is greater than 45 ◦C, and it is very likely
to take place in pore areas and expand pores [25]. Heating also accelerates Brownian
motion of proteins and drug molecules so that greater efficiency could be achieved than in
non-heated passive diffusion. In this work, pH 7.0 and 7.5 were chosen to ensure that DOX
carries positive charge (DOX pKa 8.3) and HFn inner surface has the opposite charge (HFn
pI 4.8). Temperature conditions were selected based on thermal stability of HFn.

Standard curves for determination of drug loading ratio (N) are in Figure S1. Figure 2
summarizes the changes of drug loading ratios, proportions of DOX loaded in nanocage
and HFn recovery yields with varying thermal induction time, temperature, and buffer
pH. Table S1 lists all drug loading ratios (Ns), proportions of DOX loaded into nanocage
and protein recovery yields for HFn. As is shown in Figure 2A,C,E, with the increase in
thermal induction duration from 2 to 6 h, N increased at all tested temperatures. At 45 ◦C,
50 ◦C, and 60 ◦C, the highest N was 30.3, 41.6, and 56.7. Ns at pH 7.5 were slightly higher
than those at pH 7.0 in most of the time regardless of temperature.
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Figure 2. Thermally induced DOX loading results of HFn under different experimental conditions.
Loading ratios (Ns) and proportions of DOX loaded in nanocage at 45 ◦C (A), 50 ◦C (C), and 60 ◦C
(E). HFn recovery yields at 45 ◦C (B), 50 ◦C (D) and 60 ◦C (F).

In terms of proportions of DOX loading in nanocage, at 45 and 50 ◦C, they were at
least 85% whilst at 60 ◦C they were below 85%. At all 3 temperatures, the proportion
of DOX loaded into nanocage decreased with the duration of thermal induction. The
proportions were largely pH-dependent, and the extent of pH-dependency was subject to
temperature, hence they decreased by 0.4–3.5% at 45 ◦C and 50 ◦C, and by 10–15% at 60 ◦C
as pH increased from 7.0 to 7.5.

For the HFn recovery yields, in Figure 2B,D,F, at 45 ◦C and 50 ◦C, they were above
90%, and at 60 ◦C, they were mostly below 85%. These results suggest that in the thermally
induced drug loading process, DOX loaded in individual HFn nanocages, soluble HFn-
DOX aggregates, and HFn-DOX precipitates were simultaneously produced as in previous
research using disassembly/reassembly drug loading approaches. At 45 ◦C, proportion
of drug loaded in nanocage and HFn recovery yield decreased slowly, and N increased
slowly over time, whilst at 60 ◦C, proportion of drug loaded in nanocage, HFn recovery
yield and N behaved in the opposite manner. These results confirm that 45 ◦C may not
be effective to accelerate drug loading. In addition, at 60 ◦C, the local structures of HFn
nanocages undergo excessive changes, resulting in massive formation of aggregates of HFn
with DOX. Considering N, proportion of DOX loaded in nanocage and HFn recovery yield
together, 50 ◦C, pH 7.5, 6 h is the best drug loading condition (N of 41.6, proportion of
DOX loaded in nanocage of 87.2% and HFn recovery yield of 97.2%).
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3.3. Optimization of HFn-PAS-RGDK Thermally Induced Passive Loading

Figure 3 and Table S2 show the DOX loading optimization results of HFn-PAS-RGDK.
The relations between drug loading performance indicators (N, proportion of DOX loaded
in nanocage and HFn-PAS-RGDK recovery yield) and experimental variables (induction
time, pH and temperature) are similar to those in HFn.

Figure 3. Thermally-induced DOX loading results of HFn-PAS-RGDK under different experimental
conditions. Loading ratios (N) and proportions of DOX loaded in nanocage at 45 ◦C (A), 50 ◦C (C),
and 60 ◦C (E). HFn-PAS-RGDK recovery yields at 45 ◦C (B), 50 ◦C (D), and 60 ◦C (F).

In Figure 3A,C,E, N positively responded to thermal induction duration and tempera-
ture. pH 7.5 showed greater Ns than pH 7.0 in most of time. Proportion of DOX loaded
in nanocage was negatively related to temperature and incubation time. At 45 ◦C and
50 ◦C, proportions of DOX loaded in nanocage were greater than 75%. At 60 ◦C, they
were lower than 70%. As in Figure 3B,D,E, HFn-PAS-RGDK recovery yields were greater
than 75% except at 60 ◦C 4 h and 6 h. The best DOX loading condition was obtained at
50 ◦C, pH 7.5 and 6 h, with an N of 45.2, proportion of DOX loaded in nanocage of 78.5%
and HFn-PAS-RGDK recovery yield of 76.0%. HFn-PAS DOX loading ratio was 38.4, pro-
portion of DOX loaded in nanocage was 73.4% and protein recovery was 75.1% under the
same condition.
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3.4. Conformation of DOX Loaded HFn and Functionalized HFns

SEC analysis was performed to prove the success of DOX loading and separate DOX
loaded nanocages from HFn-DOX soluble aggregates according to hydrodynamic volume
differences. HFn-based proteins have absorbance at 280 nm but not at 480 nm. DOX has ab-
sorbance at both wavelengths. Protein/DOX in theory has absorbance at both wavelengths
and peak retention time should be similar to HFn-based proteins. Figure 4A–C show
the chromatograms of HFn/DOX, HFn-PAS/DOX, and HFn-PAS-RGDK/DOX prepared
under the condition of 50 ◦C, 6 h, pH 7.5. Two peaks, P1 and P2, were observed in all
3 samples. The larger P2 had retention volumes of 13–15 mL in Superose 6 increase column,
and absorbance at both 280 and 480 nm. This means it was the DOX loaded HFn-based
nanocage. The smaller P1 eluted before P2 was the protein-DOX soluble aggregates, the
DOX amount of which accounted for below 27% of the total DOX in the SEC loading
samples. The heating process did not affect most of the ferritin nanocage, as are shown
in Figure 4D–F. Most of the protein/DOX were hollow spheres. Nanocage sizes were still
around 12 nm, the same as before thermally induced passive drug loading process.

 

Figure 4. Size-exclusion chromatograms and TEM images of optimal protein/DOX. SEC HFn/DOX
(A,D), HFn-PAS/DOX (B,E), HFn-PAS-RGDK/DOX (C,F). Red arrows indicate some spheres.

3.5. DOX Loaded HFn and Functionalized HFns Stability

Protein/DOX stability test was designed to reflect the stability of protein/DOX in
storage (4 ◦C) and blood circulation (37 ◦C). In storage, drug leakage profiles for all
protein/DOX were consistent, where around 20% of loaded drug leaked over 2 weeks
(Figure 5). At 37 ◦C, protein/DOX were less stable in contrast with 4 ◦C, with around 30%
of drug loss detected in HFn/DOX and 35% of drug leaking in other 2 groups for 2 weeks.
In all 3 protein/DOX, drug leaked fast during the initial 12 h, then slowed down. Perhaps
some of the loaded drugs were just loosely attached or physically trapped inside protein
nanocages. Hence, these drugs were more prone to dissociation from protein, while drugs
strongly interacted with HFn remained within ferritin. Functionalized HFns showed lower
protein/DOX stabilities compared with HFn, which probably result from the insertion of
foreign peptides.
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Figure 5. DOX leakage over time at different conditions. (A), HFn/DOX. (B), HFn-PAS/DOX.
(C), HFn-PAS-RGDK/DOX.

3.6. Interactions between HFn and DOX in Thermally Induced Drug Loading by
Computational Analysis

From molecular docking results, 9 different HFn subunit-DOX complexes were ob-
tained. Complexes underwent 10 ns 50 ◦C MD simulation for stability assessment. Three-
dimensional structures of 9 complexes after simulation are shown in Figure 6. Among
them, only in Complex 1, the location DOX binds to was the inner surface in HFn assembly.
In the other 8 complexes, DOX bound to areas corresponding to the outer surface in HFn
assembly. This implies that Complex 1 is very likely to be the structure of DOX loaded
in HFn nanocage, while the interaction ways in the other complexes could form drug
loading, soluble HFn-DOX aggregates, and HFn-DOX precipitates in thermally induced
drug loading process.

 

Figure 6. Three-dimensional structures of 9 complexes after 10 ns MD simulation. (A–I) are complex 1–9.

To evaluate the stabilities of these structures, the RMSD and the short-range non-
bonded interaction energy of HFn subunit and DOX molecule in 9 complexes during
simulation were monitored and are presented in Figures 7 and 8. The smaller the RMSD
and the lower the energy is, the more stable the complex structure is and the more reliable
the complex structure is. The stability orders of structures demonstrated in RMSD and
energy are consistent.
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Figure 7. RMSD of HFn subunit and DOX in complexes 1–9 during MD simulation. (A–I) are
complex 1–9.

Figure 8. Short-range non-bonded interaction energy of HFn subunit and DOX in complexes 1–9
during MD simulation. (A–I) are complex 1–9.

Complex 1 was the most stable structure in 50 ◦C MD simulation, with RMSD lower
than 1 nm and energy below −350 kJ mol−1. This result is in accordance with the experi-
ment result conducted under 50 ◦C, that more DOX was being loaded to HFn nanocage
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than forming soluble aggregates and precipitates. Complex 4 and 5 were the second most
stable structures, of which the RMSD were below 1 nm and the energies were below
−200 kJ mol−1 most of the time. Complex 3 was the third most stable structure. Its RMSD
was lower than 1.2 nm. RMSD of Complex 7, 6, 8, 9, and 2 were greater than 1.5 nm and
energies of them were above −50 kJ mol−1, indicating relatively unstable structures and
possibly weak interactions. Based on the stability results, Complex 1, 4, 5, and 3 were the
focus in interaction analysis.

Table 2 lists the hydrogen bond, salt bridge and Pi effect interactions between HFn
subunit and DOX in Complex 1, 4, 5, and 3 at 10 ns of the simulation. Figure S4 lists the
2D diagrams of 9 complexes of HFn subunit with DOX at 10 ns of the MD simulation.
Hydrogen bonds and salt bridges are strong non-covalent bonds, in contrast with van der
Waals interaction, such as Pi effects. The more of them in the complex, the more stable the
complex structure is. Complex 1 had the most hydrogen bonds and salt bridges.

Table 2. Interactions between HFn subunit and DOX in complexes.

Complex
Residues Forming Hydrogen

Bond with DOX

Residues Forming Salt
Bridge/Attractive Charge

with DOX

Residues Have Pi Effects
with DOX

1 GLN58, GLU62, HIS65, GLN141 GLU27, GLU62 (2) 1, GLU107 (2) 1 HIS57 (Pi-Pi stacked), TYR54
(Pi-alkyl)

4 ARG43, ASP91 ASP91 TYR39 (Pi-Pi stacked), TYR39
and PRO88 (Pi-alkyl)

5 TYR40, ASP45, GLU94, GLU167 ASP45 /

3 / / TYR29 (Pi-Pi T shaped),
LEU26 (Pi-alkyl)

1 Numbers in the brackets after the residue are the number of the interactions involving the residue.

Regarding the possible hydrophobic interactions between HFn subunit and DOX
in Complex 1, 4, 5, and 3, a 5 residue average hydrophobicity was used to reflect the
hydrophobicity level of residues in DOX binding area. This is because in a protein, the hy-
drophobicity of residues can be affected by the nearby residues. Local area hydrophobicity
reflects the possibly of hydrophobic interaction better than considering individual residue
hydrophobicity. The calculation of 5 residue average hydrophobicity has considered the
impact of nearby residues and its value demonstrates how hydrophobic the local area of
the residue is. Hydrophobicity values in Table 3 were calculated using Discovery Studio
Visualizer. The greater the value is, the more likely it would interact with the hydrophobic
DOX molecule. In Complex 1, 4, 5, and 3, there were at least 3 residues at the binding
pocket available for hydrophobic interactions with DOX.

Table 3. Five residue average hydrophobicity of residues in DOX binding area in complex 1, 4, 5, and 3.

Complex
5 Residue Average Hydrophobicity Values of Hydrophobic Residues in DOX

Binding Pocket

1 TYR34 (0.92)1, TYR54 (0.64) 1, LYS143 (0.62) 1, ALA144 (0.54) 1, GLU147 (0.1) 1.
4 TYR32 (0.52) 1, SER36 (0.56) 1, TYR39 (0.26) 1.
5 VAL46 (0.56) 1, ALA47 (0.48) 1, LEU48 (0.48) 1.
3 LEU26 (1.02) 1, GLN83 (0.82) 1, GLN112 (0.04) 1, GLU116 (0.94) 1.

1 Numbers in the brackets after the residues are the 5 residue average hydrophobicity.

According to the computational analysis, in DOX loaded HFn nanocage, DOX was
mostly bound to HFn subunit as in Complex 1. Relatively weak binding ways found in
Complex 4, 5, and 3 and physically trapped DOX also existed. Therefore, the loading ratio
could reach above 24. However, DOX remained in HFn in these weaker ways are more
prone to dissociation during storage. Physically trapped DOX probably accounts for the
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burst release of DOX in the initial 12 h, and the weakly bounded DOX on HFn surface in
Complex 4, 5, and 3 would gradually be released, as is shown in Figure 5.

Because no aggregates nor precipitates were found in 50 ◦C 6 h heated HFn, it is
reasonable to infer that the interaction of DOX and HFn assembly has led to HFn and
DOX aggregation. Small aggregates are still soluble while huge ones turn into HFn-DOX
precipitates. TEM image in Figure 9A demonstrates that the HFn in soluble HFn-DOX
aggregates were still intact spheres but clumped into a large particle. Interaction ways
in Complex 4, 5, and 3 and others, except Complex 1, are theoretically possible to cause
aggregation in a way that DOX works as a cross linker (Figure 9B). In each HFn assembly,
there are 24 subunits for DOX to bind to, and the HFn-DOX aggregates contain multiple
DOX molecules.

Figure 9. TEM image of DOX loaded in aggregates (A) and schematic of conformation of DOX loaded
in aggregates (B). Cyan part is HFn assembly and brown part is DOX molecule.

3.7. Intracellular Distribution and Cytotoxicity of DOX Loaded HFn-Based Proteins

DOX has been proven to be able to diffuse into cell nucleus and disrupt cell divi-
sion [26]. However, in theory, the DOX loaded on HFn and functionalized HFns need to be
released from protein prior to exerting its function. Intracellular distribution test aimed to
check whether the release of DOX form protein/DOX occurred. Cell nucleus locations were
visualized as blue dots under cell imager after Hoechst 33,258 staining (Figure 10A). Due
to the intrinsic fluorescence of DOX molecules, under the excitation of 480 nm light, DOX
molecule accumulation could be observed as green dots. In the merged images, the color
of dots in all four groups changed to light cyan, indicating that DOX molecules loaded
on proteins through thermally induced loading approach were released and accumulated
inside cell nucleus.

MTT assay was designed to compare the inhibition effects of DOX loaded on HFn,
two functionalized HFns, and free DOX. Figure 10B shows the cell viabilities at different
concentrations of equivalent DOX. Table 4 lists the IC50 values of all four groups. Free
DOX possessed the lowest IC50. However, it does not indicate free DOX has the greatest
anti-proliferation effect. This is because in in vitro assays, the direct incubation of free DOX
with cells has maximized the internalization efficiency of free DOX. On the contrary, the
uptake efficiency of DOX in in vivo tests and in real practice would be greatly hampered
by the blood circulation and metabolism system. Except for free DOX, DOX loaded on
HFn-PAS-RGDK had the lowest IC50 value, followed byHFn-PAS/DOX. HFn/DOX had
the greatest IC50.
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Figure 10. DOX intracelluar distribution photos and cytoxocity comparison of protein/DOX and
DOX. (A), DOX distribution inside cells shown under cell imager. Blue dots show the locations
of cell nucleus. Green dots represent the accumulation of DOX molecules. The light cyan dots in
merge photos indicate the DOX molecules accumulated at cell nucleus. (B), Cytotoxocity effects of
protein/DOX and DOX on MDA-MB-231 cells.

Table 4. IC50 values of all groups.

Group IC50 (μg mL−1)

DOX 0.15 ± 0.01
HFn/DOX 0.57 ± 0.02
HFn-PAS/DOX 0.46 ± 0.01
HFn-PAS-RGDK/DOX 0.34 ± 0.01

No statistical significance was found between anti-proliferation abilities of HFn-PAS-
RGDK/DOX group and free DOX group (p > 0.05). Anti-proliferation effect of HFn-
PAS-RGDK/DOX was significantly higher than the other two HFn-based protein/DOX
groups (p < 0.05). This is because of the tumor targeting ability of the inserted RGDK in
HFn-PAS-RGDK.

4. Discussion

In this study, the thermally induced passive diffusion approach succeeded in loading
DOX into HFn and 2 functionalized HFns. 50 ◦C, pH 7.5 and 6 h was found to be the optimal
condition for HFn and functionalized HFns. Temperature and incubation time showed a
great impact on DOX loading performance. Although HFn and DOX have outstanding
thermal stabilities, in the thermally induced drug loading process, both drug loading
and irreversible HFn-DOX aggregation occurred under all selected conditions. With the
same incubation time, as incubation temperature increased, N value increased whilst the
proportion of DOX loaded in nanocage declined. At the same incubation temperature, N
value increased and the proportion of DOX loaded in nanocage decreased over incubation
time, especially at 60 ◦C.

Table 5 compares HFn drug loading performance of this work with some previously
published studies. In this study, N of HFn (41.6) is greater than previously studies, which
adopted 8 M urea or optimized stepwise pH-induced disassembly-reassembly approaches.
Recovery yield of HFn in this study, 97.2%, is similar to high hydrostatic pressure passive
diffusion approach (99%) and significantly greater than the pH-induced (25%, 55%) or
8 M urea-based approach (64.8%). Disassembly/reassembly approach has been questioned
to be not fully reversible because 2 holes were detected by synchrotron small-angle X-ray
scattering, and the authors argued that this structural damage may result in protein loss
and aggregation in the drug loading process [5]. To the contrary, at 50 ◦C, HFn nanocage
remains intact throughout the thermally induced drug loading process, which involves
less structural changes.
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Table 5. Comparison on DOX loading to HFn in this work and previous studies.

Protein Loading Approach N Protein Recovery (%) Reference

HFn Thermal induction 41.6 97.2 This study
Horse spleen ferritin Step-wise pH induction 28 55 ± 7 [6]

HFn pH induction 29 ± 3 40 ± 4 [18]
Equine spleen ferritin pH induction 22 ± 1 25 [27]

HFn pH induction 28.3 / [28]
Ferritin Urea-based 32.5 64.8 [8]

HFn Urea-based 33 / [9]
HFn High hydrostatic pressure 32 ± 2 99 [14]

‘/’ means no data.

Compared with HFn, under most experimental conditions, especially at 50 ◦C and
60 ◦C, the functionalized HFn, HFn-PAS-RGDK, had relatively low protein recovery yields
and low proportions of DOX loaded in nanocage. HFn-PAS also demonstrated reduced
proportions of DOX loaded in nanocage and protein recovery yields. Two functionalized
HFns were more prone to aggregation in the heating process, suggesting slightly decreased
thermal stabilities. This could be ascribed to the ‘flip to flop’ phenomenon in functionalized
HFns, where E-helix with inserted functional peptide are extruded outside HFn nanocage,
as was discovered in our previous work [20]. Hydrophobic interactions of 4 helices E
around each hydrophobic channel in natural ‘flip’ HFn have been proven to contribute to
HFn stability [29,30]. The turnover of E-helix has hampered helices E interactions and thus
declined thermal stability.

Combining the results from molecular docking, MD simulation, and experiments,
hydrogen bond and salt bridges between DOX and HFn residues in Complex 1 probably
account for most of the loading of DOX. Physical entrapment of DOX in HFn assembly
and interactions in other complexes may also contribute but they suffer from a rapid DOX
leakage during storage, as shown in Figure 5. In the process of thermally induced DOX
loading, DOX may undergo unexpected interactions with multiple HFn assemblies through
hydrogen bonds and salt bridges to form HFn-DOX aggregates (Figure 9B).

In vitro tests demonstrate that DOX loaded through thermally induced passive diffu-
sion could exert anti-cancer function as free DOX.

5. Conclusions

A thermally induced drug loading approach has improved DOX loading ratios and
protein recovery yields of HFn and functionalized HFns, HFn-PAS and HFn-PAS-RGDK.
This mild and efficient strategy can become an alternative to produce HFn-based nanocages
with various drugs. According to molecular docking and MD simulation analysis, hy-
drogen bond, salt bridges and other non-covalent interactions between HFn and DOX
molecules contribute to DOX loading and by-product formation. The combination of molec-
ular docking and MD simulation analyses can be a useful tool to shed light on ferritin drug
loading mechanism. In vitro tests show that thermally-induced DOX loaded HFn-based
proteins can exert tumor inhibition of DOX. RGDK has promoted DOX internalization to
tumor cells and enhanced HFn anti-tumor efficacy.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/bios11110444/s1, Figure S1: Standard linear curves of correlations between drug or HFn-based
protein nanocages concentrations and optical densities. Table S1: Loading ratios (Ns), proportions
of DOX loaded in nanocage and protein recovery percentages in HFn thermally induced drug
loading optimization. Table S2: Loading ratios (Ns), proportions of DOX loaded in nanocage and
protein recovery percentages in HFn-PAS-RGDK thermally induced drug loading optimization.
Figure S2: Size exclusion chromatograms of all HFn/DOX samples under 18 conditions in thermally
induced drug loading optimization. Figure S3: Size exclusion chromatograms of all HFn-GFLG-
PAS-RGDK/DOX samples under 18 conditions in thermally induced drug loading optimization.
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Figure S4: Hydrogen bond, salt bridge, and Pi effect interactions between HFn subunit and DOX in
Complex 1–9 after 10 ns MD simulation.
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Abstract: Living sample viability measurement is an extremely common process in medical, pharma-
ceutical, and biological fields, especially drug pharmacology and toxicology detection. Nowadays,
there are a number of chemical, optical, and mechanical methods that have been developed in
response to the growing demand for simple, rapid, accurate, and reliable real-time living sample
viability assessment. In parallel, the development trend of viability measurement methods (VMMs)
has increasingly shifted from traditional assays towards the innovative atomic force microscope
(AFM) oscillating sensor method (referred to as nanomotion), which takes advantage of the adhe-
sion of living samples to an oscillating surface. Herein, we provide a comprehensive review of
the common VMMs, laying emphasis on their benefits and drawbacks, as well as evaluating the
potential utility of VMMs. In addition, we discuss the nanomotion technique, focusing on its applica-
tions, sample attachment protocols, and result display methods. Furthermore, the challenges and
future perspectives on nanomotion are commented on, mainly emphasizing scientific restrictions and
development orientations.

Keywords: living sample viability measurement; atomic force microscopy; AFM oscillating sensor
method; nanomotion

1. Introduction

The development and evaluation of new drugs take several years of investigations on
living samples to explore drug pharmacology and toxicology. Compared to in vivo investi-
gations on living sample viability, in vitro investigations are easier to execute and duplicate,
the experimental settings are easier to regulate, and they are less morally problematic
and costly [1]. In the past few decades, biological, chemical, and physical methods have
been used for the rapid and accurate measurement of in vitro living sample behavior [2].
Living sample viability is a measure of the ratio of dead samples to live samples within a
sample population. Living sample viability assays are used to assess the general health
of samples and to track their survival after treatment with chemical agents or drugs. It is
often expressed as a percentage of the control sample [3]. As the central parameter of living
samples, viability is mainly measured through single-plate experiments or high-throughput
screening, namely, pharmaceutical compound injection and living sample reaction record
and assessment [4]. Apparently, living sample viability measurement plays an important
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role in clarifying the effects of drugs on cell proliferation and cytotoxicity, thus significantly
reflecting drug safety and efficacy. For instance, living sample viability measurement
provides great opportunities for analyzing the physiological behavior of anticancer drugs,
such as selective ingestion and lethality in cancer cells, as well as biosecurity in non-tumor
cells [5].

Recently, various chemical, optical, and mechanical methods possessing high accuracy
and sensitivity have been developed in response to the demand for living sample viability
determination [6]. Obviously, diverse measurement methods have their own superiorities
and deficiencies depending on the application. Choosing the appropriate measurement
method considers not only the test time, procedures, and the number of samples but also
the application, cell line type, and host type. For instance, despite the extreme complexity
of interpreting the experimental results of metabolic activity measurements, they have
achieved significant progress. Among numerous viability measurement methods (VMMs),
the atomic force microscopey (AFM) oscillating sensor method (named nanomotion), taking
advantage of the adhesion effect of living samples to an oscillating surface, has emerged as
a rapid, quantitative, real-time monitoring technique in the last decade [7]. To some extent,
sufficiently detailed understanding of nanomotion strategy, from sampling attachment
protocols to results display, will help achieve more reliable and repeatable living sample
viability measurement.

This review aims to address the development of VMMs from traditional assays to
nanomotion and to shed light on the novelty and practicability of nanomotion VMMs.
Above all, various common VMMs are discussed and summarized in order to assess the
potential areas of future development by discussing their most significant advantages and
drawbacks. The use of nanomotion for monitoring living sample viability is discussed
extensively through a comprehensive literature survey which summarizes the applications,
the methods of sample adhesion on the microcantilever, and result display methods, and
concludes with a consideration of the challenges and deficiencies that need to be addressed
in the future. Finally, we hope that the review can promote the development of VMMs and
present a promising innovative direction.

2. Living Sample Viability Measurement Methods

Generally, In previous reviews, according to the measurement principle or measure-
ment procedures, VMMs have been classified in previous reviews as direct or indirect,
labelled or label-free, and endpoint or real-time [8]. While in this review, VMMs are clas-
sified according to the equipment or materials used in the measurement process. VMMs
are classified into chemical, optical, and mechanical measurement methods, as shown in
Figure 1.

2.1. Chemical Viability Assays

Chemical viability assays work according to a common principle—the injection of liv-
ing samples with one or more compounds. For instance, an anticancer drug’s effectiveness
or toxicity is evaluated through living sample interaction with drug’s compound(s) [4].
Therefore, chemical assay identification and design depend on the drug’s nature and vary
according to the biomarkers used. The biomarker can be the outer surface of the sample
membrane, nuclear size, or a metabolic process, such as the integrity of the membrane,
adenosine triphosphate (ATP), the cellular esterases, enzyme function, and permeability.
Chemical viability assays are mainly labelled, endpoint, and multi-sample methods. In
general, chemical viability assays have several advantages. They are easy to perform,
inexpensive, and rapid. They can be used to measure suspended or adherent samples and
do not require complex techniques [1,9,10]. Figure 2 illustrates the wide classification of
chemical viability assays and the various techniques they comprise.
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Figure 1. Viability measurement methods are classified according to the equipment or materials used
in the measurement process, such as chemical viability assays and optical or mechanical methods.

Chemical viability assays are divided into five main categories: dye exclusion assays,
fluorometric assays, luminometric assays, flow cytometry, and colorimetric assays. The
principle of dye exclusion assays is based on the determination of membrane integrity. Dye
exclusion assays determine the viability of suspension samples, with nonviable samples
appearing in blue cytoplasm and living samples appearing in clear cytoplasm. Trypan
blue [9–14] is a toxic assay for mammalian cells, and eosin [13,15–17], congo red [18], and
erythrosine B stain assays [19,20] are nontoxic assays for mammalian cells. The principle of
fluorometric assays is based on cellular esterases’ cleavage of a nonfluorescent compound
into a fluorescent compound. Fluorometric assays are light-sensitive and are used to
determine the viability of both suspensions and adherent samples.

Fluorometric assays include three methods: resazurin (alamarblue) assay, 5-CFDA-
AM assay, and fluorescein diacetate-propidium iodide. In the resazurin (alamarblue)
assay, a healthy sample undergoes a non-reversible enzymatic reaction that turns the
resazurin or alamarblue into a pink color resorufin that spreads in the medium such that,
by measuring color change, healthy samples can be calculated [21–23]. In the instance of
the 5-CFDA-AM assay, the living sample’s enzymatic response transforms the assay into a
fluorescent polar and impermeable solution that passes through healthy samples' cellular
membranes. [24,25]. Propidium iodide, which interacts with the DNA of a dead sample,
is combined with fluorescein diacetate, which is converted to fluorescein by esterase, to
indicate apoptosis in the living sample. The combination of the two assays made it possible
to measure the viability of living samples more accurately [26,27].

Luminometric assays include three methods: ATP (adenosine triphosphate), luciferase,
and bioluminescent-nonlytic methods. The viability of living samples is determined in the
ATP assay by using luminometers to assess intracellular ATP levels after the cells have been
lysed to release intracellular ATP, which interacts with the luciferase enzyme [28–30]. The
luciferase and bioluminescent-nonlytic methods are real-time viability measurement assays
and can be used in continuous measurement applications [31–33]. In the luciferase method,
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cells are not dissolved to release ATP. Still, cells absorb the pro-substrate and turn it into a
substrate that spreads in the medium. Bioluminescent-nonlytic assays include fluorescence
and luminescent assays [10,34].

 

Figure 2. The broad classification of chemical viability assays and the various techniques they involve.

Flow cytometry includes three methods: membrane asymmetry assays, membrane
permeability assays, and mitochondria assays. Membrane asymmetry assays are based
on detecting changes in a cell membrane’s outer surface [35]. However, membrane per-
meability assays are based on detecting cell membrane integrity and permeability [36–39].
Mitochondria assays involve the detection of the membrane potential, mass, or membrane
permeability of mitochondria [40].

Colorimetric assays are based on the determination of metabolic activity and can be
applied to both suspensions and adherent living samples. Colorimetric assays include ten
methods: MTT, MTS, XTT, WST-1, WST-8, SRB, NRU, CVS, colonogenic assay, and LDH.
The MTT assay is converted into a colorful formazan by the active metabolism of viable
samples, and the intensity of the colored formazan is proportional to the number of live
samples [21,41]. Unlike the MTT assay, the MTS assay is directly soluble in the sample
medium [42]. Through online data processing, the XTT assay enables the processing of
a large number of samples with high accuracy and speed [43,44]. The WST-1 assay is
water-soluble, eliminating the need for a separate formazan dissolving step [45,46]. The
WST-8 assay was developed from WST-1 and has the advantage that it is less toxic and
more sensitive than other types of colorimetric assays [46,47]. The SRB assay is designed
to be more sensitive than the MTT assay based on its ability to bind essential amino acid
residues to proteins and does not depend on metabolic activities in measuring the viability
of living samples [48,49]. NRU diffuses easily across the plasma membrane and binds to
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anionic sites in the lysosome. The NRU principle is based on the ability of viable samples
to bind the neutral red dye in the lysosomes [50,51]. The CVS assay principle is based on
measuring sample adherence by coloring attached samples with CVS, a protein and DNA
binding dye [52]. The principle behind the colonogenic assay, also known as the plating
assay, is that live samples will generate colonies that are easy to observe for which the
number of surviving samples can be easily estimated [53–55]. LDH is released into the
extracellular space when the plasma membrane is disrupted, which can be a significant
indicator of necrotic cells [56,57].

2.2. Optical Measurement Methods

An optical measurement strategy is a non-invasive way of measuring viability and
monitoring the effect of drugs or toxicity [58] which provides an excellent opportunity to ob-
serve vital sample processes, including living sample functions and activities. The principle
of most optical microscopy and imaging techniques is based on measuring diseased samples
by observing their morphology, distribution, or interaction with specific antibodies.

In the case of living cells, the mitochondrial network is dynamic (fuse, divide, and
move) [59] but the shape changes yielding vesicular punctiform mitochondria occur at the
early stages of cell death [60] and the cell shape is fragmented into small punctuate and
round structures that collapse to become isolated, expanded, and more numerous in the
case of programmed cell death [61] and elongated or donut-shaped during autophagy [62].
In addition, during necrosis or apoptosis, when cells are under stress, this results in the
occurrence of many irregular plasma membrane bulges inside the cells, the formation
of many large vacuoles, and the detachment of tissue culture plates. Thus, monitoring
the shape and position of cells by optical measurement methods can allow the rapid
measurement of cell viability in real-time.

2.2.1. Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy (RS) is one of the most popular optical methods used to measure
living sample viability [62,63]. Optical spectroscopy detects inelastic photon scattering
caused by vibrational bonds in objects [64]. It is non-invasive and can be used to distin-
guish between healthy and dead samples. In addition, it is a rapid, label-free, real-time
method that does not damage samples and works based on the sample’s interaction with
electromagnetic radiation to provide chemical fingerprints [65]. Analyzing the RS images
of living samples has made it possible to calculate samples viability as a percentage of dead
or diseased samples compared to healthy samples. The RS images show the morphological
changes of living samples, and the multivariate analysis processes these images using a
software database. The application of multivariate analysis has enabled the classification
of samples according to morphological changes in various subcellular organelles, such as
nuclei, mitochondria, and cytoplasm. Therefore, samples can be classified according to
their health status [66]. Using RS images and multivariate analysis recognized by custom
software, cancer cells were compared with normal cells, providing an apparent discrepancy
showing the different shapes of cancer cell components compared with those of normal
cells [67]. By applying multivariate analysis to RS data, breast cancer cells were classified
into responsive or nonresponsive as a function of drug dosage and type based on the
evaluation of metabolic changes [64]. RS enables sample archiving and retesting for more
precise therapy response assessment. The advantages of RS maps have been harnessed
to quantify dynamic changes at the single-cell level in terms of sensitivity, for spatial and
temporal resolution of multiplexed metabolic changes, and for quantitative analysis [64,68].

Recently, an automated platform approach for high-throughput screening RS was
created to overcome human factor errors, reduce test time, and increase the number of
samples under measurement [62,69]. The automatic development of RS algorithms involves
analyzing vast quantities of data and the creation of a reliable and comprehensive database
for machine learning [70] so as to increase the speed and reliability of testing. RS was
recently combined with deuterium labeling, and the findings indicated that this novel RS
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detection technology might be used to identify cancer cells at the single-cell level [63]. RS’s
challenges include the weak Raman signal [71] and light scattering [72], which reduce the
method’s sensitivity. When interacting with a sample, scattered light can cause frequency
deflection due to scattered photons. Spectrum pretreatments and scattered photon filtering
can mitigate this effect and increase the quality of the process [72]. As new optical meth-
ods have emerged, such as flow imaging microscopy, holography, and on-chip, lensless
video microscopy, which will be addressed later, the development of optical measurement
methods has helped to overcome the method’s drawbacks.

2.2.2. Flow Imaging Microscopy

Flow imaging microscopy (FIM) is a rapid, label-free method used to determine living
sample viability [73–75]. It is used to image the flow of fluids that contain vital compo-
nents, such as human cells or protein particles. FIM captures the morphological changes
of living samples and uses multivariate software to analyze FIM images to determine
sample viability as a percentage of dead samples compared to healthy samples using the
same working principle as Raman spectroscopy, though FIM takes sample images while
the sample fluid is in continuous flow [75]. A specialized flow microscope is used for
the measurement of living samples. In this system (schematically shown in Figure 3a),
sequential bright digital images are captured when the sample passes through the flow
cell. Living sample morphological information, number, size, and shape information are
collected and then analyzed by software [76]. Flow imaging microscopy is a rapid and
straightforward measurement method that reveals very subtle morphological changes in
samples related to viability [75], such as mitochondria shape [60] and plasma membrane
bulges [58]. The most important thing that distinguishes this technology from other optical
microscopy techniques is its high throughput. FIM measures vital components individually
one by one and calculates size distributions numerically using deep learning technology
and a database generated by custom software [74].

(a) (b) 

Figure 3. Optical measuring methods: (a) schematic of flow imaging microscopy (FIM) techniques;
(b) digital holographic microscopy.

Currently, the most significant limitation is the speed of data analysis [74]. Micro-
flow imaging provided higher measurement precision, while FlowCAM showed higher-
resolution images [75]. Recently, a study using a convolutional neural network for image
analysis based on flow imaging microscopy techniques was carried out for a cell-based
medicinal products test [73]. However, this required a long time for analysis using algo-
rithms and the application of a machine-learning model to several databases [77]. FIM has
proved to be a powerful tool for overcoming vital sample classification difficulties when
used in conjunction with image-processing technologies and advanced machine-learning
approaches. High classification efficiency improved a dataset by removing nonrepresenta-
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tive photos logically and methodically. On the other hand, misclassification emphasizes
how challenging it is to identify FIM images at a single level [78].

2.2.3. Holography

Holography is a method for detecting living samples by observing morphological
changes under stress or vibration resistance. Digital holographic microscopy provides a
quantitative, contactless, non-destructive, and marker-free real-time monitoring method
of living sample migration, adhesion, and dynamic change. It offers the possibility of
measuring the efficacy of drugs in living samples [78,79]. Dead or diseased samples, for
instance, will have a different intracellular structure from healthy samples. Changes in
live sample structure parameters, such as volume, thickness, and intracellular composition,
allow for the classification of living samples based on their health status and the calcula-
tion of viability percentages. Holography is a technique for measuring sample structure
properties by scattering light after interacting with the sample. The scattering of light is
affected by factors such as thickness, roundness, major axis, and intracellular composi-
tion [80]. Digital holographic microscopy is an optical microscopy technique that works on
the interference between two waves, one from the sample and the other a reference wave
from a charge-coupled device (CCD) digital camera, as shown in Figure 3b. In the context
of the early diagnosis of cancer, a holographic microscope was used to distinguish between
the morphology of cell tissues through a high-magnification optical technique that detects
rapid changes resulting from mechanical or morphological changes. The method proved to
be effective for cell thickness measurement in a culture medium [81]. It has been used to
create high-resolution intensity images of a living sample and provide quantitative light
phase and intensity information [80,82].

Due to its advantages, such as high efficiency, low cost, and flexibility to combine with
other components, lens-free digital in-line holographic microscopy has become a valuable
tool in the characterization and viability analysis of microbiological entities such as cancer
cells [83]. Recently, a light-emitting diode has been used with the attachment of a pinhole
structure as a practical light source. It enables direct observation of 3D bio-tissue without
scanning and in the absence of noise caused by laser light [84,85].

2.2.4. On-Chip, Lensless Video Microscopy Technology

On-chip, lensless video microscopy technology is a label-free, real-time, and non-
destructive VMM technology with a field of view twice that of a conventional micro-
scope [86–92]. This technology does not require optical elements, such as lenses, or mechan-
ical elements, such as probes. The areas and dimensions of samples vary according to their
health status. By capturing the shadows of living samples and analyzing these images, sam-
ples can be divided according to their validity. By analyzing the sample shadows captured
in digital images, morphological changes in samples could be monitored in real-time. As a
result of the shadow imaging provided by on-chip, lensless microscopy, living sample via-
bility tests could be performed without the need for any labeling or reagents [87]. On-chip,
lensless video microscopy technology monitors more than one living sample type simul-
taneously through the use of microfluidic channels [91]. Large-scale parallel automated
imaging can be enabled for large sample populations with a set of microscopes on a chip
with low cross-contamination risk [90]. Lens-free imaging allows for a high-throughput
screen for living sample viability in situ at the point of use due to its imaging reduced
footprint. Data can rarely be collected from such commonly used sites as incubators due to
the inhibitory nature of collecting standard microscopic and spectroscopic equipment [93].

The combination of microfluidic microscopy and high pixel resolution eliminates
the need for expensive lenses, light sources, and mechanical microscanning [89]. The
iterative phase recovery algorithm demonstrated the ability to retrieve and evaluate sample
information using image quality algorithms even without references. This was enhanced by
using machine-learning techniques [94]. On-chip, lensless video microscopy technology can
provide label-free, non-destructive, continuous monitoring in the fields of treatment drug
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tests and toxicity and proliferation measurements [87]. The on-chip imaging system allows
the monitoring of entire populations of living samples while tracking the fate of individual
living samples within the population [92]. The main disadvantage of these methods is
possible phototoxicity, since the cells and tissues are usually not exposed to direct light
during their life cycle. Therefore, the optical microscope process must be designed to
minimize phototoxicity. This can be avoided by choosing an efficient microscope and a
suitable detector [64].

2.3. Mechanical Measuring Methods

Several mechanical or physical techniques have been developed to quantify living sam-
ple viability. These methods are based on the principle of measuring or monitoring one of
the vital activities of living samples. For any living organism, adhesion, respiration, prolif-
eration, electrical charge, and thermogenesis process activities are vital signs of life. Several
methods have been developed to measure these activities based on monitoring viability.

2.3.1. Respiratory Measuring Methods

Respiratory activity is an essential metabolic activity. The ability to absorb and con-
sume oxygen can be an important factor in indicating the ability of a living sample to
survive. Monitoring the harm produced by chemical agents to the breathing activity of
a living sample is used to determine the viability of living samples based on respiratory
thermodynamic features. The percentage of dead samples relative to healthy samples can
be calculated by comparing the oxygen absorbed by live samples with that absorbed by the
controls [95]. Measuring the oxygen consumption of living samples requires closed contain-
ers isolated from ambient air [96]. Several techniques have been used to measure oxygen
consumption, such as the Clark-type oxygen electrode [97] and electron paramagnetic
resonance oximetry [98]. However, these methods have some disadvantages, including the
difficulty of calibration, the risk of poisoning, the consumption of oxygen, and high costs,
especially for large samples [96]. The optical oxygen sensor approach was utilized to avoid
the limitations of the Clark-type oxygen electrode and electron paramagnetic resonance
oximetry technologies. The optical oxygen sensor approach has been demonstrated to need
periodic calibration, consume oxygen, and be sensitive to environmental conditions, such
as temperature, pressure, flow, and salinity [99].

The measurement of oxygen consumption by living samples in tissue culture flasks
has been carried out using an optical oxygen sensor [100]. The phosphorescence lifetime-
based optical oxygen sensor is used to monitor viability response to chemical agents or
toxics as a continuous, real-time, rapid, and high-throughput method [96]. While only
optical contact between the probe and the fluorescent detector is involved, fluorescence-
based oxygen sensors allow non-invasive detection through a clear container. Disposable
sensors with fixed calibration are simple, inexpensive, and reliable, making them ideal for
contactless microscale measurements. The device uses solid-state oxygen sensor inputs
and a phosphorescence phase detector to detect the respiration patterns of living samples
in a contactless manner. The sensor changes its phosphorescence lifetime in response to
oxygen content, which does not need calibration and is monitored by a phase detector [96].

Oxygen-sensing microplates have been used to measure living sample viability using
empirical correlations between fluorescence intensity and viability [101]. Algorithms have
been set up to make assessments of the rate of oxygen consumed by living samples and to
measure the theoretical correlation between fluorescence and viability [102]. Real-time and
non-invasive measurements of oxygen uptake rate [103,104] and oxygen transfer rate [105]
were directly correlated with living samples’ metabolic activity. Scanning electrochemical
microscopy (SECM)-assisted oxygen consumption measurement, which changes with cell
nanoscale height, has been used as a real-time method for measuring the viability of a
single living sample [106].

All metabolic processes in living organisms are heat-producing reactions [107]. Thus,
heat flow indicates the number of metabolic reactions occurring in and the state of living
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samples [108]. Online oxygen monitoring is carried out by pumping the sample solution
into a bioreactor containing a sensor sending signals. A computer translates these signals
into data, as shown in Figure 4a. Recently, a method has been developed that combines
cellular respiration measurement with measurement of living sample temperature changes
and living sample proliferation rates directly by infrared thermal imaging, opening a
promising avenue for the future of this technology [109].

 
(a) (b) 

(c) 

Figure 4. Mechanical measuring methods: (a) schematic of an online monitoring system based
on respiration activity; (b) closed ampoule isothermal microcalorimetry; (c) nanomechanical
oscillator sensor.

Two central problems with the polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) materials used today in
the manufacture of microfluidic chips show the need to use thermal materials suitable for
measuring the oxygen consumed by biological organisms. The high oxygen permeability
of PMDS makes respiration and viable oxygen measurements difficult. Owing to its
lipophilic nature, it has well-known absorption capacities for biomarkers and medications.
Thermoplastic polymer materials with low oxygen permeability, such as polyethylene
terephthalate (PET) or cyclic olefin copolymer (COC), are required as chip materials.

On the other hand, the process of manufacturing these thermoplastic polymer materi-
als remains a significant challenge. The use of the manufacturing process for thermoplastic
sensor integration is critical; it allows for repeatable measurements across a series of ex-
periments. This technology, which can be easily integrated into existing thermoplastic
microfluidic systems and enables living sample respiration monitoring, may pave the way
for a more uniform and controlled means of monitoring culture conditions in cell-on-a-chip
microfluidic systems [95].
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2.3.2. Microcalorimeter Measurement Methods

A microcalorimeter is an instrument designed for measuring the heat produced by
microorganisms in closed bioreactors. By measuring the resulting heat employing a mi-
crocalorimeter, it is possible to directly monitor living organisms by comparing them with
control samples. The percentage of dead samples relative to healthy samples can be cal-
culated by comparing the heat energy produced by live samples to that produced by the
controls [110]. Microcalorimetry can provide a continuous, direct real-time measurement
of the activities of cellular components [107,110]. The heat energy vs. time curve is a
complex construct used to measure a specific metabolic process. Still, it represents an ideal
way to indicate total vital activities and living sample fate. Accurate microcalorimetric
measurements are made using an isothermal calorimeter, where the measurement is carried
out under constant temperature conditions. Many diverse studies in the literature refer
to the use of isothermal calorimeters to measure the effect of pharmacokinetics on cells,
microorganisms, and tissues, especially anticancer drugs [107,108,111,112]. Three param-
eters related to a living sample’s respiratory system have been used to gauge viability:
respiratory intensity, proliferation rate, and normal sample heat. [109].

Closed ampoule isothermal microcalorimetry has been used to evaluate the vital
activities of samples in continuous real-time monitoring. In closed ampoule isothermal mi-
crocalorimetry, the heat flow between a sample and a heat sink is measured and compared
to the heat flow between a reference sample and the heat sink. The measurement is carried
out isothermally. The heat flux is recorded as an electrical signal after the calibration [111],
as shown in Figure 4b.

The indirect measurements of heat energy produced by living samples include non-
contact temperature mapping by temperature-sensing methods. However, besides the
complexity of results interpretation, accuracy is affected either by radiation absorption or
the limitation of temperature resolutions. In the case of direct methods, the temperature
change inside living samples can be measured by nanoscale thermal probing. However,
this can cause additional heat production due to the stress response of sample rupture.
The limited accuracy of the sensor’s energy resolution does not reach the level of single-
sample temperature, which is at a level of pW. Therefore, most measurements are made by
calculating the average heat generated by colonies of living samples, making determinations
based on the calorimetry technique challenging.

The calorimeter principle makes it impossible to set up a sample development en-
vironment for an extended time. As a result, calorimeters are unsuitable for research in
which living sample viability must be maintained for an extended period of time [113].
The most severe limitations of power resolution are thermal noise and noise created by
microcalorimeter sensors. Thermal noise can be decreased by preventing heat exchange
with excellent thermal isolation. Differential calorimetry is also an excellent method for re-
moving interference. Furthermore, speedy systems are required for fast biological processes
by reducing microcalorimeter chamber size. Moreover, developments in hardware, includ-
ing data interpretation tools, will make microcalorimetry for living samples a standard
tool [114].

Despite the literature indicating the possibility of using this method to measure cellular
activities, only a few laboratories use microcalorimeters to measure vital activities. The
reason for this may be high costs, which, according to the producers, are due to limited
production levels. Still, perhaps by using accurate thermal electronic sensors, the demand
for this technology will increase and costs will decrease [108].

2.3.3. Micro-Nanomechanical Oscillator Sensors

The path of research on (bio)sensors has recently turned, with great interest, to
micro-nanomechanical systems as precise measurement and monitoring systems. Micro-
nanomechanical oscillator sensors appear as experimental real-time measurement tech-
niques. They have enabled the exploration of biological, mechanical, and chemical prop-
erties in vital samples and the testing of molecular interactions, biological activities, and
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dynamic properties at the level of a single molecule and the temporal changes in these
properties [115].

Cancer-marker detection and anticancer drug testing are increasingly needed for
rapid, real-time, and high-sensitivity techniques. Micro-nanomechanical oscillator sensor
techniques may provide the desired alternative [116]. Micro-nanomechanical oscillators are
characterized as label-free biosensors. The sample does not require any previous treatment
with colorimetric or fluorescent dyes. The other advantage of this technique is that it does
not require as much time as colorimetric or fluorescent dye processes. Furthermore, it
is possible to measure a single particle or a tiny sensing area of a sample [117]. On the
other hand, the accurate measurement of a single living sample in the range of a few
nanometers requires direct mechanical contact of the microscale cantilever with a single
living sample [118].

Single-living sample measurement is one of the most important advantages of micro-
nanomechanical oscillator sensors. Measurement experiments with a sample population
can only give an average measurement. This neglects the individual differences between
single samples and considers them as homogeneous. A better understanding of biological
processes is achieved by considering the heterogeneity of samples, especially in toxicologi-
cal and anticancer drug tests [119]. Micro-nanomechanical oscillator sensors are susceptible
to minimal deflections (at nanometric scale) caused by very small forces (piconewtons).
They can be used in low quantitative measurements and in parallel format [120,121].

Micro-nanomechanical oscillator sensors are vibrating mechanical structures that are
often cantilevers. This microscale cantilever vibrates as an oscillating mass sensor to which
the vital part adheres. The sensitivity of the vibration frequency or the oscillation amplitude
depends on the mass of particles adhered to the cantilever. In oscillating mass sensors,
either molecular receptors (e.g., protein) stick on the surface of the microscale cantilever or
the living sample (e.g., a cell) adhere to the surface of the microscale cantilever.

Antibodies or other molecular receptors stick to the microscale cantilever surface,
which is vibration movement-controlled. By moving it towards the sample, molecular
recognition occurs between the sample target molecules and the sensor’s molecular re-
ceptors. This leads to mechanical, optical, or electrical interactions through which vital
processes can be monitored [116,119–124].

Micro-nanomechanical oscillator sensors have been used to measure the interactions
of surface receptors in vital samples. The chemical reactions of these receptors appear in
the form of surface stress that can be traced and measured through micro-nanomechanical
oscillator sensors. Surface stress caused by the receptor or the ligand causes micro-
nanomechanical sensor deflection and changes in oscillation amplitude [123]. Some studies
have used mechanical sensors for the dynamic examination of living cells [117,125].

Other studies have used mechanical sensors to monitor the activities of vital samples,
such as cells or bacteria, including viability [120,126–128]. Understanding the mecha-
nisms of the measurement process in the oscillation microscale cantilever is important for
obtaining high measurement accuracy. Measurement accuracy depends on considering
several factors when designing the measurement process. Factors include the viscosity of
the oscillating medium, the adsorbed samples, the cantilever thickness compared to the
thickness of the adsorbed samples, the adsorbed samples’ locations on the cantilever and
their distance from the cantilever clamping region, and the mechanical properties of the
cantilever material [117].

Changing the health status of living samples alters some mechanical properties, such
as weight and stiffness, and some biological properties, such as adhesion [129–131]. The
oscillation amplitude of the micro-nanomechanical sensor varies with the alteration of
adhering living sample mechanical properties and this is the principle behind measuring
viability [128]. Healthy living samples may undergo death when their adhesion to the
surface or the extracellular matrix (ECM) is lost. Undoubtedly, it is notable that cell death is
accompanied by the loss of adhesion bonds with the surface or ECM [127]. The significance
of this stems from adhesion being essential for viability. As a result, many researchers have
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developed theories to measure adhesion using nano-micromechanical sensors to monitor
viability and toxicity.

One piece of advanced nanomechanical oscillator sensor technology that enables
real-time, direct, label-free measurement is the atomic force microscopey (AFM). Living
samples are connected to an AFM cantilever and placed in a test chamber. The vibrations
of the cantilever are tracked over time. An optical transduction system detects and records
cantilever dynamic oscillation deflections by reflecting a laser beam from the oscillation
cantilever to a detector, as seen in Figure 4c.

AFM has been used in many measurement techniques and can be described as having
three main components: an imaging mode, a force spectroscopy mode, and an oscillating
sensor mode. AFM can directly image single membrane proteins and living samples at
nanometer resolution in a buffer solution—a crucial advantage over other microscopy
techniques. Real-time AFM imaging of single living samples can provide novel insights
into dynamic processes [132]. The AFM force spectroscopy mode is, among others, used
to measure the interactions of biological systems. The AFM’s cantilever tip applies force
to the living sample. This force may be a tensile force, a pressure force, or a shear force.
AFM can be used to investigate the mechanical properties of microbiological systems
ranging from tissues to nucleic acids [133]. Sample shape changes during its life cycle
due to mechanical properties, such as internal and external forces [134]. AFM is capable
of applying pN to nN forces to microscale indentors, allowing surface tension and tissue
stiffness measurements [135]. In the detachment event, this technique directly measures a
single sample’s detachment force from the surface by applying vertical pressure force [134]
or shear force [136–139]. This technique provides a label-free, rapid, and quantitative
method to take measurements at the single-cell level [136]. By recording the deflection of
the cantilever, the adhesion force can be obtained according to Hooke’s law [140].

3. The AFM Oscillating Sensor Mode (Nanomotion)

3.1. Nanomotion Introduction

In measuring adhesion by single-cell force spectroscopy, a living sample is attached
by force, which is contrary to the natural adhesion phenomenon. Natural living sample
adhesion takes a longer time. It occurs to a lesser degree due to natural factors, such as
gravity or the self-propulsion of the living sample [141]. Living sample adhesion is also
measured in a detachment event that occurs after adhesion directly. However, adhesion,
the number of bonds and the area of contact typically increase with time [142]. This causes
the measurement process to be unrealistic and affects the accuracy of the results obtained.
This adhesion fact motivated the creation of novel strategies that enable AFM to be used to
evaluate adhesion in real-time without putting the living sample under stress by rapidly
stretching it or pushing it to detach through cliffs. The AFM oscillating sensor modes
are innovative methods that have recently been used to measure the adhesion of living
samples, especially in measuring cell viability and the effects of chemical agents, such as
drugs and toxic substances [143,144].

On the other hand, the traditional AFM methods provide end-state visualizations of
sample fates as effects of chemical agents. They do not show the instantaneous effect of
chemical agents on living samples. The real-time quality of nanomotion gives another
additional advantage over AFM single-cell force spectroscopy methods.

The operating principle of this method is to take advantage of the high sensitivity of
the AFM cantilever. Its high flexibility allows high sensitivity to the nanomotion resulting
from the change in mass due to the adhesion of nanoparticles to the cantilever surface. The
fundamental principle behind these biological oscillating frequencies is the measurement
of the change in frequency response caused by the additional load of biomolecular mass
attached to the cantilever surface. In general, AFM oscillating cantilevers measure cantilever
deflection or frequency response changes caused by a mass of adhered biomolecules [92].
As a result, AFM oscillating cantilevers are being explored as sensitive mass detectors for
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biological tracking systems. Figure 5 illustrates a literature survey of AFM nonomotion
techniques.

Figure 5. The AFM nanomotion technique. Different applications of nanomotion technology have
been used for several types of living samples with different chemical agents. Different protocols were
used to adhere the sample to the cantilever surface. Different display methods were used to present
the results.

The deflection of a cantilever is proportional to the force. It results from the interaction
of the cantilever with the sample according to Hooke’s law [127]:

Δz = kf
−1 F (1)

where Δz is the deflection, kf is the spring constant, and F is the acting force. In case a force
is applied on a harmonical oscillation, the amplitude variation depends on the loading
force, while the frequency remains constant, as shown in Equation (2) [127]:

z =
F·x2(3L − x)

6EI
=

g·x2(3L − x)
6EI

·mcell (2)

where x is the position of cell mass mcell on a cantilever of length L and g, E, and I are
the gravity coefficient, Young’s modulus of the cantilever, and the moment of inertia of
area, respectively.

Biomolecules are attached to the surface of an AFM cantilever that is implanted into a
test chamber. The transformation of the cantilever oscillations over time is then tracked.
An optical transduction system detects and records the dynamic oscillation frequencies of
the cantilever via a laser beam reflected from the oscillating cantilever to a detector. This
system’s time resolution and sensitivity are ideally suited to studying living organisms at
the nanoscale [145,146]. The AFM oscillating cantilever method provides a simple, highly
weight-sensitive possibility for direct, real-time and single- or multi-cell measurements
with high accuracy. When using the cantilever to evaluate cancer cells, an increase in the
cantilever’s deflection and a change in oscillation frequency indicates when cancer cells are
adhered to the cantilever’s surface.

The AFM oscillating sensor mode or AFM nanomotion makes for easier procedures
than AFM single-cell force spectroscopy techniques. Still, the method neglects the hetero-
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geneity of cells, though this is an advantage, since we are rarely interested in single-cell
behavior but instead in statistical values. The AFM single-cell force spectroscopy methods
that measure a single cell’s adhesion do not yield high productivity in the measurement of
anticancer drugs and cell viability. Furthermore, because of the irregular shape of single
cells, theoretical models cannot describe the resulting changes in their shapes due to apply-
ing compressive or shear forces to the cells, making methods for calculating cell adhesion
strength by surface stress very complex. The shape of a cell strongly influences the applied
force, making the calculation of the exact adhesion force difficult.

This novel method serves as a new technique for monitoring cell viability by measuring
cell adhesion and thereby as a new technique for testing drug efficacy and toxicity. The
changes in the values of the cantilever’s deflection and the frequency of vibration appear
as a result of changes in cell state and cell detachment from the cantilever’s surface as
a result of death. As a result, this method could be used to assess the efficacy of drugs
and toxins. It has provided many advantages over traditional methods for measuring
cell viability, including direct, real-time, and label-free measurement in tens of minutes.
In contrast, traditional methods take days or even weeks. This technique complements
traditional VMMs. It may be promising for the long-term development of cell viability
measurement. Unlike optical and electrical measurement methods, this test can give a
quick and reliable direct measurement of the viability of biological organisms, even if they
are not characterized [127,147].

3.2. Nanomotion Application

The AFM oscillating cantilevers were initially used as sensors for detecting the pres-
ence of bacteria and germs by measuring the effect of bacteria and germs attached to their
surfaces in air or liquids. The presence of bacteria or germs was indicated by a change in a
cantilever’s vibration amplitude and frequency [117,143].

AFM oscillating cantilevers have been used to study the biological activities of bacteria
as well as the effects of antibiotics and medicines on them, as shown in more detail in Table 1.
The effect of antibiotics on bacteria was detected by changing the vibrations of the AFM
oscillating cantilever, as living bacteria produced a larger cantilever deflection compared to
antibiotic-treated bacteria [126]. A physical model has been developed to approximate the
sum of the spectral frequencies caused by different amplitudes and the frequencies caused
by adherent bacteria at various locations on a cantilever [147]. A measuring device based
on the AFM oscillating cantilever principle was developed to measure minimal inhibitory
and bactericidal concentrations and bacterial metabolic activities [148].

In the case of bloodstream infection, an innovative, rapid early detection of infecting
microorganisms was obtained along with an accurate determination of their antibiotic
susceptibility using the AFM oscillating cantilever [149]. Nanomotion was employed to
detect sperm motility caused by exposed chemical agents. Living sperm produced less
deflection with inhibitory chemicals and more deflection after treatment with stimulatory
chemicals [150]. One of the recent studies used the AFM oscillating cantilever technique in
laboratory experiments that could be used in the search for living organisms in space. The
researchers compared the sensitivity of the frequencies and the amplitudes of cantilever
vibration resulting from the adhesion of various biological organisms, such as bacteria,
yeasts, animal cells, plant cells, and human cells. The study found that when living
organisms died, the cantilever’s oscillation amplitude decreased [92,120].

The AFM oscillating cantilever technique has been used to monitor cell
viability [120,127,144,151,152] by measuring cantilever deflection change due to cell detach-
ment. The effect of anticancer drugs and toxins on a cell’s fate and metabolic activities could
be successfully derived. The AFM oscillating cantilever technique was also applied to cellu-
lar organs, such as mitochondria [145] and ATP [153]. A difference in oscillation was found
depending on the state of the mitochondria and their metabolic activity [145]. A group
of researchers employed nanomotion to analyze the dynamics of enzymes in response
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to ligands such as ATP, and this has provided a novel way to investigate protein–ligand
interactions [153].

Wu et al. examined the effect of paclitaxel on the MCF-7 breast cancer cell line. The
cells settled down onto the microcantilever due to gravity. The attached cells were cultured
and incubated for 4 h at 37 ◦C in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2 until they adhered to
the cantilever. The positions of the adhered cells on the cantilever surface were controlled
without cells on the free end, which were used to reflect the laser beam [143]. Without
controlling the locations of the adherent cells on the surface of the cantilever, but in the
same way as adhering cells and under the same conditions applied for incubating the
cells, Ruggeri et al. studied the response of a neuron model system to monomeric and
toxic amyloid aggregated species of α-syn using an M17 dopaminergic neuroblastoma cell
line [152]. To assess dose-dependent toxicity and monitor cell viability by measuring cell
adhesion, Yang et al. used an AFM microscope as an early cell-death marker [127]. Three
different sizes and surface coatings of Au NPs were added to a HeLa immortal cell line and
an MCF-7 breast cancer cell line to measure cell viability. Nanomotion was used to provide
information on the cell metabolic changes caused by frataxin deficiency under oxidative
stress conditions [151].

3.3. Attachment Protocol

The sample’s adhesion to the surface of the microcantilever is crucial to the success of
the measurement method. The measurement process principle is based on the adhesion of
the cell or the bacteria to the surface of the cantilever as an indication of its viability, with
non-adhesion as a sign of death. Choosing the appropriate adhesion protocol depends on
the sample’s nature, size, and concentration. There are four main factors to consider when
choosing a protocol for sample immobilization on the cantilever surface: the process of ad-
hesion should take place in an environment that preserves the live sample; maintenance of
the environment under the same conditions during all stages of the process; the possibility
of controlling the location and number of cells or bacteria on the cantilever surface; and the
risk of contamination, sample death, or cantilever damage. Figure 6 is an illustration of
four techniques used in sample immobilization.
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 6. The AFM nanomotion technique attachment protocols: (a) cantilever incubated in sample
medium outside the AFM test room, (A) functionalizing chemical is placed on the cantilever surface,
(B) the remaining chemical is washed using pure water then the cantilever allowed to dry, (C) sample
is deposited on the cantilever surface, (D), (E) cantilever is immersed in and out of the culture medium
to remove loosing samples, (F) make sure attachment done with sufficient number of sample and
no loosely attached samples, “reprinted with permission from Ref. [160]. 2018, École polytechnique
fédérale de Lausanne”; (b) injection of sample medium inside the test room, (1) the cantilever vibrates
at a specific frequency and the deflection is recorded over time, (2) samples are injected and allowed
to adhere to the cantilever; as cells attach, deflection increases, (3) chemical agents are injected, and
when cells start interacting with the agents, cells start to detach from the cantilever, causing the
deflection decrease, (4) the cantilever is washed in preparation for the following measurement cycle,
“reprinted with permission from Ref. [127]. 2017, Springer Nature”; (c) the micrometric motors of the
AFM or the AFM single−cell force spectroscopy, “reprinted with permission from Ref. [152]. 2017,
Springer Nature”; (d) ink−jet printing method, “reprinted with permission from Ref. [161]. 2012,
Hindawi Publishing Corporation”.

The direct attachment method is the most commonly used, the easiest, and the least
expensive method. The cantilever is incubated in the live sample medium outside the
AFM test room; see Figure 6a. This method has been used to measure the viability of
bacteria [148,149,151,153–155,157–159] and cells [120,144,145]. The method is carried out by
placing a small amount of high-concentration sample medium directly over the cantilever
and leaving it for a period of time until the sample settles on the cantilever. After that, the
suspended samples are washed by dipping the cantilever in a medium. Then, the cantilever
is transferred to the test room and mounted on the AFM. Before placing the sample
medium on the cantilever, it is prepared by applying a quantity of certain functionalizing
chemicals for a period of time; the cantilever is then washed with water and dried [160].
The drawbacks of this method include the different conditions under which the adhesion
process takes place compared to the conditions of the chemical effect process, while the
transfer of the cantilever out of the medium between the two stages affects the accuracy and
reliability of the test. The adhesion process is carried out under different conditions of the
chemical effect process and the inability to control the number of samples and their position
above the cantilever’s surface, random sedimentation, and the possibility of contamination,
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sample death, or cantilever damage when handling and installing the cantilever are some
of the additional disadvantages of this method.

To overcome the drawbacks of direct immobilization, a high concentration of live
sample medium is injected inside the test room [126,127,150,157]. For this purpose, an
injection system containing a cantilever was designed inside a fluid chamber inserted
into the head of the AFM, as shown in Figure 6b. The AFM cantilever was housed in
the thermostatically regulated and sealed test section with in-and-out liquid connections.
Samples and chemical agents were collected in syringes. The cantilever oscillated with a
constant amplitude at a certain frequency over time. The living samples were then injected
and allowed to adhere to the cantilever for a period of time. Thus, the cantilever deflection
increased with the increase of adherent living samples. When the cantilever had reached
a stable state, the chemicals were injected into the test room. After a while, the effect
on the living sample began, and the dead samples detached from the cantilever. In this
case, the cantilever’s deflection decreased as the number of dead samples increased until
it reached its original state after death and all the samples detached. The cantilever’s
instantaneous deflection was controlled via feedback based on the detection of a camera
installed on the microscope [127]. The living samples and chemical agents injected were
implemented in the same test room and under the same conditions. Performing all steps
under the same conditions enhances the accuracy and reliability of the test. There is no risk
of contamination or death of samples due to the handling and installation of the cantilever
with attached cells. However, the drawbacks of this method include random sedimentation,
the requirement for a high sample concentration, and the inability to control the number of
samples and their position above the cantilever’s surface.

AFM single-cell force spectroscopy (the micrometric motors of the AFM technique) [151]
was used as a sample attachment protocol. The single force technique was originally
used to measure the strength of single-cell adhesion. The change in cantilever deflection
was measured as the change in the force needed to overcome the adhesion force of a
cell (attached to the cantilever) to another cell, to a cell mass, or to a surface [162]. In
preparation for the measurement process, a cell is attached to the surface of the cantilever
by pressing it against it for a certain period of time, then lifting the cantilever and the cell
attached to it; see Figure 6c. Sample immobilization in nanomotion is accomplished by
aligning the functionalized cantilever above the single cell and then lowering it until it
presses against the cell with a certain force for a certain length of time (5 nN, >3 min). The
cantilever is then lifted with the cell attached to its lower surface. The process is repeated
once to adhere a new cell in another place on the lower cantilever surface and repeated
again depending on the required number of cells. As a result, this method can be used to
detect the nanomotion behavior of a small number of cells while maintaining a high level
of control over the number and location of samples [120,152]. The AFM single-cell force
spectroscopy immobilization protocol is characterized by the possibility of conducting a
nanomotion test for a single cell or multiple cells. The location and number of cells or
bacteria can be controlled. The adhesion and chemical effect processes are carried out in
the same test room and under the same conditions.

However, this technique is more complex and requires expensive equipment. A
sample is limited by its size and by cantilever size. There is substantial potential for
misinterpretation of data due to cell damage during the adhesion process [163]. Studies
have demonstrated the effect of bacterial adhesion position distribution on the cantilever,
and the effects increased when the adhesion positions were close to the cantilever’s free
end [164]. The cantilever vibration due to the attached bacteria was caused not only by the
mass effect but also by the bacterial cells’ stiffness. This directly affected the sensitivity of
nanomotion technology. By comparing theoretical results with measurements in air and
deionized water, the viscosity effect of the measuring medium was determined [117].

Ink-jet printing has been employed to immobilize samples on cantilevers, demonstrat-
ing its superiority as a method for nanomotion and real-time monitoring measures [161].
The ink-jet technique enables the choice of immobilized samples’ positions on cantilevers,
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which enables the study of the effects of sample location on cantilever nanomotion behavior;
see Figure 6d. Controlling the location of samples allows for more flexibility in selecting
optimal positions for reflection, resonance, and low noise [143]. The ink-jet printing im-
mobilization process is monitored by a charge-coupled device (CCD) [163]. The ink-jet
printing immobilization protocol is characterized by the fact that the location of cells or
bacteria can be controlled. The adhesion and chemical effect processes are carried out in
the same test room and under the same conditions. However, with this technique, it is not
possible to control the number of cells or bacteria; it is also complex and requires expensive
equipment. Table 2 provides a summary comparison of AFM nonomotion living sample
attachment protocols.

3.4. Results Display

Many sensitive displacement sensors have been developed in order to read out and
display the minute deflections of microcantilevers. Optical beam deflection, piezoelectric,
and piezoresistive read-out techniques are the ones most commonly used [134]. The most
popular read-out technique is optical beam deflection. For a single sensor, it is easy to
execute and achieves angstrom resolution. A laser is focused on the cantilever free-end
and reflected from it to be detected by a position-sensitive photodiode. A photodetector
measures the displacement of the reflected laser beam due to cantilever deflection. The
AFM controller receives data from the photodetector and transfers them to a PicoForce
spectrometer for deflection recording. A multimeter records the data from the PicoForce
spectrometer and then transfers it to the monitoring system [127]. The resulting data do not
show static deflection but are presented on a time-dependent deflection chart. The dynamic
deflection data collected with the cantilever are usually analyzed using homemade software.
The deflection signal is represented as a continuous curve that monitored the cantilever’s
deflection over time [126]. The amplitude variance of cantilever oscillations that appears in
experimental results reflects the metabolic state of the biological samples and the effects of
the chemical agents. Several methods were utilized to display deflection data so that the
effects of chemical agents on samples could be compared clearly and productively.

Many studies have used the variance of cantilever deflections to compare results
from different experiments, as shown in Table 1. When the living samples adhered to the
cantilever, the deflection variance increased, but after the injection of chemical agents and
their interaction with the samples, the variance value reduced dramatically, indicating that
the vital samples had died, as shown in Figure 7a. The following equation was used to
determine the variance (Var) values that were utilized to quantify the deflection fluctuations
(zi) [153]:

Var =
1

N − 1

N

∑
i=1

(zi − z)2 (3)

As the number of samples adhering to the cantilever increases, the variance bars
used to show the cantilever’s deflection increase. The variance decreases as the number of
samples adhering to the cantilever decreases. If the number of samples on the cantilever
remains constant, the cantilever oscillates with a steady variance [154].
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 7. The AFM nanomotion technique results display methods: (a) the variance of the cantilever
deflection result, (A) the cantilever deflections as a function of ATP concentration, (B) corresponding
variance values, “reprinted with permission from Ref. [153]. 2014, Plos One”; (b) violin plot for 10 s
chunk of the cantilever deflection result, (A) nanomotion cantilever violin plot without samples, (B)
with virulent sample and (C) with avirulent sample, “reprinted with permission from Ref. [158].
2021, MDPI”; (c) damping value (B value) of the cantilever deflection result, (A) cantilever oscillation
deflection amplitude versus time, (B) heatmap of the damping constants, (C) damping constants B
for different agents versus agents' concentration, “reprinted with permission from Ref. [127]. 2017,
Springer Nature”; (d) the power spectral density (PSD) of the cantilever deflection result (black
squares: 2.0 μM ATP concentration, black circles: 0.2 mM, black triangles: 2.0 mM and white squares:
baseline), “reprinted with permission from Ref. [153]. 2014, Plos One”.

Expressing the results by variance is an easy and practical method that enables clari-
fication of the effects of chemical agents on living samples. Still, the variance shows the
end state of the effect and does not show the instantaneous effect during the process. The
variance from when the living samples were adhered to the cantilever and before the
chemicals were injected is compared with the variance after the living samples died and
detached from the cantilever. Referring to the deflection curve in Figure 6b, it can be noticed
that there is damping for the oscillation amplitude of the cantilever that decreases from the
highest value, when all the living samples have adhered, to the lowest value, which is equal
to the deflection value of the free cantilever without any attached samples. This decrease
(damping) takes some time and does not suddenly happen, and damping decreases as
the number of adhered samples decreases. Variance does not provide a clear picture of
the progression of the reaction of the living samples with chemicals from the beginning
of the injection until the samples’ death. Here, we need to find a result display method
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that enables us to show the instantaneous effect of chemicals on living samples, especially
nanoparticles, whose effect may last for several hours or even days.

To overcome drawbacks in displaying the nanomotion results by variance, several
methods have been used to display the instantaneous effect of the nanomotion method, as
illustrated in Figure 7b–d. The damping coefficient of exponential attenuation that appeared
in the cantilever deflection curve was used to define the deflection of the cantilever [127].
The deflection damping coefficient shows the decreasing deflection period from the start of
the chemical agents’ effects until the death and detachment of samples from the cantilever
surface. Region 3 in Figure 6b shows that the oscillation exhibits exponential reduction,
which is defined here by a damping coefficient (B value). As a result, the B value indicates
the amplitude of the cantilever, i.e., the damping rate increases as the B value increases. An
exponential function was used to represent the oscillation damping, as in the following
equation [127]:

A(T) = A0e−Bt (4)

where: A0 is the amplitude at t = 0. The damping coefficient (B) can then be estimated by
solving Equation (4) as:

B = − t
τ

ln
(

A
A0

)
(5)

The B value is equal to the negative logarithmic amplitude ratio at any point t in the
chemical agents’ effect step and the amplitude at the beginning of the chemical agents’ effect
step (t = 0). The B value represents the amplitude damping rate; the higher the B value, the
higher the amplitude damping rate. Hence, the more significant the chemical agents’ effect.
As shown in Figure 7c, the value of B increases as the concentration of chemical or toxic (in
this case) agents rises, and this is valid for various types of chemical agents.

The deflection values of the cantilever were divided into 10-second chunks. Then, a
violin plot was plotted for each chunk [158]. The violin plot is a nanomotion spectrogram
reconstructed from a histogram. The vertical axis represents cantilever amplitude and
the horizontal axis displays the number of oscillation events symmetrically. Figure 7b
shows that violin plots were repeated during the different measurement stages. They were
used to compare the deflections of the cantilever. The figure shows a change in violin plot
height before and after the samples were attached to the cantilever and after the living
samples were affected due to the injection of chemical agents. This “violin plot” may be
more complex than the variance method but it may enable real-time monitoring of the
measurement process.

Power spectral density (PSD) was used to represent the deflections of the cantilever, as
shown in Figure 7d. Fourier analysis was used to calculate the PSD of cantilever deflection.
The Fourier analysis or the PSD as a nanomotion autocorrelation function may better
describe the dynamic response of nanomotion phenomena; this is due to the measurements’
intrinsically stochastic nature. Figure 7d shows the effect of increasing chemical agent
concentration on nanomotion deflection compared to the deflection of a cantilever without
any chemicals.

3.5. Challenges and Future Perspectives

In the studies on nanomotion, several cantilever types have been used, as shown
in Table 1. Most of these cantilevers are made of silicon nitrite and coated with a gold
layer, some triangular and some rectangular in shape. According to our research, the
effects of using cantilevers with different shapes and dimensions or different coating
layers on nanomotion deflection when using the same samples and the same experimental
conditions have not been studied. The shapes and dimensions of cantilevers have an impact
on oscillation specifications and cantilever safety when handling. On the one hand, the gold
layer covering the cantilever is crucial to the laser column reflection, which transmits the
oscillation deflection of the cantilever to the photodiode. Still, on the other hand, it affects
the adhesion of live samples. To ensure the adhesion of living samples on the cantilever
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surface, cantilevers have been functionalized using different molecules, such as APTES,
Glutaraldehyde, Poly-L-lysine, and Poly-D-lysine, as shown in Table 1.

The period in which the measurements were made ranged between ten minutes and
seven hours, as shown in Table 1. The time taken for chemical agents to affect living
samples varies according to the type of chemical agents and the type of living sample used.
Challenge will appear in applications where the chemical agents need a long time to affect
the biological samples. Therefore, this will require modifications of the devices used in
order to allow real-time monitoring over long periods of up to twenty-four hours or more.
Increasing the real-time monitoring period generates other challenges, such as increased
noise, increased viscosity of the medium over time, thermal effects, and increasing the time
required to process the resulting data.

The AFM oscillating sensor method enables the calculation of the total sample adhesion
force by recording the total value of cantilever frequency. The cantilever frequency changes
with the number of valid samples still attached to the cantilever surface. The locations of
these samples on the surface of the cantilever and away from the free end significantly
affect the deflection and frequency of vibrations, but in the AFM oscillating sensor mode,
with the final sample, the viability result is not affected by the height of the amplitude
but rather by the shape of the drop in amplitude (exponential slope). So, if you assume
the localization of samples is neglected in statistical distributions, experiments should be
comparable. Thus, we propose that a method be developed in the future which will allow
the location of samples on cantilever surfaces to be controlled. This will enable the value
of adhesion forces to be calculated. Working on a mathematical model that shows the
relationship between adherent samples’ masses and locations on the cantilever surface and
the cantilever deflection values may develop the measurement of the viability of a single
sample as a focal point for increasing accuracy and reliability.

Nanomotion’s ability to distinguish between living samples based on their propensity
to adhere to a surface opens up a wide field of other applications that enable fingerprinting
of different living samples according to their health status. Nanomotion was utilized to
collect brain tumor vibration signals from cultured cells based on their vibration, allowing
for the differentiation of various brain tumors from the normal brain based on nanomotion
characteristics [164].

Nanomotion showed significant applicability in the real-time monitoring of the viabil-
ity of live samples. However, displaying the results so as to enable the real-time monitoring
of the effects of chemical agents on living samples still presents a challenge. The result
display methods discussed previously are limited either to the end state of the monitoring
process or to a specific point during the measurement. Deflection variance, the most com-
monly used method, gives a visualization of the final state of chemical agents’ effects on
living samples but does not show the state of samples instantaneously during the chemical
agent step. On the other hand, the deflection damping coefficient value, for example, gives
a constant value for the effect on living samples, which may enable a final comparison
(depending on the deflection damping curve resulting from the effect of a chemical agent on
a living sample) for the state of the living sample at a specific concentration of the chemical
agent or comparison between two different chemical agents. Hence, finding a novel display
method that enables the display of real-time monitoring of the viability of living samples
under the influence of chemical agents may be a promising avenue for future research in
this field.

The same living sample and the same chemical agent have not been used in a single
study with different result display methods, nor have the different methods been compared.
The use of more than one result display method may give a better real-time visualization
of chemical agents’ effects on viability as measured by nanomotion. A time-dependent
study (amplitude modulation (AM) and frequency modulation (FM) over time) was used
to show the single-cell force spectroscopy measure of yeast cell metabolism [166]. For
all the result display methods, the focus has been on amplitude modulation characters
but frequency modulation has not been analyzed for results in order to determine the
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characteristics of frequencies at the different stages of the measurement process, which
information could have revealed a new horizon for the visualization of the results of the
viability measurement process using nanomotion. Nanomotion oscillation signals can be
converted into sound signals within the human hearing frequency band [164], providing
novel concepts that could lead to the development of intelligent detection devices for
real-time viability measurement.

4. Conclusions

In this review, the most common methods used for living sample viability measure-
ment have been classified and presented, and their benefits and drawbacks, as well as
potential utilities, have been discussed and evaluated. The principles and features of
VMMs are summarized in Table 3. Chemical assays are the most widely used method
for measuring cell viability. They can be used if the goal is to know the endpoint of a
cell’s fate. Optical methods measure the viability of living samples by monitoring and
imaging morphological changes of the samples, and the efficiency of database process-
ing via deep learning software limits their accuracy and scope. All of the studies in the
literature discussed here certify that nanomotion is a promising alternative tool for mea-
suring the viability of living samples which effectively achieves rapid, quantitative, direct,
and real-time determination. Nanomotion has been used to study biological activities,
toxicity, and drug efficacy in living samples, such as bacteria, cells, sperm, and cellular
organs, such as mitochondria and ATP. Sample attachment protocols and result display
methods are the critical factors in the progress of VMMs. Further development in these
two processes is essential to the enhancement of the efficiency and repeatability of results
and the enabling of instantaneous monitoring. To avoid different environmental conditions
during the measurement process, sample adhesion to a cantilever surface can be achieved
by means of a direct attachment protocol outside the test room or by injecting the sample
into the test room to avoid different environmental conditions and reduce the possibility
of contamination or cantilever damage. If needed, more complex protocols, such as the
micrometric motors of the AFM or ink-jet printing, can be employed to control the numbers
and positions of samples on the cantilever surfaces. The present nanomotion result display
methods do not show the actions of agents on live samples changing instantly in real-time.

Additionally, cantilever type and functionalization are important factors that affect
the success of nanomotion methods, while the numbers and positions of adherent samples
on cantilevers are significant factors affecting the reliability and repeatability of the process.
We sincerely hope that this review will drive the future development of nanomotion and
provide significant thoughts for novel VMMs.
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Abstract: As an essential substance for cell life activities, ions play an important role in controlling cell
osmotic pressure balance, intracellular acid–base balance, signal transmission, biocatalysis and so on.
The imbalance of ion homeostasis in cells will seriously affect the activities of cells, cause irreversible
damage to cells or induce cell death. Therefore, artificially interfering with the ion homeostasis in
tumor cells has become a new means to inhibit the proliferation of tumor cells. This treatment is called
ion interference therapy (IIT). Although some molecular carriers of ions have been developed for
intracellular ion delivery, inorganic nanoparticles are widely used in ion interference therapy because
of their higher ion delivery ability and higher biocompatibility compared with molecular carriers.
This article reviewed the recent development of IIT based on inorganic nanoparticles and summarized
the advantages and disadvantages of this treatment and the challenges of future development, hoping
to provide a reference for future research.

Keywords: ion interference therapy; cancer; ions; inorganic nanoparticles

1. Introduction

Cancer is still one of the leading causes of death globally [1]. Chemotherapy, as one
of the main cancer treatment methods, is widely used especially for advanced cancers in
clinic [2]. In order to reduce the side effects of chemotherapy, such as systemic toxicity,
multifarious nanoparticles were constructed as drug carriers to achieve targeted and
sustained cancer therapy [3]. However, in such a pattern of treatment, some inherent
properties of inorganic nanocarriers, such as the properties of absorbing hydrogen ions and
releasing metal or nonmetal ions, sometimes seem to be ignored [4]. In the latest research,
the released ions in different intracellular environments by inorganic nanoparticles have
made a great contribution to inhibiting the activity of cancer cells and enhancing the
therapeutic effect of chemotherapy. Therefore, the research based on the ion release of
inorganic nanoparticles and its anticancer mechanism has broad prospects. Meanwhile,
combining this with immunotherapy to comprehensively improve the anti-cancer ability
will be a new option in the future.

Ions exist widely in the human body and have always been the focus of research due
to their participation in various life activities, including osmotic pressure, the acid–base
balance, catalytic and signal pathway activation, the protein and enzyme composition,
targeting biomolecules and so on [5]. The abnormal distribution or specific accumulation
of some metal or non-metal ions in cells cause irreversible damage to cells or activate
cytotoxicity-related biochemical reactions to induce cell death, which provides a new
method for tumor therapy, namely ion interference therapy [6]. However, the application of
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some small molecule carriers frequently used for ion interference therapy, often encounters
obstacles, such as short internal circulation, dose-dependent toxicity, poor specific recog-
nition ability and a low dose of ion release, which limits the effect of cancer treatment [7].
Based on this, inorganic nanoparticles such as Ca2O, ZnO, CaCO3, BPS (black phosphorus)
and NaCl have been constructed for ion interference treatment, with the advantages of
long internal circulation, efficient inhibition of tumor development, high biocompatibility
and strong specific recognition ability (Table 1) [4,8–11]. Because of these advantages, ion
interference therapy based on inorganic nanoparticles, as an emerging cancer treatment,
represents strong competition for traditional cancer treatment.

Another major finding about ion interference therapy is that it can enhance the effect
of antitumor immunity. Normally, the human immune system can recognize and remove
cancer cells. Daniel S. Chen and IRA Mellman divided the fight between the immune system
and cancer cells into seven stages in 2013, collectively referred to as the tumor immune
cycle. The seven stages are: (1) Tumor cell death releases antigen; (2) Antigen presentation;
(3) Start and activate T cells; (4) Cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL) is transported to tumor
tissue through blood circulation; (5) Cytotoxic T lymphocyte infiltration in tumor tissue; (6)
Cytotoxic T lymphocytes recognize tumor cells; (7) Kill cancer cells and finally return to
the first step [12]. If the immune process is abnormal at any stage in the cycle, or the cancer
cells themselves take some strategy to inhibit the immunity of a link, it can lead to immune
escape [13]. In the process of the tumor immune cycle, inducing immunogenic death of
tumor cells which can produce a large number of antigens is an important step, so it has been
an important focus of immunotherapy for many years. Some traditional methods of cancer
treatment have been proved to stimulate the immunogenic death of tumor cells, such as
chemotherapy (adriamycin, oxaliplatin, etc.), radiotherapy, etc. Recently, new studies have
shown that interfering with the balance of certain ions in the intracellular environment can
also lead to the immunogenic death of cells, such as pyroptosis, which was characterized
by the continuous swelling of cancer cells until the rupture of the cell membrane and
the release of a large number of cell contents, with no obvious side effects compared
with chemotherapy and radiotherapy [11]. The immunogenic death of cancer cells finally
promotes the antigen release and presentation process, so as to enhance the patient’s own
ability to clear cancer cells and immunity. Some ions can also accumulate in immunocytes,
such as dendritic cells (DCs), so as to promote the activation of immunocytes and the
efficiency of antigen presentation, and finally realize the enhancement of immunity [14].
Therefore, using ion interference therapy based on inorganic nanoparticles to activate and
promote the patient’s immune system to achieve efficient cancer treatment is a reliable
means. At the same time, combined it with new immunotherapy methods, such as immune
checkpoint inhibitor therapy, will also produce better anti-cancer effects. Consequently,
the combination of ion interference therapy and tumor immunotherapy may be a valuable
route for humans to fight cancer in the future.

Although chemotherapy and immunotherapy have achieved great success in anti-
cancer, there are still some complex troubles in the processes of chemotherapy and tumor
immune cycle, which may eventually lead to a low therapeutic effect. In recent years,
the research into ion interference therapy based on inorganic nanoparticles has been in-
creasingly explored due to its high efficiency in inhibiting tumor cell proliferation and its
ability to promote antitumor immunity. Therefore, making full use of and highlighting the
various excellent properties of ion released by nanoparticles to achieve multitherapy is a
matter of concern. In this review, we discuss ion interference therapy and ion-related tumor
immunotherapy based on inorganic nanoparticles and explore the future perspectives of
ion interference therapy in the treatment of cancer.

2. Ion Interference Therapy

Intracellular ions strictly control the life process of cells, such as membrane potential
regulation, osmotic balance, protein synthesis, signal transduction etc. [15]. The basic
idea of killing cancer cells by regulating the homeostasis of some ions in cells has long
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been applied in the field of cancer therapy, and has achieved breakthrough results, such
as “ferroptosis“. In order to pass through the cell membrane barrier favorably, Fe2+ ions
which are loaded on nanoparticles enter into tumor cells by endocytosis. Then, ferrous
ions are converted into Fe3+ via the Fenton reaction upon the induction of the intracellular
specific microenvironment and finally stimulate cells to produce a large number of reactive
oxygen species (ROS) and lipid peroxides, resulting in the death of cancer cells [16,17]. This
principle was first classified as “regulated cell death“ (RC) because it is highly dependent
on Fe2+ and regulated by Fe2+ [17]. However, with the in-depth study of intracellular ion
action and cell signal pathways, Wenbo Bu et al. summarized the research on promoting
cancer cell death based on ion induction or regulation as “ion interference therapy” [6]. In
recent years, the research into ion interference therapy has attracted much attention. Some
metal or non-metal ions (such as H+, Na+, K+, Cl−, Ca2+, Mn2+, Cu+) have been applied
and have good effects in inhibiting tumors (Figure 1).

Figure 1. A schematic overview of ion interference antitumor therapy.

2.1. Protons in Tumor Cells

H+ ions are widely distributed inside and outside cells to regulate the survival mi-
croenvironment of cells and the acid–base balance in cells. In particular, the acidic organelle
in cells, the lysosome, as a proton store, is the center responsible for degradation, nutrient
sensing and immunity [18]. At the same time, lysosomes are also closely related to the
growth, proliferation and migration of tumor cells [19]. Targeting lysosomes to achieve
H+-mediated ion interference therapy is also an effective means to treat cancers.

Under normal conditions, to avoid cellular acidosis, cells maintain a balanced internal
and external pH, usually 7.2–7.4 inside normal cells and 7.6 inside tumor cells [20]. This is
due to the efflux of hydrogen ions in tumor cells, resulting in the pH of cytoplasm inside
the tumor cells being higher than that of normal cells, while the pH outside the tumor cells
is lower than that of normal cells—that is, the so-called acidic microenvironment. When
nanoparticles gain access into the lysosome, the degradation or expansion of nanoparticles
can cause lysosome swelling and the extrusion of abundant H+ into the cytoplasm, which
can induce intracellular acidification (Figure 2) [21]. The intracellular abnormal acidic
environment will seriously affect the activity of cells. Therefore, we can interfere with the
proliferation of tumor cells by regulating the homeostasis of intracellular hydrogen ions.
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Figure 2. Schematic illustration of H+—induced antitumor therapy. The expansion of CaCO3

nanoparticles will lead to lysosome expansion and the extrusion of a large amount of H+, resulting in
intracellular acidification.

Nano-CaCO3 as one kind of ideal vector with high biocompatibility, and can also be
used to interfere with the intracellular homeostasis of lysosome hydrogen ions by utilizing
the acid response of calcium carbonate, which was so called “lysosome bombs”, according
to Chenxu Zhang et al. [20]. The nano-vaterite calcium carbonate was coated with disulfide-
cross-linked sodium alginate (DSA) and loaded with doxorubicin. When the nanoparticles
are swallowed by tumor cells, the DSA on the surface of nano-CaCO3 degrades in response
to glutathione. Then, the exposed calcium carbonate particles enter the lysosome inside the
tumor cell. Due to the expansion of nano-CaCO3 in the lysosome, lysosome membrane will
rupture rapidly and release acidic inclusions. The rapid change in intracellular pH makes
tumor cells more sensitive to chemotherapeutic drugs, and finally accelerates the death of
cancer cells. It can be seen that it is feasible to realize cancer treatment by interfering with
the pH environment inside tumor cells by inorganic nanoparticles. However, there are still
many places worth discussing and improving. Through a large number of experimental
studies, although nano-calcium carbonate without modification can instantly change the
pH environment of cytoplasm in cells, it is difficult to achieve a hydrogen ion interference
treatment without relying on chemotherapeutic drugs. This may be due to the reaction
between nano-calcium carbonate itself and hydrogen ions, which weakens the decline in pH
in the cytoplasm. Secondly, the changes in the pH environment inside tumor cells caused
by nanoparticles cannot always be maintained for a long time. When the self-regulatory
ability of tumor cells is relatively strong, the effect of this treatment modality is diminished.
Therefore, how to design a novel inorganic nanoparticle that can continuously change
the intracellular pH and realize a treatment modality based on hydrogen ion interference
under conditions independent of other treatments such as chemotherapy will be a new
research direction.

At the same time, according to the above research results, the tumor cell death caused
by hydrogen ion interference therapy is likely to be a programmed death. Programmed
cell death is likely to release more antigens, which can promote the presentation efficiency
of antigens to dendritic cells, and finally enhance the anti-cancer immune performance.
Therefore, combined with this characteristic, it has potential to explore the application of
hydrogen ion interference therapy in immunotherapy.

2.2. Sodium and Potassium Ions in Tumor Cells

The plasma membranes of mammalian cells are not protected by a cell wall, as with
plant cells. Therefore, when mammalian cells are under abnormal osmotic pressure, cells
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swell easily, resulting in cell membrane rupture and cell death [22]. Generally speaking, due
to the existence of a sodium and potassium ion exchange pump on the cell membrane, the
concentration of potassium ions in cells is higher than that outside cells, so as to maintain
their normal structure and physiological activity [23]. Once the concentration gradient of
these ions exceeds the limit of cell self-regulation, the osmotic pressure will change sharply,
resulting in the destruction of the cytoskeleton, the reduction in cell activity, and even cell
lysis [24]. Therefore, interference with ion balance can lead to effective antitumor therapy.
Therefore, many Na+ and K+ ion carriers have been designed for ion interference therapy
of tumors, including molecular carriers and inorganic nanoparticle carriers.

Recently, a molecular carrier, helical polypeptide-based potassium ionophores was
designed by Daeyong Lee et al. to achieve transmembrane transport of K+ [25]. This molec-
ular carrier can easily carry potassium ions through the cell membrane to the outside of
tumor cells. When this carrier transports a large amount of K+ outside the cell, the balance
of the K+ concentration in the cell is broken. The imbalance of intracellular potassium ion
levels results in the strong activation of the unfolded protein response (UPR) in the endo-
plasmic reticulum (ER). The stressed ER leads to oxidative conditions by overproducing
ROS, thereby damaging the mitochondria and activating apoptosis signaling. Therefore,
K+ has been proved to have a significant effect in inducing tumor cell death. In addition
to the method of inputting relevant ions into cells in the form of carrier, it can also be
realized by blocking relevant ion channels on cell membrane. For example, Lin Zhu, Ge
Wang et al. used chondroitin sulfate to mineralize a layer of calcium carbonate membrane
on the surface of cancer cell membrane, which will seriously affect the function of the
Na+/K+ ion channel on the surface of the cell membrane and induce the imbalance of
ion concentration in cells, so as to promote the death of cancer cells [26]. Although this is
a very effective method for ion interference, the number of ions that can be transported
by molecular carriers is very low. Therefore, new and efficient ion transport methods
have become the focus of attention, and inorganic nanoparticles happen to show more
advantages in this regard.

Compared with the molecular ion transporters and ion channel blockers, inorganic
nanoparticles that can degrade in cells can achieve larger and more efficient ion transport,
so as to interfere with the ion homeostasis in cells. Wen Jiang, Lei Yin et al. synthesized
nanoparticles of NaCl (SCNPs), which are stable in the body fluid environment, through
a microemulsion reaction. The reaction took place in a hexane/ethanol mixed solvent,
with sodium oleate and molybdenum chloride as sodium and chloride precursors, and
oleylamine as a surfactant. The as-synthesized SCNPs are hydrophobic because of the
oleylamine coating. Additionally, they modified the SCNPs with PEGylated phospholipid.
After the tumor cells engulfed the NaCl nanoparticles, the degradation of NaCl nanoparti-
cles caused the explosive increase in the intracellular sodium ion concentration, resulting
in the imbalance of intracellular and extracellular sodium ions, the change in cell osmotic
pressure, and finally the death of tumor cells (Figure 3) [11]. Similarly, Yang Liu et al.
designed a phospholipid-coated Na2S2O8 nanoparticle. They also realized the massive
accumulation of sodium ions in tumor cells, resulting in the imbalance of osmotic pressure
inside and outside the cells, and finally promoted the swelling and death of cells [27]. In
their study, they also evaluated the synergistic effect of chemotherapy. They found that the
therapeutic effect of chemotherapy could be significantly enhanced by interfering with the
homeostasis of intracellular sodium ions [11,27]. Recently, biodegradable K3ZrF7:Yb/Er up-
conversion nanoparticles ZrNPs, which are similar to ion reservoirs, have been developed
which can be dissolved inside cancer cells and release high amounts of K+ and [ZrF7]3−
ions, resulting a surge in intracellular osmolarity and homeostasis imbalance, according to
Binbin Ding et al. [28]. Through biodegradable inorganic nanoparticles containing sodium
and potassium, this can artificially regulate the internal and external osmotic balance of
tumor cells, and finally significantly inhibit the proliferation of tumor cells. In these studies,
it is worth noting that, compared with tumor cells, normal cells have higher tolerance
to abnormal ion homeostasis. Therefore, these inorganic nanoparticles will not damage
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normal cells. Therefore, compared with traditional cancer treatment methods, such as
chemotherapy, Na+- and K+-based ion interference therapy has higher biocompatibility
and is not limited by drug resistance. In general, this treatment is expected to enter clinical
trials. However, if better targeting effects can be provided, so that more nanoparticles can
enter tumor cells, and a longer in vivo circulation cycle can be developed, as nano-NaCl
has only a short cycle of 24 h, it will be more beneficial to the treatment of cancer.

 

Figure 3. Schematic illustration of Na+—induced antitumor therapy. A large number of Na+ ions
being released by NaCl nanoparticles in cancer cells leads to a change in cell osmotic pressure and
further induces pyroptosis of cancer cells. Pyroptosis can promote the presentation efficiency of
tumor-associated antigens to DCs, thus enhancing the antitumor immunity.

At the same time, the pyroptosis which is induced by the imbalance of intracellular
ion homeostasis is more noteworthy. Pyroptosis, also known as inflammatory necrosis, is
a kind of programmed cell death which is characterized by the continuous expansion of
cells until the rupture of the cell membrane, leading to the release of cell contents and then
activating a strong inflammatory response [29]. Regardless of whether NaCl, Na2S2O8, or
ZrNPs were used, all could induce pyroptosis, exhibiting superior antitumor immunity
activity, as confirmed by enhanced dendritic cell (DC) maturity and the frequency of
effector-memory T cells, as well as observably inhibiting tumor growth and pulmonary
metastasis. Such research results show that Na+ and K+ ion interference therapy can
greatly promote the patient’s own immunity, so as to improve the anti-cancer effect. This
makes the advantages of ion interference therapy based on inorganic nanoparticles more
obvious, but the relevant research cannot be limited to this. For example, whether the
balance of sodium and potassium ions can also change the activity of immune cells, such
as promoting the activation of dendritic cells, the phenotypic transformation of tumor
associated macrophages from M2 to M1, the activation of T cells, etc., needs to be explored.
Therefore, research into ion interference therapy in immunity needs to be further conducted,
and ion interference therapy combined with immunotherapy may be a promising treatment
in the future.

2.3. Calcicoptosis of Tumor Cells

Calcium is an important regulator of many cellular processes, such as muscle con-
traction, gene transcription, hormone release, neural signal transduction etc. [30]. In 2000,
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Michael R. Duchen summarized in detail the complex relationship between calcium ion
signals and mitochondria [31]. On the one hand, the accumulation of Ca2+ in mitochondria
can lead to the transient polarization of mitochondrial membrane potential. On the other
hand, under the pathological conditions of intracellular calcium concentration overload,
especially related to oxidative stress, the uptake of Ca2+ by mitochondria will trigger cell
death. Based on this, in 2019, Maike Glitsch claimed that the regulation of calcium by
related proteins or ion channels is expected to become another new method for tumor
treatment [32]. It can be seen that calcium ions have broad research prospects in the field of
tumor therapy [33].

More recently, given the importance of calcium ions in multiple cellular processes,
calcium overload, characterized by an abnormal cytoplasm accumulation of free calcium
ions (Ca2+), is a widely recognized cause of cell damage and even cell death in numer-
ous cell types. This undesirable destructive process can become a new tool applicable to
ion interference therapy. Hence, some calcium-based inorganic nanoparticles were con-
structed to achieve calcium ion interference therapy, such as CaO2, CaP and amorphous
calcium carbonate.

Calcium-based inorganic NPs, which can mediate intracellular calcium homeostasis
interference therapy, namely “calcicoptosis”, have attracted extensive attention (Figure 4).
On the basis of the unique biological effects of Ca2+, Bu et al. demonstrated a highly
efficient strategy for tumor therapy by utilizing pH-sensitive sodium hyaluronate-modified
calcium peroxide NPs (SH-CaO2 NPs) [8]. Effective modification with sodium hyaluronate,
which was performed alongside the nucleation and growth of the CaO2 NPs to confine
the grain size, was achieved by the attraction between the negatively charged ions and
positively charged nanocrystals. SH-CaO2 could slowly decompose into free Ca2+ and
H2O2 in the acid tumoral microenvironment, leading to intracellular calcium overload and
oxidative stress, resulting in the desensitization of calcium-related channels followed by an
uncontrollable cellular accumulation of Ca2+ [8]. Overloaded calcium eventually leads to
the decrease in mitochondrial membrane potential, mitochondrial damage and cell death.
Notably, the killing effect is not limited to tumor types or hypoxic cells, and normal cells are
more tolerant of the adverse influence of NPs than tumor cells. In 2021, Shi et al. reported
a simple, yet versatile, tumor-targeting “calcium ion nanogenerator” (TCaNG) to reverse
drug resistance by inducing intracellular Ca2+ bursting [34]. The TCaNG was prepared by
loading the antitumor drug doxorubicin (DOX) into calcium phosphate (CaP) nanoparticles
and then enveloping them with RGD peptide-decorated DSPE-PEG. Benefiting from the
tumor vessel targeting effect of RGD, the TCaNG can be enriched in tumor tissues and
internalized by tumor cells. Consequently, the TCaNG could induce Ca2+ bursting in acidic
lysosomes of tumor cells and then reverse drug resistance to improve cancer treatment. Sim-
ilarly, the work of Cheng Wang et al. confirmed that the excessive calcium ions produced
by amorphous calcium carbonate initiated the apoptosis program and killed cancer cells
in cooperation with chemotherapy by using phospholipid-modified amorphous calcium
carbonate [7]. Due to the rapid degradation of amorphous calcium carbonate in tumor cells,
a large number of calcium ions eventually lead to the death of tumor cells by damaging
mitochondria. Yu Bin Dong’s team proved that Ca2+ overload and photodynamics can
produce obvious synergistic killing effect by constructing a nanoscale covalent organic
framework (NCOF)-based nanoagent, namely CaCO3@COF-BODIPY-2I@GAG, which is
embedded with CaCO3 nanoparticles (NPs) and has a surface decorated with BODIPY-2I
as a photosensitizer (PS) and glycosaminoglycan (GAG) targeting agent for CD44 receptors
on the digestive tract tumor cells [35]. Xue Feng Yu et al.’s work significantly inhibited
the proliferation of cancer cells through calcium overload by utilizing the prepared CaP
mineralized black phosphorus material (CaBPs) [4]. CaBPs exhibit enhanced and selec-
tive anticancer bioactivity due to the improved pH-responsive degradation behavior and
intracellular Ca2+ overloading in cancer cells. Furthermore, CaBPs specifically target mito-
chondria and cause structural damage, thus leading to mitochondria-mediated apoptosis
in cancer cells. Jun Lin et al. emphasized the important role of calcium interference therapy
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of cuprous oxide nanoparticles coated with calcium carbonate [36]. With CaCO3 respon-
sive to pH decomposition and Cu2O responsive to H2S sulfuration, Cu2O@CaCO3 can
be turned “on” in the therapeutic mode by the colorectal TME. When the CaCO3 shell
decomposes and releases calcium in acidic colorectal TME, excessive calcium accumulates
in the cells, and finally cooperates with Cu2O degradation to stimulate the production
of a large amount of reactive oxygen species (ROS), which promotes the death of cancer
cells. Other calcium-containing nano-formulations were also developed for the purpose
of cancer calcicoptosis, and the idea of “calcium-interference therapy” would potentially
open up new opportunities for the development of antitumor strategies with high safety
and precision.

 

Figure 4. Schematic illustration of calcium overload-induced calcicoptosis. The overload of calcium
ions in cancer cells promotes the damage of mitochondria, which induces specific calcium overload-
induced cell death, which is called “calcicoptosis”.

Although the ion therapy based on calcicoptosis has achieved great success both
in vitro anti-tumor experiments and in vivo anti-tumor experiments in mice, the anti-tumor
effect of single intracellular calcium interference therapy does not seem to be so obvious.
Therefore, calcicoptosis combined with other cancer treatments, such as photothermal
therapy, chemokinetic therapy and immunotherapy, is a more effective means. At present,
research on the effect of calcium on immunotherapy has also made some progress.

The acid-sensitive PEG-decorated calcium carbonate (CaCO3) nanoparticle incorporat-
ing curcumin, which was designed by Pan Zheng et al., can successfully induce calcium
overload in the mitochondria in cells under ultrasonic environment, and cause immuno-
genic death of cancer cells, a manner of tumor cell death that can trigger antitumor immune
responses [37]. The overload of intracellular calcium under ultrasonic conditions leads to
cell immunogenic death, which greatly promotes the process of antigen delivery to mature
dendritic cells, and finally produces strong antitumor immunity.

At the same time, as verified by Jingyi an and Kaixiang Zhang et al., calcium can
also enhance antitumor immunity in other ways. They prepared honeycomb calcium
carbonate nanoparticles (OVA@CaCO3, denoted as HOCN) with ovalbumin (OVA) as
the skeleton [14]. Firstly, their research found that the degradation behavior of HOCN in
response to the microenvironment at the tumor site improved the low-pH environment,
which inhibited the maturation of dendritic cells. Secondly, the calcium ions released after
the nanoparticles were ingested by dendritic cells destroyed the autophagy inhibition condi-
tions of dendritic cells (DCs). Autophagy of DCs can further activate T cells and eventually
enhance antitumor immunity. Finally, after the tumor cells swallowed the nanoparticles,
overloaded calcium ions in tumor cells promote the release of damage-associated molecular
patterns (DAMPs) and the maturation of dendritic cells. This study provides us with a
new research idea. Calcium-based inorganic nanoparticles can also regulate the calcium
concentration in immune cells. At the same time, the calcium concentration in immune
cells can also affect the related immune process, so as to promote antitumor immunity.
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2.4. Intracellular Chloridion

In addition to cations, anion homeostasis in cells also has a great impact on cell
life activities. The balance of normal anion concentration in cells provides a basis for
maintaining cell morphology and function [38]. Compared with normal cells, cancer cells
are more sensitive to anion homeostasis [38]. Therefore, interfering with anion homeostasis
in cancer cells is also an effective means to achieve cancer treatment. Chloridion, as the
most common anion in cells, has been widely studied. Synthetic anion transporters, a
type of small molecular organic compound with transmembrane anion transport activity,
can interfere with the homeostasis of cell anions, especially chloride ions, and trigger
cell death [38]. Adil S. Aslam et al. proved that disturbed chloride ion concentration
induced by an ion transporter in a cellular level affects endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress
by increasing Ca2+ concentration, and leads to apoptosis [39]. Similarly, Dong Un Lee
et al. utilized cetrimonium bromide (CTAB: cationic quaternary amino group-based) gold
nanorods to prove that the burst release of Cl−, as a result of lysosomal swelling by
gold nanorods, induced a massive Ca2+ influx, which eventually promotes the apoptosis
of cancer cells [40]. Meanwhile, Yuping Jiang et al. prepared a ClO2-loaded CaSiO3
nanoparticle which can produce large numbers of Cl− by capturing methionine to disturb
the balance of homeostasis in cancer cells (Figure 5). The released Cl− by ClO2, which
can enter the mitochondria through the voltage-dependent anion channel (VDAC), leads
to mitochondrial damage and membrane potential decline, which further induce cell
apoptosis [41]. In general, chloride ions directly or indirectly affect the ion homeostasis
at different organelle levels in cells, including the endoplasmic reticulum, lysosome and
mitochondria, thus affecting cell activity.

 
Figure 5. Schematic illustration of Cl−—induced antitumor therapy. The released Cl− by ClO2, which
can enter mitochondria through the voltage-dependent anion channel (VDAC), leads to mitochondrial
damage and membrane potential decline, which further induce cell apoptosis.

Similar to other ion interference treatment methods, chloride-based treatment often has
better antitumor effects in combination with other treatment methods, such as starvation
therapy. Therefore, this combination strategy is expected to be adopted to build more
multifunctional platforms for in vivo treatment. Through the previous research, it can be
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found that ion interference therapy always needs to be combined with other treatment
methods in order to achieve a better therapeutic effect.

Although there are few studies on the antitumor immunity of chloride ions, we
can still expect that chloride-mediated apoptosis will have a positive effect on cancer
immunotherapy.

2.5. Manganese, Copper, and Cobalt That Activate Biocatalysis

Enzymes are powerful catalysts to complete various chemical reactions related to
life activities, such as metabolism, detoxification and biosynthesis [42]. Due to the high
catalytic efficiency, some biological enzymes are used to treat various diseases, including
inhibiting tumor growth. Glucose oxidase (GOx), which has the function of catalyzing
the decomposition of glucose into H2O2, has been recognized as a “star” enzyme catalyst
involved in cancer treatment [43]. Hanchun Yao et al. used collagenase, which can etch
the dense extracellular matrix around tumor cells to remodel tumor microenvironment,
so as to treat cancer more effectively [44]. However, due to the high synthesis cost and
specific constraints of microenvironment where cells survive, biological protease used to
treat diseases is difficult to popularize in the clinic.

With the development of nanotechnology, some ions with a catalytic function were
developed to replace enzymes, and inorganic nanoparticles were used as carriers to inhibit
tumor proliferation. Iron-based nanozymes (INs) are one of the earliest inorganic nano-
materials with exploitable catalytic behaviors [45]. Fe2+ can catalyze the reaction of H2O2
into the highly toxic ·OH, which can inhibit tumor proliferation [46]. Mn2+, Cu+ and Co2+,
which are delivered by inorganic nanoparticles into tumor cells, can also produce similar
catalytic reactions as Fe2+, so they are also used for ion interference therapy.

Lian-Hua Fu et al. constructed a Cu2+-doped calcium phosphate nanoparticles. The
released Cu2+ with the degradation of calcium phosphate in tumor cells can react with
glutathione to form the Fenton agent Cu+, which further triggers the H2O2 to generate
·OH to enhance the antitumor effect (Figure 6) [47]. They also proved that Mn2+-mediated
Fenton-like reaction enhanced chemotherapy by using biodegradable manganese-doped
calcium phosphate [43]. Hanjing Kong et al. synthesized fine CaO2 nanoparticles with
Cu–ferrocene molecules at the surface (CaO2/Cu–ferrocene). Under an acidic condition,
the particles release Ca2+ ions and H2O2 in a rapid fashion. The Fenton reaction between
Cu+ (from Cu–ferrocene) and H2O2 induced significant in vitro and in vivo antitumor
phenomena by producing a large amount of ·OH [48]. Shutao Gao et al. also proved that
Co2+ is also a Fenton agent that can enhance the antitumor effect by using a ZIF-67 coated
CaO2 nanoparticle (CaO2@ZIF-67) [49]. The nanoparticle is broken down in the weakly
acidic environment within tumors to rapidly release the Fenton-like catalyst Co2+. As with
other Fenton reagents, Co2+ reacts with H2O2, which was released by degraded CaO2 to
produce a large number of ·OH, which eventually leads to the death of tumor cells.

Compared with other forms of ion interference therapy, this ion interference therapy
that activates the biocatalysis process does not depend on other traditional cancer treat-
ments. A single ion treatment can produce good therapeutic effects in vitro and in vivo.
Therefore, this treatment method is more reliable and has more potential to achieve practical
clinical applications. For this treatment, it is worth noting that they all rely on H2O2 to
start the tumor killing program, and Ca2O is both a good donor of H2O2 and Ca2+. There-
fore, the combination of calcicoptosis and manganese, copper, and cobalt ion interference
therapy using Ca2O may be a more effective anti-tumor plan. In addition, there are also
some new developments in the field of immunotherapy. Mengyu Chang et al. conducted
further research by using Cu2O@CaCO3 modified with hyaluronic acid. They found that
the oxidative stress caused by Cu+ from Cu2O@CaCO3 nanocomposites can efficiently
reprogram the macrophages from the M2 phenotype to the M1 phenotype and initiate a
vaccine-like immune effect after primary tumor removal, which further induces an immune-
favorable tumor microenvironment and intense immune responses for anti-CD47 antibody
to simultaneously inhibit distant metastasis and recurrence by immunotherapy [36]. It can
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be predicted that the combination of ion interference therapy and immunotherapy will
have a more significant antitumor effect.

 

Figure 6. Schematic illustration of Cu+—induced antitumor therapy. The released Cu2+ with the
degradation of calcium phosphate in tumor cells can react with glutathione to form the Fenton agent
Cu+, which further triggers the H2O2 to generate ·OH to enhance the antitumor effect.

3. Conclusions and Perspectives

In summary, once the homeostasis of some common ions in cells is abnormal, such
as specific accumulation or reduction, it will affect the normal physiological activities of
cells. The treatment of inhibiting cancer cell proliferation by artificially interfering with
the balance of ion homeostasis in tumor cells is called ion interference therapy. Compared
with small molecular ion transport carriers with limited transport efficiency, inorganic
nanoparticles that can release or absorb a large number of ions more quickly have become
the best medium for ion interference therapy (Table 1). The homeostasis imbalance of
different ions mediated by different inorganic nanoparticles induces the death of cancer cells
by different principles. Several different principles of different ions on interference therapy
are summarized as follows: (a) a great quantity of H+ released from damaged lysosomes,
caused by the rapid degradation or expansion of nanoparticles acidify the cytoplasmic
environment and induce cancer cell death; (b) the imbalance of a large amount of sodium
or potassium concentration gradient, caused by the transportation of sodium or potassium
nano-inorganic salt into cancer cells, leads to the change in cell osmotic pressure, makes the
cells swell, and finally induces pyroptosis; (c) calcium overload in tumor cells mediated
by calcium-based inorganic nanoparticles damages the normal function of mitochondria
and further induces apoptosis, which is called calcicoptosis; (d) The specific accumulation
of chloride ions in the mitochondria of tumor cells leads to the decrease in mitochondrial
membrane potential, the release of mitochondrial contents and the induction of apoptosis;
(e) some Fenton agents produced by the degradation of inorganic nanoparticles, including
Cu+, Mn2+ and Mn2+, can trigger the H2O2 to generate ·OH to enhance the anti-tumor
effect. On the other hand, apoptosis and pyroptosis are both forms of programmed cell
death, mediated by ion interference therapy, which enhances the effects of antitumor
immunity. Among these nanoparticles, Ca2+ promotes the effects of antitumor immunity
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by destroying the autophagy inhibition conditions of dendritic cells, a special mechanism
compared with others.

Table 1. The classification of inorganic nanomaterials for IIT.

Inorganic
Nanoparticles

Interfering Ions Mechanism Reference

CaCO3 NPs H+ Intracellular pH [20]
NaCl NPs Na+ Osmotic pressure [11]

Na2S2O8 NPs Na+ Osmotic pressure [27]
K3ZrF7:Yb/Er K+, [ZrF7]3− Osmotic pressure [28]
SH-CaO2 NPs Ca2+ Calcicoptosis [8]

CaP NPs Ca2+ Calcicoptosis [34]
Amorphous calcium
carbonate (ACC NPs) Ca2+ Calcicoptosis [7]

CaCO3@COF-BODIPY-
2I@GAG Ca2+ Calcicoptosis [35]

CaBPs Ca2+ Calcicoptosis [4]

Cu2O@CaCO3 Cu+, Ca2+ Biocatalysis,
calcicoptosis [36]

CaCO3@PEG Ca2+ Calcicoptosis [37]
OVA@CaCO3 Ca2+ Calcicoptosis [14]

ClO2 Cl− Organelle stress [41]

CaO2/Cu–ferrocene Ca2+, Cu+ Calcicoptosis,
biocatalysis [48]

Cu-CaP NPs Cu2+ Biocatalysis [47]
Mn-CaP NPs Mn2+ Biocatalysis [43]
CaO2@ZIF-67 Co2+ Biocatalysis [49]

Compared with traditional tumor treatment, such as chemotherapy and radiotherapy,
ion interference treatment based on inorganic nanoparticles shows higher biocompatibility
and further therapeutic effects in vivo due to the lower tolerance of tumor cells to abnormal
ion concentration compared to normal cells. Although ion interference therapy is a practical
method, and different ions have different action mechanisms, it still has many aspects
worthy of in-depth exploration.

Through previous research, it can be found that ion interference therapy always needs
to be combined with other treatment methods in order to achieve better therapeutic effects.
Ion interference therapy alone does not seem to produce obvious antitumor effects, such as
for Ca2+, which may be related to the degradation efficiency of inorganic nanoparticles, the
in vivo circulation time, the ability to release or adsorb ions, and the metabolic rate of tumor
cells. Therefore, finding ways to improve the performance of inorganic nanoparticles based
on the above aspects is the next research direction that needs to be focused on. At the same
time, it should also be considered whether there is synergy between different ion therapy
methods to promote antitumor effects, such as Cu+ and Ca2+. The combination of various
types of ion interference therapy also has broad development prospects. In addition, the
combination of ion interference therapy and immunotherapy cannot be ignored. The effects
of different ions on immune cells and the process of antitumor immunity need to be further
studied. Additionally, the use of new composite inorganic nanoparticles combined with ion
interference therapy and immunotherapy will provide a promising strategy for enhancing
antitumor immunity.
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Abstract: As an emerging and powerful material, aggregation-induced emission luminogens (AIEgens),
which could simultaneously provide a precise diagnosis and efficient therapeutics, have exhibited sig-
nificant superiorities in the field of phototheranostics. Of particular interest is phototheranostics based
on AIEgens with the emission in the range of second near-infrared (NIR-II) range (1000–1700 nm),
which has promoted the feasibility of their clinical applications by virtue of numerous preponder-
ances benefiting from the extremely long wavelength. In this minireview, we summarize the latest
advances in the field of phototheranostics based on NIR-II AIEgens during the past 3 years, including
the strategies of constructing NIR-II AIEgens and their applications in different theranostic modalities
(FLI-guided PTT, PAI-guided PTT, and multimodal imaging-guided PDT–PTT synergistic therapy);
in addition, a brief conclusion of perspectives and challenges in the field of phototheranostics is given
at the end.
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1. Introduction

Cancer, one of the deadliest diseases in recent decades, has remained a global health
concern due to its growing morbidity rate, developing relapse rate, and low survival rate [1–3].
Traditional cancer diagnostic methods, including magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron
emission tomography (PET), and computed tomography (CT), exhibit some respective and
collective drawbacks such as insufficient sensitivity and specificity, high cost, and cumber-
some instrumentation [4,5]. Those conventional therapeutic methods toward cancers (such as
surgical removal, chemotherapy, and radiotherapy) commonly cause side effects, systematic
toxicity, unavoidable invasion, and high relapse rate [6]. In general, conventional protocols
for cancer diagnostics and therapeutics are individually conducted, which could result in the
inefficiency of the curing process and the inaccuracy of treatments. Given the circumstances,
tremendous efforts have been made to explore more effective approaches for cancers treat-
ment, among which phototheranostics is a significant advancement that enables the ingenious
integration of precise photodiagnostic imaging with phototherapeutic intervention in a single
system within spatial colocalization [7–9]. This inspiration stirs researchers’ increasing interest
in both fundamental studies and clinical trials, mainly on account of its intrinsic advantages,
such as simultaneously accurate diagnosis with in situ effective therapy, improved pharma-
cokinetics, maximized efficacy, optimized drug safety, elevated sensitivity, and specificity in
comparison with traditional cancer treatments.

Various modalities are involved in phototheranostic systems, including therapeutic
methods such as photodynamic therapy (PDT) and photothermal therapy (PTT), and diag-
nostic technologies such as photothermal imaging (PTI), photoacoustic imaging (PAI), and
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fluorescence imaging (FLI). As an emerging strategy for cancer treatments via generating re-
active oxygen species (ROS) with the assistance of light, tissue oxygen, and photosensitizer
(PS), PDT has a remarkable light-controllable ability, specific spatiotemporal selectivity,
and minimized invasiveness [10]. PTT is another effective light-triggered cancer therapy
modality, which affords excellent tumor suppression by sufficient thermal production
upon photoirradiation [11]. Moreover, the thermal signal generated during PTT can be
detected by thermal imaging systems for PTI, providing images with great temperature
sensitivity for tumor detection. Apart from that, the generated thermal signal gives rise to
the rapid thermoelastic expansion of tissue, based on which the light-triggered diagnostic
protocol, PAI, can be established, sufficing to provide imaging with high penetration depth
and portray clear tumor profiles [12]. Among all photodiagnostic modalities, FLI has
aroused intense interest on account of its simple operation, high sensitivity, noninvasive
features, and preferable biosafety especially organic fluorophores [13–15]. However, FLI
generally suffers from some drawbacks in terms of tissue penetration and spatial resolu-
tion, which hinders its practical utilization. Moreover, conventional organic fluorophores
are ordinarily hydrophobic, which inherently form aggregates in a physiological envi-
ronment that is generally composed of water, causing local concentration increasing and
fluorescence quenching, which is the notorious aggregation-caused quenching (ACQ) effect,
consequentially leading to unsatisfactory imaging outcomes.

Fortunately, aggregation-induced emission (AIE), a unique phenomenon discovered
in 2001 by Tang, has solved this predicament, which is shown in some twisted-structure
molecules with propeller-shaped conformation, tetraphenylethene (TPE) derivatives, for in-
stance. The emissions of AIEgens demonstrate a low intensity in a single molecular state but
are enhanced in aggregated state, exhibiting completely contrary features to ACQ [16–18].
Numerous endeavors have been made to explore the mechanism of AIE phenomenon, and
the restriction of intramolecular motion (RIM) that includes restriction of intramolecular
rotation (RIR) and restriction of intramolecular vibration (RIV) has been widely approved,
according to which the twisted structure and the sufficient structural rotors and/or vibra-
tors jointly endow AIE luminogens (AIEgens) with the distinct characteristics [7,19]. Due
to the structural superiorities, most of the excited-state energy of AIEgens can be consumed
through the nonradiative decay pathway, resulting from vigorous intramolecular motions
in the single molecular state, consequently promoting photothermal conversion. On the
contrary, the intramolecular motions can be suppressed in an aggregated state; thus, the
radiative decay pathway is in the dominant position, consequently boosting fluorescent
emission. In addition, AIEgens have been recognized to possess many intrinsic advantages
including good biocompatibility, large Stokes shift, excellent tolerance for high concentra-
tion, turn-on feature, high photobleaching threshold and outperformed photosensitizing
features, which all allow the great potential for efficient phototheranostics.

On the other hand, enthused by the remained shortcomings of fluorescence imaging
with visible (400–680 nm) and first near-infrared region (NIR-I, 700–900 nm), including
low tissue penetration, unsatisfactory spatial resolution, etc., researchers pay attention to
develop fluorescent materials with emission in the range of second near-infrared (NIR-II)
window to overcome these drawbacks [20–25]. NIR-II fluorophores possess the capability
of surmounting the inherent deficiencies of conventional FLI, by virtue of its remarkable
features including deep penetration, reduced tissue scattering, minimal damage, and high
spatial resolution endowed by the extremely long wavelength [26–28]. The combination of
the advantages of both NIR-II fluorophores and AIEgens unprecedentedly complemented
each other with excellent imaging and extraordinary therapy, thus allowing a better ap-
plication in the clinical field and accelerating the progression of contemporary precision
medicine [29,30]. Witnessing the rapid development and great significance of theranostic
researches based on NIR-II AIEgens, it is crucial to publish a comprehensive review article
to systematically generalize the merits of NIR-II AIEgens in cancer theranostics and to
provide an integrated picture of this area through the introduction of basic concepts and
recent trends as well as novel perspectives.
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In this minireview, we summarize the recent advances of NIR-II AIEgens (Table 1)
in the cancer theranostic field during the past three years. In the first section, the break-
throughs in photothermal therapy under the guidance of FLI generated by NIR-II AIEgens
are primarily elaborated. In the second section, up-to-date signs of progress observed in
photothermal therapy under the guidance of PAI are presented subsequently, as well as
the design strategies and mechanistic insights of theranostics. In the third section, boosted
multimodality theranostics systems based on NIR-II AIEgens are listed, and the complex
construction and the favorable superiorities of the systems are discussed in detail as well.
The existing limitations and novel perspectives in this field conclude the study. We expect
that this review will provide valuable insights into NIR-II AIEgens-based theranostics and
serve as an inspiration for developing integrated systems of diagnostics and therapeutics,
thereby stimulating more studies at this research frontier.

Table 1. The chemical structures and essential photophysical properties of NIR-II AIEgens.

Name Chemical Structure
λAbs/λem

(nm)
Extinction
Coefficient

QY
Photothermal
Conversion

BPBBT

 

≈705/ ≈1020
(in water, NPs)

0.9 × 104 M−1·cm−1

at 808 nm
0.145% [a]

(NPs)
27.5%

(NPs, 808 nm laser)

PBPTV

 

≈700/≈960
(in water, NPs) N.A. 8.6% [b]

(in DCM)
45.3% (NPs, 808 nm

laser)

DTPA–BBTD

 

752/975
(in THF)

7.09 L·g−1·cm−1

at 753 nm
0.151% [a]

(NPs)
13.2% (NPs, 660 nm

laser)

NIRb14

 

822/1090
(in THF) N.A N.A. 31.2% (NPs, 808 nm

laser)

BITT

 

595/741
(in ethanol) 3.9 × 104 M−1·cm−1 5.8% [b]

(aggregate)
35.76% (660 nm laser)

TSSI

 

636/992
(in water, NPs) N.A. N.A. 46.0% (NPs, 660 nm

laser)

TSSAM

 

595/1022
(in DMSO) N.A. 0.034% [a]

(NPs)
40.1% (NPs, 660 nm

laser)

TTT-4

 

568/830
(in DMSO) N.A.

0.8%[b] (aggregate,
DMSO:toluene =

19:1)

39.9% (NPs, 660 nm
laser)

[a] Relative PL quantum yields of these molecules recalculated based on IR-26 = 0.05%. [b] Absolute PL quantum yields.
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2. NIR-II FLI-Guided PTT

Nowadays, FLI in NIR-II has become a momentous facility for cancer diagnosis
owing to its prominent merits for in vivo monitoring and visualizing of lesions [31,32].
Additionally, the combination of NIR-II FLI and PTT could provide unlimited prospects to
construct outstanding theranostic systems [33,34]. As illustrated in Figure 1a [35], when a
fluorophore absorbs photons or other energy, it can be promoted to the excited states (Sn)
from the ground state (S0) and transfers back to the ground state via either radiative or
nonradiative decay. Nevertheless, it is not difficult to find that these two modes of energy
dissipation are in competition with each other since energy is conserved. As a result, the
strategy to keep the equilibrium between fluorescence (radiative decay) and photothermal
effect (nonradiative decay) is the focus of FLI-guided PTT.

 
Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration of Jablonski diagram. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [35].
Copyright 2021, Light Publishing Group; (b) the illustration of TICT mechanism.

Fortunately, AIEgens exhibit free-moving molecular rotators or vibrators in their struc-
ture, which are ideal agents to keep the equilibrium between fluorescence and photothermal
effect [36]. Using reverse thinking of the AIE process, researchers devised numerous strate-
gies to maximize molecular motion in the aggregated state of AIEgens to exhibit superior
heat transitions without compromising FLI [37]. In addition, it was found that twisted
intramolecular charge transfer (TICT) states in AIEgens typically abate the fluorescence
signals but enhance their photothermal capability, which quickly sparked strong interest
among researchers [38–40].

AIEgens with long emission wavelengths generally have powerful electron donor
(D)–acceptor (A) strength and, therefore, are candidates to modulate TICT formations,
since increasing the D–A effect can achieve red-shifted emission and stabilize the TICT
state by facilitating charge separation (Figure 1b) [41,42]. When AIEgen is under unbound
and free rotating conditions, nonradiative decay would dominate the excited-state energy
consumption. In contrast, upon reaching an aggregated state, the physical constraints
disable TICT formations; thus, the equilibrium moves to the radiative decay pathway
accompanied withbright fluorescence [43,44]. Therefore, tailoring intramolecular motion
is a feasible strategy to realize a subtle balance between fluorescence and photothermal
effect [45,46].

Lu et al. [47] reported a strategy inspired by the theory of RIR to tailor the equilib-
rium of fluorescence and photothermal efficiency. They combined NIR-II AIEgen (BPBBT,
Figure 2a) with human serum albumin (HSA), in order to restrict the intramolecular rota-
tion of BPBBT. Fluorescence emission spectra demonstrated that the fluorescence intensity
of BPBBT decreased at a fraction value of water (f w) below 30% but increased when further
raising f w. This phenomenon could be explained by the fact that BPBBT transitioned
from LE state to TICT state when the polarity of solvent elevated, then the increase in
poor solvent contributed to forming the aggregated state of BPBBT, which prevented TICT
formations and enhanced the fluorescence emission (Figure 2b). It was found that with the
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enhancement of the HSA ratio in BPBBT/HSA complexes (BPBBT NPs), the photothermal
effect was further increased. The energy difference between S1 and S0 of BPBBT at NPs
state was determined to be narrower than at the AIE state but broader than at the TICT
state (Figure 2c), which evinced that the addition of HSA successfully altered LE and TICT
state by raising the dihedral angles to provide a chance for the equilibrium to move to the
TICT state. In vivo biological imaging showed that fluorescence signal was detected in
orthotopic and metastatic tumors accurately and reached a maximum at 30 h postinjection.
Notably, NIR-II imaging-guided PTT based on BPBBT NPs could precisely distinguish
lesions with dimensions as small as 0.5 mm × 0.3 mm and completely cure tumor-bearing
mice with the optimized laser doses (5 out of 5) without recurrence in 30 days (Figure 2d).
Additionally, compared with HSA/indocyanine green (ICG) complexes that were applied
to NIR-I imaging-guided PTT, BPBBT NPs provided more accurate and sensitive imaging
and exhibited a higher photothermal conversion effect and better photostability, which
dramatically enhanced the efficiency of PTT and prevented from omitting small lesions.
Above all, the BPBBT NPs displayed great potential in NIR-II FLI-guided PTT, particularly
for colon cancer theranostics.

Figure 2. (a) Chemical structure of BPBBT; (b) plot of fluorescence intensity ratio of BPBBT (10 μM)
in water/THF mixture; (c) the illustration of has-altering radiative decay and nonradiative decay of
BPBBT; (d) the in vivo fluorescence imaging of BALB/c mice bearing orthotopic CT26 colon cancer
before or after different treatment (n = 5). Reprinted with permission from Ref. [47]. Copyright 2019,
Nature Publishing Group.

Thus far, there are few reliable strategies available for through-skull imaging and
therapy, because blood–brain barrier (BBB) is an intractable obstruction for various nanopar-
ticles/macromolecule into the brain [36,48]. Tang group [49] developed the natural killer
(NK) cell-mimic nanorobots with highly bright NIR-II fluorescence, named NK@AIEdots, to
construct smart and safe multifunctional nanoplatforms for BBB-crossing and brain-tumor-
targeting through-skull imaging and therapy (Figure 3a). NK@AIEdots wrap a natural kill
cell membrane on a reported highly bright NIR-II AIE-active conjugated polymer nanoen-
doskeleton, PBPTV. The inspiration for this strategy came from the remarkable properties of
NK cells whose membrane can form a “green channel” to help NK@AIEdots realize the BBB
crossing [50]. PBPTV is the low-bandgap-conjugated polymer with a high quantum yield
(QY) up to 8.6%, which is constructed by using a strong and twisted dual-electron acceptor
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(BPT). BPT results in long-wavelength absorption and also promotes the intramolecular
motion, thus tailoring the equilibrium of the TICT and AIE states (Figure 3b). It was ob-
served that NK@AIEdots displayed bright and long emissions at the NIR-II region, as well
as having outstanding photothermal effects (Figure 3c,d). Meanwhile, NK@AIEdots could
successfully pass through the BBB and spontaneously accumulate in glioma cells in vivo
owing to tumor-targeting proteins of the NK cell membrane, as well as lit up the glioma as
intense NIR-II fluorescence even at 48 h postinjection. Moreover, upon NIR light irradiation,
NK@AIEdots could effectively inhibit the growth of brain tumor cells with less weight
loss in mice, compared with the two control groups. In brief, the NK@AIEdots-based
theranostics platform successfully applied to the BBB-crossing and brain-tumor-targeting
through-skull FLI-guided PTT.

Figure 3. (a) Schematic illustration of the preparation and assembly process of NK-cell-mimic AIE
nanoparticles (NK@ AIEdots); (b) plot of fluorescence intensity of PBPTV in dichloromethane/hexane
mixtures; (c) fluorescence spectra of BPBBT, AIEdots (BPBBT), NK@AIEdots (BPBBT) in water;
(d) photothermal effect of PBS, AIEdots, and NK@AIEdots; Reprinted with permission from Ref. [49].
Copyright 2020, American Chemical Society.

Xu et al. [51] developed a phototheranostics platform based on a single molecule with
intense fluorescence in the NIR-II region. In this study, they prepared DTPA–BBTD by
means of changing the electron-withdrawing substituent groups in the molecular backbone
of a D–A–D-type AIEgen, which was previously designed by the same group. Compared
with the original molecule, DTPA–BBTD exhibited more twisted conformation and smaller
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bandgap, both of which enhanced TICT and photothermal effect. As-prepared DTPA–
BBTD-based AIE dots could produce bright and well-distributed fluorescence signals
through the liver/spleen/head regions even in the blood vessels. Researchers found that
the presented AIE dots could efficiently suppress tumor growth upon laser irradiation.
Meanwhile, pathological examinations also suggested the AIE dots exhibited excellent
biocompatibility with negligible cytotoxicity to normal tissues. In summary, a feasible tactic
was conducted to design an AIE agent with PPT effect, which is a potential candidate for
NIR-II FLI and NIR-I PAI-guided high-efficiency PTT.

3. PAI-Guided PTT Based on NIR-II Fluorophores

With the explorations of the potential of NIR-II phototheranostics, the phenomenon
that the brightness of organic fluorophores including AIEgens generally decreases with
the bathochromic shift of emission wavelength has become significant in the NIR-II region.
Tang et al. [52] have synthesized a series of NIR-II emissive fluorophores, whose emissions
are all located in the NIR-II region with the presence of common solvents (including PhMe,
DCM, CHCl3, THF, and DMF), while the emission intensities are relatively inferior for
FLI. On the basis of the “energy gap law”, the situation above can be attributed to the
ascendancy of nonradiative decay pathways when the electronic bandgap decreases, and
these inherent features endow the NIR-II fluorophores with the intrinsic superiority in
PAI-guided PTT, because both PAI and PTT are closely associated with the nonradiative
decay [53,54].

In terms of PAI, it relies on the signal of phonons generated by the light irradiation,
exceeding the traditional optical diffusion limit caused by photons after light excitation,
which endows it the ability to provide higher spatial resolution [55–58] and penetrate
deeper depths as high as 11 cm in NIR-II region [59,60]. More specifically, photons are
converted into localized heat that induces transient thermoelastic expansion and wideband
acoustic waves in the process of PAI, according to which the process of photo-to-thermo
transitions is involved [61–63]. Therefore, the nonradiative decay pathway is closely related
to the photothermal conversion property, and NIR-II fluorophores exhibit good potential
for PAI.

As for the PTT process, the NIR-II fluorophores demonstrate relatively better pho-
tothermal conversion efficiency, compared with those emissions within visible spectroscopy,
whose temperature variation generated by photothermal effect reaches merely 13 ◦C [64].
Thus, the strategy to enhance nonradiative decay, which significantly improves photother-
mal conversion efficiency to achieve PAI-diagnosis-guided PTT, is another appealing
approach of the utilization of NIR-II fluorophores in the phototheranostic field.

Inspired by the inherent superiorities mentioned above, Tang et al. put forward a
strategy to boost nonradiative decay so as to elevate the photothermal conversion efficiency
using reverse thinking of the AIE process, aiming to maximize molecular motions in the
aggregated state to enhance heat transitions through extending the side chain length or
adding twisted groups, among which the studies of Liu et al. [52] have unprecedentedly
integrated the superiorities of reversed AIE and dark TICT to achieve improved photother-
mal conversion, which can be described as “adjusting TICT in aggregates for boosting
photothermal properties”.

In this case, bulky alkyl chains were introduced into the planar D–A–D skeleton with
molecular rotors as the branches (Figure 4a), from which a series of NIR-II fluorophores
with different substituent groups were synthesized including NIRb14, NIRb10, NIRb6, and
NIR6, where typical TICT and AIE properties were manifested. Structurally, only when
the branched alkyl chains’ structure is placed in the second carbon of thiophene can the
suitable steric hindrance be provided, avoiding the overwhelming hindrance that leads
to intense fluorescence. NIRb14 exhibited the most outstanding photothermal conversion
efficiency than the other branched molecules and the widely used golden nanorods, due to
the larger bulky chains serving as shielding units that limited intermolecular interactions
and conserved intramolecular motions in the aggregated state. PAE-b-PCL and PEG-b-PCL
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were employed to integrate NIRb14 into mixed-shell NPs (named NIRb14-PAE/PEG NPs)
via nanoprecipitation method with the intention of prolonging in vivo blood circulation
time and enhancing accumulation in the tumor region, since poly(β-amino esters) (PAE)
is able to respond to the cancer tissue [65], and polyethylene glycol (PEG) has excellent
biocompatibility. Subsequently, in thermal imaging and in vitro experiment, NIRb14-
PAE/PEG NPs exhibited desirable PAI abilities and noteworthy charge conversion features
in response to the acidic tumor microenvironment, as well as superior PTT performance,
which motivated further investigations of in vivo PAI-guided PTT capability by using the
xenograft 4T1 tumor mouse model. As indicated in Figure 4b, the thermal imaging of
injected mice exhibited significant temperature variation (ΔT = 29 ◦C) at the tumor region
after irradiation, in contrast to the negligible results observed from other control groups.
Furthermore, by monitoring the tumor volumes during 16 days, the in vivo antitumor
efficacies were examined, the results of which are illustrated in Figure 4c. Compared with
those of control groups that failed in suppressing the tumor growth, in the presence of
both NIRb14-PAE/PEG NPs and laser, the average tumor volume after treatment was
much smaller than the initial size, demonstrating the most preeminent antitumor efficacy
and great potential of PAI-guided PTT for clinical applications. This study introduces an
ingenious molecular design tactic for constructing a photothermal conversion-boosted NIR-
II phototheranostics by means of the stabilization of the dark TICT state or the restriction of
radiative decay, in addition to demonstrating its potential in cancer diagnosis and therapy
by PAI-guided PTT model.

Figure 4. (a) Molecular structure and the schematic illustration of the NIR-II fluorophores TICT
state in solution, in aggregation state, and the scheme for PAI-guided PTT; (b) infrared radiation
thermal images of mice with 4T1 tumor under 808 nm laser irradiation; (c) tumor growth curves of
different treatment groups after 16 days. *: V/V0 < 0.05 comparing “NIRb14-PAE/PEG NPs + laser”
and “NIRb14-PEG NPs + laser” groups. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [52]. Copyright 2019,
American Chemical Society.
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4. Multimodal Imaging-Guided Synergistic Therapy

Although AIEgens displayed great potential in FLI/PAI-guided PTT, difficulties are
still remained in realizing the optimal treatments via one-to-one modality. For instance, the
imaging information with both favorable sensitivity and penetration depth is not able to
be obtained by a single imaging modality [58,66–69], and it is also burdensome to achieve
satisfactory treatment via PDT or PTT alone, which is attributed to hypoxic tumor mi-
croenvironment for PDT and heat shock effect in PTT [70,71]. Constructing multimodality
phototheranostic platforms is a smart strategy that is able to achieve “1 + 1 > 2” to solve
these problems, which can afford precise diagnosis and efficacious therapy via combining
different kinds of imaging technologies with therapy methods, and has induced great
interest recently. However, it is a challenging task because keeping the equilibrium between
radiative and nonradiative decays is intractable for conventional materials, which is crucial
to building up a versatile phototheranostic system with favorable fluorescent and pho-
tothermal properties concurrently. By virtue of affluent free-motioned molecular rotators
or vibrators in structure, the photophysical properties of AIEgens could be manipulated
easily by boosting or inhibiting intramolecular motions [16,20,72]. Furthermore, endowing
AIEgens with twisted conformations could lead to relatively loose packing in the aggre-
gated state through tactful molecular regulation, which is beneficial to balance radiative
and nonradiative decays. In addition, considering the superior features of NIR-II imaging
mentioned at the beginning of this review, we believe that constructing multimodality
theranostic systems based on NIR-II AIEgens is a win–win integration [73].

4.1. NIR-II FLI-Guided PDT–PTT Synergistic Therapy

It is hard to achieve satisfactory treatment via PDT and PTT alone, as described
in the previous section, and the combination of them is regarded as a groundbreaking
strategy to overcome respective shortcomings and realize boosted synergistic therapeutic
outcomes [8,11,74] because PTT could heighten the oxygen concentration by increasing
the flow rate of blood to strengthen the PDT effect, thus promoting the elimination of
heat-resistant tumor in PTT reversely. Recently, a novel zwitterion-type AIEgen was facilely
synthesized, which could afford effective NIR-II FLI-guided synergistic PDT-PTT [75].
In this study, the author designed a series of zwitterionic compounds (BITT, BITB, ITT,
and ITB in Figure 5b). The extra benzene ring in BITT would elongate π conjugation and
increase D–A strength, resulting in a longer absorption wavelength than ITT in ethanol
solution and admirable ROS generation capacity [76]. Meanwhile, compared with BITB,
the AIE performance of BITT would be dramatically strengthened due to the introduc-
tion of triphenylamine moiety. The alkyl chain with the sulfonic acid group and twisted
TPA moiety would enlarge the intermolecular distance, which is beneficial to restrain
fluorescence quenching by intermolecular π–π stacking in aggregated state and lead to
relatively loose intermolecular packing (reserve partial intramolecular motion), endowing
BITT with both intense NIR-II fluorescence and high photothermal conversion capability
through keeping the balance between radiative and nonradiative decays. Moreover, BITT
would also exhibit superior biocompatibility owing to the zwitterionic structure [77]. Pho-
tophysical experiments demonstrated that BITT NPs in aqueous solution possessed a long
emission wavelength peak at 810 nm, with the tail partially located in the NIR-II region,
high photothermal conversion efficiency (35.76%), excellent ROS generation capability, as
well as high photostability and photothermal stability.

Motivated by prominent photophysical properties within BITT NPs, in vivo imaging
and therapy performance of BITT NPs for 4T1 tumor-bearing nude mice were estimated
subsequently. As shown in Figure 5c,d, compared with NIR-I FLI, an intense and durable
NIR-II fluorescence signal was observed from 0.5 to 24 h postinjection. After being ex-
posed to laser irradiation for only 2 min, the temperature of the tumor region raised from
34.7 to 52.4 ◦C (Figure 5c), which was competent to suppress tumor tissue efficaciously. As
indicated in Figure 5f,g, the tumors were completely eliminated without any recidivation
via synergistic PDT–PTT therapy in the presence of BITT NPs and laser irradiation, and no
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obvious body weight loss was observed in four groups, demonstrating excellent tumorici-
dal capability and biocompatibility. This study thus provided a new strategy to construct a
NIR-II AIEgen with both FLI imaging and PTT–PDT therapy.

 
Figure 5. (a) Diagram of NIR-II FLI-guided PDT–PTT synergistic therapy for tumor-bearing mice with
BITT NPs; (b) principle for designing BITT; (c) NIR-I FLI and (d) NIR-II FLI of tumor-bearing mice
after administration of BITT NPs at different monitoring times; (e) IR imaging of tumor-bearing mice
under laser irradiation at 12 h postinjection of BITT NPs; (f) growth curves of tumors with various
treatments. Inset: photograph of tumors harvested from the mice at day 15 after different treatment;
(g) body weight curves of tumor-bearing mice after different treatments at day 15. Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [75]. Copyright 2021, Wiley-VCH.

4.2. NIR-II FLI–PAI–PTI Trimodal-Guided Synergistic PDT–PTT

Considering the complementary advantages of FLI, PAI, and PTI, as well as boosted
therapeutic effect of PDT and PTT, constructing single-component theranostic platforms
that can afford all these phototheranostic modalities simultaneously would be extremely
important [78–82]. Motivated by the superiorities of NIR-II AIEgens mentioned before, a
number of remarkable multifunctional phototheranostic platforms have been developed
upon NIR-II AIEgens. A simple and one-for-all phototheranostic platform with NIR-II AIE
characteristics was reported [83], which could afford NIR-II FLI–PAI–PTI trimodal-imaging-
guided synergistic PDT–PTT. As illustrated in Figure 6a, three novel AIE compounds
composed of 1,3-bis (dicyanomethylidene) indane, thiophene and triphenylamine were
prepared. The twisted conformation of TPA would extend the intermolecular distance and
lead to loosened packing in an aggregated state, which is helpful to retain intramolecular
motions partially, and the stretching vibrations of carbon–nitrogen bonds would maintain
considerable frequency even in the aggregated state, thus strengthening the heat generation
efficiency of AIEgens. Benefiting from the increasing number of thiophene units, com-
pared with TI and TSI, TSSI, as well as TSSI NPs fabricated with DSPE-mPEG2000, would
exhibit more admirable properties for phototheranostics since the addition of thiophene
moiety could enhance D–A strength and the capacity of ROS generation and also enlarge
the distance of donor and acceptor within the AIEgens, further boosting intramolecular
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motions. As expected, TSSI NPs exhibited a maximum emission near 1000 nm, indicating
remarkable properties for NIR-II imaging, and they also possessed superior ROS and heat
generation capabilities, both of which confirmed the perfect equilibrium between radiative
and nonradiative decays. Furthermore, TSSI NPs were utilized to implement in vivo ex-
periments for tumor-bearing mice. Obvious fluorescence signals (Figure 6b, upper) were
observed from 6 to 36 h and reached a maximum at 12 h after injection in NIR-II FLI.
Surprisingly, the time-dependent tendency of PA intensity (Figure 6b, lower) was nearly
unanimous with NIR-II FLI outcomes for the same tumor model. In in vivo experiments
of PTI and PTT (Figure 6c), upon NIR irradiation for only 10 min, the temperature of the
tumor region raised from 37.3 ◦C to 54.8 ◦C, and insignificant temperature variation was
observed in the normal tissue. As shown in Figure 6d, e, the tumor tissues of mice were
obliterated completely upon both TSSI NPs and NIR irradiation through only one injection
and irradiation. This study offered a smart tactic to construct one-for-all AIEgen, but it also
demonstrated its great potential in multimodality theranostics.

 

Figure 6. (a) Diagram of all-around AIE molecular structures, nanoparticles fabricating, and mul-
timodal phototheranostic system; (b) NIR-II FLI (upper) and PAI (lower) for tumor-bearing mice
from 0 h to 36 h postinjection of TSSI NPs; (c) PTI and PTT for tumor-bearing mice at 12 h postinjec-
tion of TSSI NPs upon laser irradiation; (d) tumor growth curves of mice with various treatments;
(e) photograph of 4T1 tumors harvested from the mice at day 15 after different treatment. Reprinted
with permission from Ref. [83]. Copyright 2020, Wiley-VCH.

Shortly thereafter, several outstanding single-component multimodal theranostic plat-
forms were constructed tactfully. A novel type of theranostic AIEgen was designed under
the guidance of a similar principle as the above-mentioned [84]. In this study, three AIE
compounds (TAM, TSAM, TSSAM) with none, one, two thiophenes were prepared, respec-
tively. As expected, TSSAM possessed NIR-II emission, high photothermal conversion
efficiency, and ROS generation capability, as well as outstanding photostability and pho-
tothermal stability. TSSAM NPs exhibited favorable accordance and intratumor retention
capability for in vivo NIR-II FLI and PAI, where the signal intensities of NIRI-I FLI and PAI
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reached a plateau at 12 h postinjection and remained durable at 24 h postinjection. Upon
laser irradiation for only 2 min, the temperature of the tumor region increased from 37.1 to
57.6 ◦C. In the presence of TSSAM NPs and laser irradiation, all tumors were eradicated on
day 3. Later, Wen et al. [85] also designed four novel NIR-emissive AIEgens. Benefiting
from the highly bright emission of the tail located in the NIR-II region in the aggregated
state, photothermal conversion efficiency, and high ROS generation capability of TTT-4,
in vivo multimodal imaging and therapy performance of TTT-4 dots was evaluated. Sig-
nificant fluorescence signals were detected in both NIR-I and NIR-II FLI from 1 to 12 h
postinjection at the tumor sites, as well as intense PA signals captured by the PAI system.
The temperature of the tumor region raised from 37.3 to 55 ◦C upon laser irradiation for
only 3 min, and the results of in vivo synergistic phototherapeutic experiments illustrated
that tumor tissue was completely eradicated after 15-day treatment. In general, TSSAM and
TTT-4 enrich the types of versatile phototheranostic AIEgens and display great potential in
NIR-II FLI–PAI–PTI-guided synergistic PDT–PTT.

5. Conclusions

In this minireview, we summarized the existing strategies for constructing efficacious
theranostic platforms based on NIR-II AIEgens and their great potential in basic studies and
practical applications. Through subtle regulation of hierarchical structures at molecular and
aggregated levels, respectively, the AIE and TICT properties could be manipulated, thus
achieving admirable equilibrium between fluorescence and photothermal effect, as well as
superior performance in NIR-II FLI-guided PTT against cancer. To further boost photother-
mal properties for PAI and PTT, the strategy named “reverse thinking of AIE” is proposed.
With the existence of long-branched alkyl chains and molecular motors in the molecule,
it displayed excellent photothermal conversion efficiency and photoacoustic effect, thus
achieving remarkable antitumor efficacy in PAI-guided PTT. Furthermore, in order to
overcome the inherent drawbacks in one-to-one modality, a series of versatile theranostic
molecules with AIE characteristics were prepared. On account of tactful molecule design,
these AIE molecules can make the best utilization of excited-state energy and keep a re-
markable balance between radiative and nonradiative decays, thus exhibiting highly bright
emission, prominent photothermal conversion efficiency, and efficacious ROS generation
to achieve NIR-II FLI-guided PTT–PDT. Some of them even suffice to NIR-II FLI–PAI–PTI
trimodal-guided synergistic PDT–PTT, and in vivo experiments revealed that these AIE
NPs could afford precise tumor imaging and thorough tumor elimination outcomes.

Although reported phototheranostic systems based on NIR-II AIEgens validated great
potential in both basic studies and clinical practices, there are still challenges that should
be addressed. Firstly, the development of new AIEgens with a longer emission wavelength
for the theranostic study is urgent, since the maximum emission wavelength of all reported
theranostic AIEgens is below 1100 nm. Secondly, as a vital guideline for designing theranos-
tic molecules, the structure–property relationship of AIEgens for theranostic applications is
still obscure [7]. Thirdly, the current achievements of phototheranostics are still far from
clinical applications. Although the biocompatibility of AIEgens has been demonstrated by
substantial experimental data, more comprehensive research studies are in urgent need
for further clinical trials, as well as investigation of their long-term safety using in vivo ex-
periments with diverse animal models. The results of this review also call for constructing
functional materials based on NIR-II AIEgens to target specific organs or in response to
external stimuli.

Overall, NIR-II AIEgen is a predominant candidate to construct a phototheranostic
system with superior performance in basic research and practical applications, which opens
up new avenues for advanced theranostics and will realize clinical trials in the near future.
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Abstract: Cancer is the top cause of death globally. Developing smart nanomedicines that are
capable of diagnosis and therapy (theranostics) in one–nanoparticle systems are highly desirable
for improving cancer treatment outcomes. The magnetic nanoplatforms are the ideal system for
cancer theranostics, because of their diverse physiochemical properties and biological effects. In
particular, a biocompatible iron oxide nanoparticle based magnetic nanoplatform can exhibit multiple
magnetic–responsive behaviors under an external magnetic field and realize the integration of
diagnosis (magnetic resonance imaging, ultrasonic imaging, photoacoustic imaging, etc.) and therapy
(magnetic hyperthermia, photothermal therapy, controlled drug delivery and release, etc.) in vivo.
Furthermore, due to considerable variation among tumors and individual patients, it is a requirement
to design iron oxide nanoplatforms by the coordination of diverse functionalities for efficient and
individualized theranostics. In this article, we will present an up–to–date overview on iron oxide
nanoplatforms, including both iron oxide nanomaterials and those that can respond to an externally
applied magnetic field, with an emphasis on their applications in cancer theranostics.

Keywords: iron oxide nanoparticles; magnetotheranostics; cancer

1. Introduction

Due to the huge differences between individual patients, a tough question exists in the
field of tumor diagnosis and therapy: when and where to apply what kind of treatment for a
particular patient? Image–guided therapy, known as theranostics, provides a new solution
for this problem. The integration of diagnosis and therapy means that treatment can be
carried out under the guidance of images and monitored in real time to achieve precise and
personalized medical treatment. Due to their diversified functions, nanomaterials provide
a great opportunity for the integration of efficient diagnosis and therapy into a single
nanoplatform [1]. There are several requirements for an ideal theranostics nanoplatform.
Firstly, the nanoplatform should possess good diagnostic and/or therapeutic capabilities.
Secondly, this nanoplatform must be able accumulate at the target area. Thirdly, the
biocompatibility of this nanoplatform must be acceptable. Finally, it should have the
ability to be integrated with other diagnostic and/or therapeutic technologies for multi–
modality theranostics. Magnetotheranostics is a kind of advanced medical technology that
utilizes the interaction between magnetic nanoplatforms and magnetic fields to realize the
integration of therapy and diagnosis on a single nanoparticle. The magnetic nanoplatforms
are known to have excellent biocompatibility [2,3], diversified diagnostic and therapeutic
capabilities [4], as well as active/passive targeting capabilities [5,6], while the magnetic
field is well recognized for no attenuation [7] and little damage to the tissue [8]. As a result,
magnetotheranostics has received a great deal of attention in cancer research recently.

As the core of magnetotheranostics nanoplatforms, magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles
(MIONs) themselves have the ability to achieve diagnosis and therapy. The classic example
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of MIONs for diagnosis is magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) contrast agent [9]. Some
iron oxide–based MRI contrast agents have been clinically approved, such as Ferrixan and
Ferumoxide [10]. MIONs can achieve T1–weighted or T2–weighted MRI enhancement
by affecting the T1 or T2 relaxation rate of surrounding protons. Although MIONs are
generally considered to have only single–modal imaging capabilities, the development of
advanced imaging technologies based on MIONs such as magnetic particle imaging (MPI)
and magnetomotive optical coherence tomography (MMOCT) has also greatly enriched
the imaging prospect of MIONs [11,12]. On the other hand, therapy technologies based on
MIONs are gradually being developed. Magnetic hyperthermia (MHT) is a therapy method
through the ability of MIONs to convert the energy of alternating magnetic field (AMF)
into heat. In Europe, Nanotherm®, which is used as a nano agent of magnetic hyperthermia
for brain gliomas, has been approved for clinical use [13]. MIONs also have the ability to
kill cancer cells by producing reactive oxygen species (ROS) through the Fenton reaction
catalyzed by Fe2+, which is known as chemodynamic therapy (CDT) [14]. Additionally,
MIONs can integrate with other materials for multi–modality therapy or diagnostics
(Figure 1). For example, gold–magnetic composite nanomaterials are used as optical–
magnetic hybrid nano–platforms for the integration of PDT, PTT, and MRI, and even CT
and PET [15–17]. Appropriate surface modification can bring better biocompatibility [18],
blood circulation time [19], active targeting [20], and even additional therapeutic and
diagnostic functions [21] for MIONs. When combined with functional molecules, MION
could satisfy more diverse demands. Fluorescent molecules can give MIONs the ability of
fluorescence imaging [22]. Another example is that MIONs can carry and deliver drugs to
the tumor area through some tumor–targeting methods [23].

Figure 1. Diverse diagnosis and treatment technologies based on functionalized MIONs.

In this review, we summarized the progress in magnetotheranostics nanoplatforms for
cancers in recent years. First, we reviewed the synthetic techniques of MIONs. Then, we
introduced the design of therapy and diagnosis technologies (e.g., MRI, MHT, CDT, and
others) based on MIONs. The next part of this review will focus on the design strategy of
magnetotheranostics nanoplatforms combined with other therapy or diagnostic platforms,
including phototheranostics, computed tomography (CT), positron emission computed
tomography/single photon emission computed tomography (PET/SPECT), fluorescence
imaging (FI), and drug delivery. The summary of the design strategy from magnetic
function unit to external modification will help to deepen the understanding on their
therapy and diagnostic capabilities. We hope this can provide some new ideas for the
future design of new magnetotheranostics nanoplatforms.
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2. Controlled Synthesis of Magnetic Nanoplatforms

The magnetic function unit of magnetotheranostics mainly refers to MIONs. MIONs
can be synthesized by physical, biological, and chemical means. Physical methods include
ball milling, vapor deposition, photolithography and other technologies, but the properties
of MIONs synthesized by physical methods are difficult to control [24]. The biosynthesis
of MIONs has some advantages, such as better environmental friendliness and product
biocompatibility, but it also faces the problems of low crystallinity and difficulty in control-
ling the size and morphology [25]. Chemical synthesis of MIONs is the most commonly
used method. Starting from the initial co–precipitation method [26,27], researchers have
successively developed thermal decomposition methods [28], hydrothermal methods [29],
solvothermal methods [30], sol–gel methods [31], Micelle methods [32], and other methods
to construct MIONs.

MIONs are a type of iron–based metal oxide nanoparticles with a spinel structure,
whose composition can be expressed as MFe2O4, and M represents divalent metal ions,
including Mn2+, Fe2+, Co2+, Ni2+, Zn2+, etc. (Figure 2a). In the most common Fe3O4
materials, M = Fe2+ and the Fe2+ occupies the octahedral (Oh) sites of the spinel structure,
forming an inverse spinel structure. The antiferromagnetic coupling between Fe3+ makes
the overall magnetic spin behave as 4 μB of Fe2+. The conditions of CoFe2O4 and NiFe2O4
are similar to those of Fe3O4 materials, and the total magnetic spins are 3 μB of Co2+ and
2 μB of Ni2+ respectively. When M = Mn2+, Mn2+ mainly occupies octahedral sites and
partly occupies the tetrahedral (Td) sites, forming a mixed spinel structure. However, since
the magnetic spins of Mn2+ and Fe3+ are both 5 μB, they always show a total magnetic
spin of 5 μB in the end [33]. In ZnFe2O4, Zn2+ occupies a tetrahedral position to form
a normal spinel structure. The magnetic spin of Zn2+ is 0 μB, and the magnetic spins
of two Fe3+ cancel each other out, showing 0 μB overall, theoretically. Interestingly, in
Zn0.4Fe2.6O4, the antiferromagnetic coupling between Fe3+ is broken by the configuration
reversal caused by the partial doping of Zn2+, and shows a higher remanent magnetic
spin [34]. The composition control of MIONs can be easily achieved by adjusting the
ratio of metal precursors. In the thermal decomposition method, this usually depends
on the feeding amount of different metal–organic complexes. For example, Sun et al.
synthesized MnFe2O4 and CoFe2O4 nanoparticles by thermal decomposition of manganese
acetylacetonate, cobalt acetylacetonate with iron(III) acetylacetonate [35]. Long–chain
fatty acid complexes are another type of common organic precursors. Zhang et al. used
iron(III) erucate and manganese oleate, cobalt oleate to synthesize MnFe2O4 and CoFe2O4
nanoparticles [36]. In other synthesis methods, MFe2O4 is usually synthesized by directly
adding different metal ions. Co–precipitation and solvothermal methods can be used to
generate MFe2O4 by adding Mn2+, Co2+, Ni2+, or Zn2+ [26,29].
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Figure 2. (a) Structure schematic of spinel structure and magnetic spin of MFe2O4. (b) Magnetic
domain of ferrimagnetism/ferromagnetism (left) and superparamagnetism (right). (c) Magnetic
spin states simulated using OOMMF program for nanosphere and nanocube [37] and vortex domain
structure of nanoring simulated by the LLG Micromagnetics SimulatorTM package [38]. Reprint
permission from [37,38]. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society and 2012 American Institute
of Physics.

In addition to the influence of the crystal structure itself, the magnetic properties of
MIONs are greatly affected by their size. Excluding the influence of other factors, the
smaller the MIONs, the lower the saturation magnetization (Ms) [39]. When the size is
smaller than the critical size, the magnetic anisotropy of MIONs is not enough to resist the
effects of thermal disturbance, resulting in the loss of its own remanence and hysteresis,
but still maintaining a high initial magnetic susceptibility. This phenomenon is called
superparamagnetic (Figure 2b). Due to its zero remanence, superparamagnetic iron oxide
nanoparticles (SPIOs or SPIONs) have excellent colloidal dispersion and better stability
than ferromagnetic or ferrimagnetic nanoparticles, and they have been approved for clinical
use [10]. The size of MIONs can be controlled by the reaction temperature and the amount
of surfactant. Park et al. used several solvents with different boiling points to control the
reaction temperature in thermal decomposition of iron oleate, including 1–hexadecene (b.p.
274 ◦C), octyl ether (b.p. 287 ◦C), 1–octadecene (b.p. 317 ◦C), 1–eicosene (b.p. 330 ◦C), and
trioctylamine (b.p. 365 ◦C), and successfully synthesized Fe3O4 nanoparticles of 5–22 nm
sizes [28]. Xu et al. [40] used iron acetylacetonate to synthesize 7–10 nm Fe3O4 nanoparticles
by adjusting the ratios of oleylamine and benzyl ether in the high temperature thermal
decomposition process.

The morphology will also affect the magnetic properties of MIONs (Figure 2c). Com-
pared with spherical MIONs, cubic MIONs have a higher Ms due to the less distributed
spin disorder layer on the surface [37,41]. The ring–shaped MIONs possess a unique vortex
magnetic domain [38], enabling it to have zero remanence and zero hysteresis while main-
taining ferrimagnetism [42]. To synthesize MIONs with a specified morphology, which
means to achieve anisotropic growth of MIONs, it is necessary to provide a near thermody-
namically stable environment during crystal growth so that the interface energy of different
crystal faces dominates the process. Therefore, the usage of thermal decomposition method
or hydrothermal method are more appropriate choices. In the work of Zhou et al., sodium
oleate was used to control the growth of different crystal faces during the thermal decom-
position of iron oleate to obtain cubes, concaves, multibranch shaped MIONs [43]. An
example of hydrothermal control of the morphology of MIONs is the synthesis of α–Fe2O3
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nanorings and nanotubes by phosphate and sulfate dianion–assisted hydrothermal method,
and controlled synthesis of Fe3O4 and γ–Fe2O3 nanorings/tubes by thermal reduction and
thermal oxidation [44].

The naked MIONs may not be suitable for direct biological application. During or after
the preparation of MIONs, they need to be further modified to endow them with better
stability for biological applications. Polymers are a kind of widely used coatings, includ-
ing synthetic polyethylene glycol (PEG) [18,45], polyethyleneimine (PEI) [46], polyacrylic
acid (PAA) [47], polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) [48] and natural dextran [19], chitosan [49],
alginate [50], and so on. For example, modification of PEG not only enhances the colloidal
dispersion and stability of MIONs and improves their biocompatibility, but also prolongs
the average time for MIONs to be recognized and swallowed by macrophages in the liver
and spleen, which will extend the blood circulation time of MIONs [18]. Dextran is shown
to have a similar effect [19]. Silane is also a common coating of MIONs. Amino silane is
used for surface modification of the magnetic hyperthermia agent NanoTherm® [51]. The
modification with antibodies [20], targeting peptides [52] or other targeting molecules [53]
can provide MIONs with active targeting capability. Meanwhile, surface modifications may
also affect the therapeutic and diagnostic functions of MIONs. The thickness of the surface
coating has been proven to affect the T2 relaxation performance of MIONs [54] and the
performance of magnetic hyperthermia [55]. In the study of Zeng et al. [56], the difference
in anchor groups can also affect its Ms and further affect its T2 relaxation properties. Con-
necting graphene oxide on the surface of MIONs can improve its magnetothermal effect in
the form of dielectric loss [57]. Surface ligands are often used to control the spatial position
between various groups [58]. PEG coatings of different molecular weights have been used
to precisely adjust the distance between natural enzymes and MIONs nanozymes [59].
Self–assembled monolayers (SAMs) can also control the spatial distribution of surface
functional groups at the molecular level [60]. Modification of detection molecules on the
surface allows MIONs to be widely used in the diagnosis of various biomolecules in vitro,
including circulating tumor cells (CTC), alpha–fetoprotein, ctDNA, and other markers. The
target cell/molecules can be captured by MIONs, magnetically separated and then detected
by polymerase chain reaction (PCR), enzyme–linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), or
more sensitive atomic force microscope (AFM)–based technology [61,62].

3. Basis of Magnetic Nanomaterials Mediated Diagnosis and Therapy of Cancer

The magnetic properties of MIONs magnetic core can affect the relaxation process
of protons, making it useful for MRI contrast agents. MIONs can absorb the energy
of the magnetic field to generate in situ heating under the alternating magnetic field,
and then can realize the magnetic hyperthermia of the tumor. The Fenton reaction by
Fe2+ enables the generation of ROS to mediate tumor chemodynamic therapy. These
physicochemical properties can be applied for cancer diagnosis and therapy. Together with
the low toxicity [2] and clear degradation metabolism [3], MIONs have received increasing
attention for theranostics.

3.1. Biosafety of Magnetic Nanoplatforms

MION formulations are generally considered to have excellent biological safety. Naked
MIONs have strong antigenicity and are prone to cause allergic reactions. Surface modifica-
tion such as dextran can significantly avoid side effects. There have been a large number
of studies to evaluate the possible side effects of MIONs for clinical use so far. In the cell
viability studies, most MIONs reported only showed cytotoxicity at particularly high con-
centrations [63–65]. For example, the ability of nerve cells to lengthen neurons was reduced
in a dose–dependent manner by Fe. In this example, anionic magnetic nanoparticles are
applied [66]. Animal experiments showed that the LD50 of MIONs is indeed affected by
its surface modification. The LD50 of naked MIONs is 300~600 mg/kg. When MIONs
were coated with dextran, the LD50 are increased to 2000~6000 mg/kg [67]. When used
to treat lymph node metastases from thoracic squamous cell carcinoma of the esophagus,
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MIONs (ferucarbotran in this case) exhibited negligible side effects [68]. The application
of dextran–coated MIONs in the diagnosis of carotid inflammatory plaques also showed
no obvious side effects [69]. However, some adverse reactions in the clinical study of
ferumoxtrans–10 were observed, and even one case died after the injection of undiluted
MIONs [70]. The report pointed out that the safety of MIONs is highly dependent on the
dose used. The death may be caused by the rapid formation of aggregated particles in
undiluted MIONs, which then accumulate in the kidney and liver through phagocytes to
cause acute toxicity [71].

3.2. Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Due to its high soft tissue contrast, high temporal and spatial resolution, and no ioniz-
ing radiation, MRI is widely used for imaging of soft tissues such as brain, heart, muscle,
and tumor [72]. MRI signals are derived from nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) signals
from water protons in human tissues. Depending on the received proton longitudinal
relaxation (T1) or transverse relaxation (T2) signals, MRI imaging methods are divided into
two types: T1 weighting and T2 weighting. These relaxation signals can be affected by the
magnetic properties of MIONs, thereby enhancing their signal strength and improving the
contrast between diseased tissues and normal tissues. The contrast agents for these two
imaging methods are thus called T1 contrast agents and T2 contrast agents, respectively,
and their ability to enhance the corresponding relaxation rate is characterized by r1 and r2
values. The superparamagnetism of SPIONs makes them capable of disturbing the mag-
netic uniformity near itself under the high main magnetic field conditions of MRI, which
can accelerate the lateral relaxation of surrounding protons, reduce the signal intensity
in T2–weighted magnetic resonance images, and achieve negative image enhancement.
Although some SPIONs were approved for clinical use as pure T2 contrast agents, they have
been gradually withdrawn from clinical application in recent years, mainly due to short-
comings of poor imaging specificity (such as confusion with bleeding and calcification) [73].
Nevertheless, the T2 contrast enhancement of MIONs has been widely used in recent years
for image tracking and therapy guidance of the spatiotemporal position of MIONs in vivo,
such as the use of T2–weighted MRI to track cells marked by MIONs [74,75].

T1–weighted MRI can avoid the shortcomings of T2–weighted MRI, so it has better
clinical usage. During the relaxation process, the protons can transfer energy with the
T1 contrast agent to shorten its T1 relaxation time, especially for Gd3+, Fe3+, Mn2+, and
other ions containing a large number of unpaired valence electrons. In comparison to the
clinically used Gd–based contrast agents with biological safety problems [76,77], MIONs
are well recognized for better biocompatibility, and Fe3+ grants them potential T1 imaging
capabilities. However, large–sized MIONs have high Ms and T2 enhanced imaging perfor-
mance. The high r2/r1 ratio limits their application in T1 contrast imaging. The emergence
of ultrasmall SPIONs provides an opportunity to solve this problem. When the size of
MIONs is reduced, their Ms decreases sharply. This reduces the r2 value, meanwhile the
increased surface area increases its r1 value, leading to declined r2/r1 ratio to the range
that allows T1 imaging. With the progress in new technologies for the large–scale synthesis
of ultrasmall SPIONs [36,78], the clinical application of ultrasmall SPIONs as T1 contrast
agents has also rapidly developed. Wei et al. [79] reported the synthesis of a zwitterion
(ZES) coated ultrasmall SPIONs with a magnetic core diameter of about 3 nm, a hydrophilic
shell thickness of about 1 nm, a low r2/r1 value and a long internal circulation time, for
high resolution T1 MRI imaging of vessels with a spatial resolution of about 0.2 mm. Miao
et al. [80] studied the effect of different doping of the core–shell structure on the T1 imaging
performance of ultrasmall SPIONs. The optimized 3.8 nm ZnxFe3−xO4@ZnxMnyFe3−x−yO4

core–shell ultrasmall SPIONs has an r1 relaxation rate of 20.22 mM−1s−1, which is 5.2–fold
and 6.5–fold larger than that of the undoped ultrasmall SPIONs and the clinically used
Gd–DTPA. Such nanoagent was then shown to be able to detect micro metastases in the
lungs of mice. In order to extend the circulation time in vivo, some MIONs are designed
to form larger aggregates in the form of clusters before entering the target area, showing
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T2 enhanced performance. After reaching the target area, it disintegrates into ultrasmall
SPIONs responsively, realizing the conversion of T2 to T1 contrast enhancement [81]. This
mode conversion provides a new strategy to monitor the in vivo behavior of these MIONs.

3.3. Other Diagnosis Applications

Magnetic particle imaging (MPI) has the advantages of no tissue signal attenuation, a
linear correlation between the signal and tracer concentration, and no ionizing radiation
during detection. It has become an emerging tomographic imaging technology that is
expected to enter clinical applications, especially in lung and other organs that are difficult
to be imaged by MRI [82]. The earliest tracer used in MPI technology is SPIONs, and so
far it is still the dominant tracer materials [82]. The Ms of the MPI tracer is decisive for its
imaging performance. The Ms of Fe@Fe3O4 NPs are reported to be as high as 176 emu/g,
which enables good MPI performance [83]. Changes in the crystallinity of MIONs can
also alter the Ms, thereby affecting their MPI performance [84]. Magnetomotive optical
coherence tomography (MMOCT) is another type of imaging technology based on MIONs,
and the image contrast is derived from dynamic magnetomotive force. Unlike MRI and
MPI, MMOCT requires a magnetic field as low as 0.08 T [85] and can detect ultra–low
concentrations of tracers. MMOCT has been shown to be able to image tumor models in
animals [12]. Due to its ability to detect the movement state of MIONs particles, it has also
recently been used for real–time monitoring of magnetic hyperthermia [86].

3.4. Magnetic Hyperthermia

Hyperthermia is a treatment with a long history. MIONs have the ability to convert
the energy of an alternating magnetic field (AMF) into heat. Hyperthermia using this
magnetothermal effect is called magnetic hyperthermia (MHT). As a means of in situ
hyperthermia, magnetic hyperthermia can kill tumor tissues more accurately, and it is not
limited by the depth of tissue penetration. It has developed many application scenarios in
the field of tumor therapy [87–89]. The improvement of the efficiency of tumor magnetic
hyperthermia depends on the improvement of specific absorption rate (SAR), and SAR is
directly proportional to the Ms of MIONs [90]. It has been proven that the Ms of MIONs
are strongly related to their size [39]. SPIONs with a diameter of less than 20 nm have
a SAR in the range of hundreds of W/g [42]. In theory, the SAR of MIONs could be
improved by increasing the size of MIONs. Paradoxically, larger–sized MIONs also exhibit
ferromagnetic/ferrimagnetic properties. The existence of remanence disfavors colloidal
stability of the MIONs, which in turn can decrease its SAR. In recent years, some MIONs
with special magnetic domain structures have gradually shown their advantages. In one
example, iron oxide nanorings of a specific size will exhibit vortex magnetic domains. The
magnetic domains of this structure are closed loops connected end to end. While main-
taining high ferrous hysteresis loss, the residual magnetization is kept at zero, achieving a
SAR exceeding 2000 W/g while having excellent colloidal dispersion [42]. The FePt@IONP
synthesized by Yang et al. [91] also showed magnetic domains in the vortex state. This struc-
ture reduced the magnetic dipole–dipole interaction between FePt@IONP nanoparticles,
prevented them from gathering in the remaining state, and improved the colloidal stability.
Exchange coupling between FePt core and iron oxide shells can enhance the magnetic
anisotropy of FePt@IONP, thereby improving its SAR and enabling more efficient magnetic
hyperthermia. In addition, during the MRI scan of this FePt@IONP, the presence of a
high main magnetic field induced the formation of NP chains and introduces an increase
in the local uneven dipole field that ultimately enhances the T2 relaxation performance.
Zhang et al. [92] grew a multi–domain eMION through the biomineralization process of
capsules. The encapsulin–produced magnetic IONs (eMIONs) consist of FeO subdomains
containing Fe3O4 with ~100% crystallinity. The SAR of eMIONs can reach 2390 W/g, and
their nanozyme activity was also enhanced under the action of AMF, showing excellent
tumor therapy capabilities, and the entire therapy process could be monitored in real time
using MRI.
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3.5. Chemodynamic Therapy

In an acidic environment, Fe2+ in MIONs can catalyze the Fenton reaction:

Fe3+ + H2O2 = Fe2+ + HO2• + H+

Fe2+ + H2O2 = Fe3+ + •OH + OH−

Due to its similar behavior to peroxidases such as horseradish peroxidase (HRP), the
ability of MIONs to catalyze the Fenton reaction is also called peroxidase–like activity of a
nanozyme. This reaction can generate a large amount of ROS in the tumor cells, break the
redox balance of tumor cells, and then damage tumor cells [93]. This phenomenon is known
as chemodynamic therapy (CDT). However, since the pH in the tumor microenvironment
does not meet the optimal conditions for the Fenton reaction [94,95], the direct application
of MIONs in tumor CDT is limited. Hence, strategies to improve the Fenton reaction
activity of MIONs are vital for their CDT efficacy. Liang et al. [81] synthesized a porous
yolk–shell Fe/Fe3O4 nanoparticles (PYSNP, Figure 3a,b), which used Fe3O4 shell to protect
Fe0 from oxidation and to deliver it to the tumor microenvironment. Disintegration of the
nanoparticles into fragments results in the transformation of its MRI imaging performance
from T2 to T1, realizing image tracking of the delivery process. Finally, the relatively
higher Fenton reactivity of the exposed Fe0 was used to achieve high–efficiency tumor
CDT (Figure 3c). Aiming at the problem that the concentration of H2O2 in cancer cells
is not sufficient for effective CDT [96], Du et al. [97] used mesoporous silica nanoshell
to connect ultrasmall SPIONs with Au nanorods and constructed a core–shell–satellite
nanomaces (Au @ MSN@IONP), AuNR can convert near infrared light into heat to cause
heat stress in cancer cells and to generate a large amount of H2O2. The H2O2 then acted
as a substrate of MIONs for Fenton reaction, achieving a highly specific anticancer effect,
and inhibited PI3K/Akt/FoxO axis which is closely related to the redox regulation and
survival of breast cancer cells. MIONs–enhanced MRI provided imaging guidance for the
photodynamic therapy. Low–intensity focused ultrasound (LIFU) has also recently been
used to enhance CDT by Deng and coworkers [98]. They loaded vitamin C (Vc) and SPIO
together inside the PLGA nanospheres to fabricate PLGA–SPIO&Vc. The PLGA–SPIO&Vc
were delivered to tumor cells through magnetic targeting and EPR effect. Subsequently,
the cavitation and oscillation effects of LIFU were used to promote the release of Vc and to
lower the environmental pH. Vc also worked as a H2O2 precursor to provide the materials
for Fenton reaction. Photoacoustic imaging was used by them to detect the progress of the
Fenton reaction.

Interestingly, the magnetothermal effect of MIONs can also be used to enhance its
intrinsic catalytic activity. Exposing MIONs to AMF was shown to effectively enhance
their peroxidase nanozyme activity without changing the bulk temperature of the solution,
and the degree of rate enhancement has a linear dependence on the SAR of MIONs [99].
Zhang et al. studied the influence of the magnetothermal effect of MIONs on the activity
of the natural enzyme glucose oxidase (GOx) [59]. They found that the degree to which
GOx is enhanced by AMF stimulation is related to the distance between the MIONs and
GOx. With an optimal distance of 1 nm, the hybrid MIONs–GOx catalyst shows the highest
cascade activity to produce a large amount of ROS and achieves the best tumor inhibition
effect in a mouse breast cancer model.
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Figure 3. (a) Schematic illustration of PYSNP preparation in [64]. (b) HRTEM images of PYSNP.
(c) Schematic illustration of the pH activated Fe release in PYSNPs. Reprint with permission from [81].
Copyright 2020 Elsevier Ltd., Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

4. Implementation of Magnetotheranostic Based on Magnetic Nanoplatforms

MIONs can be coupled with a variety of nanocomposites, so that multiple diagnosis
and therapy technologies can be integrated on a single nanoplatform. This includes
magnetotheranostics based on magnetic field, magnetoptical theranostics, PET or CT,
fluorescence imaging, drug delivery, etc. MIONs can be used as a nanoplatform to integrate
almost all existing diagnosis and therapy methods. The following will describe functional
modifications of MIONs for integration of magnetic diagnosis and treatment.

4.1. Magnetotheranostics Based on Magnetic Nanoplatforms Only

As mentioned in Section 3, MIONs have their own therapeutic and diagnostic functions
such as MRI, MPI, MHT, and CDT. Therefore, improvements on MIONs are beneficial for
their magnetotheranostics performances. The Ms of MIONs received great attention from
researchers at an earlier time [34], because the improvement of Ms will simultaneously
enhance the T2–weighted imaging performance of MIONs and the thermal conversion
efficiency of MHT. Recent work in this area has become more diversified, and one direction
is T1–T2 dual–modality imaging combined with treatment. Liu et al. [90] synthesized
wüstite Fe0.6Mn0.4O nanoflowers. Unlike the antiferromagnetic bulk wüstite, Fe0.6Mn0.4O
nanoflowers exhibit ferromagnetism, which may be due to exchange coupling effect. The
as–prepared nanoflowers exhibit excellent magnetic induction heating effects (SAR can
reach 535 W/g), which could induce tumor regression in breast cancer through MHT. The
longitudinal relaxation rate r1 and lateral relaxation rate r2 of Fe0.6Mn0.4O nanoflowers
are as high as 4.9 and 61.2 mM−1

[Fe]+[Mn]·s−1, respectively. These nanoflowers showed
both T1 and T2 enhancing properties in the mouse glioma model. Different from this static
T1–T2 dual–modal contrast agent, another type is dynamic T1–T2 dual–modal contrast
agents. They can present two states of T1 or T2 contrast, and certain events will prompt
the transition between the two states. This is generally accomplished by disintegrating
large particles into small particles (T2 to T1) or aggregation of small particles into large
particles (T1 to T2). An example of the conversion of T2 enhancement to T1 enhancement
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is listed in Section 3.2 [81]. In the work by Zhou et al. [100], the ultrasmall SPIONs
aggregated into clusters in the tumor in situ, resulting in the conversion of T1 enhancement
to T2 enhancement. They used hyaluronic acid (HA) to encapsulate ultrasmall SPIONs,
which showed T1 enhanced performance before penetrating into the tumor. After entering
the tumor area, the surface–modified HA was degraded by the abundant hyaluronidase,
which decreased the colloidal stability of ultrasmall SPIONs and caused aggregation of the
nanoparticles into clusters, resulting in enhanced T2 imaging performance and weakened
T1 imaging performance. Although the therapy performance of the designed ultrasmall
SPIONs was not investigated in this work, its penetration–aggregation design still provided
a strategy for future magnetotheranostics.

Another direction that has received widespread attention is the tumor immune ef-
fect caused by ROS produced in CDT. The FDA–approved iron supplement ferumoxytol
(FMX) was confirmed to be able to polarize tumor–associated macrophages from the anti–
inflammatory M2 phenotype to the pro–inflammatory M1 phenotype through the induced
ROS [101]. Further studies have shown that the ROS generated by iron oxide–loaded
nanovaccines (IONVs) can promote the presentation of tumor antigens, mediate tumor
immune cell infiltration, and stimulate non–toxic long–term protective antitumor immu-
nity [102]. MRI can provide real–time location of IONVs in this work. Liu et al. [57] reported
that the Fenton reaction activity of MIONs (FVIOs–GO, Figure 4a) could be enhanced under
the action of AMF, causing the massive production of ROS (Figure 4b,c), which in turn
lead to calreticulin (CRT) of cancer cells migration from the endoplasmic reticulum to the
outside of the plasma membrane (Figure 4d), causing immunogenic cell death (ICD). MRI
could be also used to monitor the location of MIONs.

Figure 4. (a) TEM image of FVIOs–GO. (b) ROS generation of 4T1 breast cancer cells after treatment
in a flow cytometry assay. (c) Confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) images of 4T1 cells treated
with complete media (control), AMF, FVIOs–GO only, and FVIOs–GO–containing media under AMF.
Generation of ROS was monitored using DCFH–DA (green). Scale bars for all images are 20 μm.
(d) Confocal images showing the CRT exposure on 4T1 tumor cells in vitro after treatment with γ–Fe2O3

nanorings+AMF or FVIOs–GO–mediated magnetothermodynamic (MTD) therapy. Scale bars for all
images are 20 μm. Reprint with permission from [57]. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.

4.2. Integration of Magnetic Nanoplatforms with Phototheransotics

Similar to magnetotheranostics, comprehensive application of the optical proper-
ties of nanomaterials in therapeutic diagnostics are called phototheranostics, covering
technologies such as photothermal therapy (PTT), photodynamic therapy (PDT), and pho-
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toacoustic imaging (PAI). Corresponding to the magnetic core in magnetotheranostics,
the phototheranostics nanoplatform needs a photosensitizer as its core. Among the var-
ious photosensitizers, noble metal nanoparticles, especially Au nanoparticles [103] can
efficiently complete energy conversion through the localized surface plasmon resonance
(LSPR) effect, and are often used to form a hybrid magnetoptical theranostics nanoplat-
form with MIONs for therapeutic diagnostics. Liu et al. [104] assembled SiO2–coated Au
nanowreaths (AuNWs) with ultrasmall SPIONs through molecules containing polycys-
tamine blocks (Figure 5a). After sensing the GSH in the tumor cells, the disulfide bond
of polycystamine was cleaved, causing the disassembly of ultrasmall SPIONs from the
surface of AuNWs, and the MRI contrast performance of the ultrasmall SPIONs changed
from T2 enhancement to T1 enhancement (Figure 5b). The released AuNWs were used
for photothermal therapy and photoacoustic imaging (Figure 5c,d). Amphiphilic Janus
nanoparticles with hydrophilic PEG–modified AuNPs and hydrophobic poly(lipid hydro–
peroxide)–co–poly(4–vinylpyrene) (PLHPVP) modified MIONs were reported to form a
double–layered vesicle [17]. Its MRI and PAI performance could be enhanced through
magnetic dipole interaction and strong plasma coupling. The inner cavity of this vesicle
could be loaded with DOX to deliver the drug into tumor cells, and the outer side was
modified with the radioactive isotope 64Cu for PET imaging. After entering the tumor cells,
the acidic environment disassembled the vesicles, and PLHPVP became hydrophilic under
the influence of H+ and allowed Fe2+ to contact the environment. Fe2+ further reacted with
LHP to generate ROS and cooperates with DOX to kill tumor cells. Metal sulfide is also one
of the common photosensitizers. IONPs anchored on titanium disulfide (TiS2) nanosheets
have strong absorption and excellent magnetic properties in the second near–infrared (NIR–
II) window and had been developed as NIR–II PAI and MRI–guided photothermal therapy,
combined with immunotherapy to prevent tumor recurrence [105]. Besides MIONs, iron(II)
sulfide nanoparticles could also exhibit superparamagnetism, and their strong absorp-
tion in the near–infrared region enables them to be used as PTT agents. In addition, its
ultra–high r2 relaxivity makes it an excellent T2 contrast agent [106]. In addition to these
inorganic materials, some organic materials having light–to–heat conversion capabilities
are also used in magnetotheranostics. Polydopamine (PDA) has traditionally been used
to modify MIONs [21] for better colloidal stability and biocompatibility. PDA can also be
used as a photothermal agent to mediate photothermal therapy. T2–weighted MRI was
used for image–guided therapy. Porphyrin is a bioinspired organic photosensitizer. The
porphyrin derivative meso–tetrakis(4–carboxyphenyl)porphyrin (TCPP) could be excited
by the Cerenkov luminescence of 89Zr connected to the MIONs platform to generate ROS,
which was used for PDT without external light source [107]. In this example, MIONs were
designed as Zn0.4Mn0.6Fe2O4 to obtain optimized Ms for magnetic targeting. In another
study, protoporphyrin IX (PpIX) was used to coat SPIONs to form clusters, which could
realize the integration of diagnosis and therapy of MRI and PDT [108].

4.3. Integration of Magnetic Nanoplatforms with Fluorescence Imaging

Fluorescence imaging (FI) relies heavily on the penetration of light in tissue, which lim-
its its application in the field of in vivo diagnosis and therapy. However, because fluorescent
molecules can be designed to achieve highly specific responsiveness, fluorescence imaging
is often used as an auxiliary imaging method for the magnetotheranostics nanoplatform
to monitor its response behavior in the body. Zhou et al. [109] designed a nanoplatform
capable of detecting tumor hypoxic environment, composed of ultrasmall SPIONs and
assembly–responsive fluorescent dyes (NBD), and used nitroimidazole derivatives as
hypoxia–sensitive detectors. Zhou et al. [97] designed a nano–platform capable of detecting
the hypoxic environment of tumors, consisting of USION and assembly–responsive fluores-
cent dyes (NBD), and used nitroimidazole derivatives as hypoxia–sensitive detectors. In an
oxygen–rich environment, ultrasmall SPIONs showed enhanced T1 performance. Under
hypoxic conditions, NBD cross–linked irreversibly, leading to self–assembly of ultrasmall
SPIONs, and thus its contrast performance changed from T1 MRI to T2. At the same time,
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the cross–linking of NBD increased its fluorescence intensity, indicating that the oxygen
environment level in this area had decreased. In another example, combination of MRI
and fluorescence imaging was used to monitor the progress of CDT [110]. NQ–Cy, MIONs,
and GOx were mixed and loaded in the micelles of DSPE–PEG–FA. The MRI capability of
MIONs provided information to monitor the delivery of the micelles. Next, the increase of
fluorescence at 830 nm indicated successful release of NQ–Cy into the cytoplasm. Subse-
quently, the released MIONs and GOx produced a large amount of ROS in the cytoplasm,
causing cell oxidative stress and an increase in NQO1 enzyme expression. Then NQ–Cy
was decomposed by NQO1, and its emission wavelength shifted from 830 to 670 nm,
indicating that CDT had effectively activated the oxidative stress of cells.

Figure 5. (a) Schematic illustration of the synthesis of magnetic gold nanowreath. (b) Corresponding
T1–weighted images (top, disassembled; bottom, assembled) of magnetic AuNWs. Concentrations
of Fe are 0.5, 0.25, 0.125, 0.0625, 0.03125, and 0.01563 mM (from left to right). (c) Ultrasonic (US),
photoacoustic imaging (PA), and merged images of tumor before injection (0 h) and at 2, 4, 24, and
48 h after intravenous injection of magnetic AuNWs upon irradiation by an 808 nm pulsed laser.
(d) Representative thermal images of U87MG tumor bearing mice after injection of magnetic AuNWs
and PBS. The tumors were irradiated by an 808 nm CW laser at 0.75 W/cm2. Reprint with permission
from [104]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.

4.4. Integration of Magnetic Nanoplatforms with CT&PET/SPECT

Although iodine–based contrast agents for CT have been well developed, certain com-
ponents of the magnetotheranostics nanoplatforms also have the ability to act as CT contrast
agents. The use of CT to guide the diagnosis and therapy of the magnetic nanoplatforms
has remarkable application prospects. A relatively common example is the gold–magnetic
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composites, wherein the high CT value of gold enables it to be traced by CT [111]. Liu et al.
developed an ultrasonication–triggered interfacial assembly approach (Figure 6a,b) to
synthesize magnetic Janus amphiphilic nanoparticles (MJANPs) for image–guided cancer
MHT (Figure 6c) [16]. Au NPs–MIONs MJANPs made of Au NPs and MIONs could
achieve MRI/CT dual–modality imaging and could be used to guide MHT (Figure 6d).
Similarly, if CuInS/ZnS NPs and MIONs were used to make CuInS/ZnS NPs–MIONs
MJANPs, MRI/FI dual–modality imaging can be used to guide MHT (Figure 6e). In the
bismuth ferrite (BFO) nanoplatform designed by Feng et al., BFO nanoparticles could
achieve CT contrast effects similar to iohexol [112]. The 2D–Ta3C4–MIONs designed for
PTT and T2–weighted MRI also have a CT value exceeds that of the clinically used CT
contrast agent iopromide [113]. PET/SPECT imaging relies on the labeling of radioiso-
topes. Combining radioisotopes with the magnetotheranostic nanoplatforms is a common
method for multimodal imaging. These radioisotopes include 18F, 59Fe, 64Cu, 68Ga, 89Zr,
99mTc [114–117]. In a comparative study by Zhang et al. [114], two modification strategies
using radioisotopes (59Fe) in the core of MIONs and radioisotopes (64Cu) labeling in the
shell were systematically compared. They believed that the shell labeling was relatively
more attractive due to its flexible design, easy operation, and low radiation risk, but the
core labeling had better stability for in vitro tests.

 

Figure 6. (a) Schematics of the ultrasonatically triggered interfacial assembly process. (b) SIM image of
the Pickering emulsion. Fluoresceinamine was used to label graphene oxide nanosheets (green), and
rhodamine B isothiocyanate (RITC) was used to label Co cluster-embedded IONPs (red). (c) Photographs
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of pre- and post-MHT treatment mice. (d) In vivo T2-weighted MRI and CT images of tumor-bearing
mice pre- and post-injection of Au NPs−MIONs MJANPs. Arrowheads indicate the tumor. (e) In vivo
T2-weighted MRI and fluorescence images of tumor-bearing nude mice pre- and postinjection of
CuInS/ZnS−MIONs MJANPs. Arrowheads indicate the tumor. Reprint with permission from [16].
Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.

4.5. Magnetic Nanoplatforms Carrier Based Drug Delivery

Chemotherapy is one of the main methods in current tumor therapy. There are
currently about 80 chemotherapeutic drugs in clinical service, but these drugs can in-
evitably cause damage to normal tissues at therapeutic doses [118]. In order to improve
the chemotherapy efficiency of drugs on tumors and to reduce their toxicity to normal
tissues, it is necessary to develop an efficient drug delivery system. The magnetotheranostic
nanoplatform has become a representative delivery system due to its adjustable size, easy
image tracking, and clear metabolic pathway. The delivery mechanism of MIONs can be
divided into passive targeting and active targeting. Passive targeting mainly depends on
the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect of MIONs. Although the mecha-
nism still needs to be further investigated [119,120], the EPR effect can indeed enhance
the enrichment of nanoparticles (not just MIONs) in the tumor area [5]. In addition, the
ligands of tumor characteristic markers can be employed to functionalize MIONs in order
to give them the ability to actively target tumors [6], and for more efficient drug deliv-
ery. In a recent work, paclitaxel (PTX) and cisplatin (CDDP) have been loaded into the
carboxymethyl dextran coating of the clinical iron supplement FMX, and actively target
gliomas through HMC, which was an organic anion transport polypeptide targeting agent
with near–infrared fluorescence. This system was used for MRI/FI visualized drug delivery
of glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) [121]. Liu et al. [122] designed a delivery system with
a Yolk–shell structure. The vesicles were composed of PEG–PPS–SS–PEG and loaded
with ultrasmall SPIONs and DOX, which were encapsulated together by a polyacrylic
acid coating. In tumor cells, vesicles were disintegrated under the influence of GSH. The
complex of ultrasmall SPIONs and DOX was then separated, so that the drug release
process could be monitored by an enhancement in T1 MRI. The complex microenvironment
of the tumor tissue could limit the penetration of the nanoplatforms [123,124]. In the
work of Zhang et al., hyaluronidase was used to reduce the viscosity of the tumor ECM
and to improve the tumor penetration of the magnetotheranostic nanoplatform [125]. In
this platform, ultrasmall SPIONs were stabilized with layered double hydroxide (LDH),
hyaluronic acid (HA) was modified on the outside of LDH and DOX was loaded inside the
LDH. LDH–Fe3O4–HA/DOX could efficiently penetrate into the tumor pretreated with
hyaluronidase and enter the lysosome in the tumor cell through the HA–CD44 pathway.
The LDH sensed the pH decrease in the lysosome and released DOX to kill tumor cells.
The entire delivery process was monitored by T1–weighted MRI. On the other hand, the
magnetothermal effect of MIONs was designed to remotely control drug release [126].
Temperature–sensitive poly(lactic–co–glycolic acid) (PLGA) was used to coat SPIONs and
DOX (Figure 7a). With the help of T2–weighted MRI (Figure 7b) to monitor the enrichment
of the nanoplatforms in the tumor area, AMF was then applied to exert magnetothermal
effect to the system. When the temperature rose above 42 ◦C, PLGA underwent a phase
change, releasing DOX for chemotherapy (Figure 7c). Liu et al. combined tumor pene-
tration and drug controlled release into one magnetotheranostics platform [127]. They
modified temperature–sensitive hyperbranched PEI on ferrimagnetic vortex–domain iron
oxide nanorings (FVIOs) with DOX loaded inside the PEI. The 0.1 kHz low–frequency
magnetic field induced the magnetic force effect of FVIOs to effectively penetrate the
magnetotheranostics nanoplatform deep into the tumor tissue. The cells then took up the
positively charged magnetotheranostics platform. After entering the cells, the 360 kHz
intermediate frequency magnetic field was turned on to raise the surface temperature of
FVIOs, causing phase transition of the temperature–sensitive PEI. PEI shrank violently and
then DOX was released. The sudden increase in intracellular DOX concentration during
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this release process was sufficient to effectively kill DOX–resistant MCF–7 breast cancer
cells. Some smart micro–nano platforms with more complex structures are often called
“micro/nano–robots” because their behaviors can be precisely manipulated under the exter-
nal magnetic fields. Park et al. developed a degradable hyperthermia micro–robot (DHM)
with a three–dimensional spiral structure [7], which contains MIONs and 5–fluorouracil
(5–FU). The movement of DHM was controlled by a rotating magnetic field (RMF), and the
AMF was then applied for magnetic hyperthermia. Upon AMF stimulation, 5–FU can be
released in different modes for precise chemotherapy. MIONs can carry multiple types of
drugs for collaborative treatment. In the work by Li et al. [128], PEI–PEG–coated MIONs
were used to load gemcitabine and miRNA for pancreatic cancer treatment. They further
installed the CD44v6 targeting molecule on the magnetic nanoplatform to improve the
delivery efficiency, while the delivery process can be monitored using MRI.

Figure 7. (a) Schematic illustration showing the formation of magnetic field inducible drug–eluting
nanoparticles (MIDENs). (b) T2 MRI of CT26 xenografted mice administered intratumorally with
PLGA/SPIONs and MIDENs (10 mg[Fe]/kg body weight). Tumor regions are marked with a red
circle. (c) Photographs of tumor tissues and weights of tumors collected 15 days post treatment
(n = 5). The statistical significance was evaluated using Student’s t–test. ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.
Reprint with permission from [126]. Copyright 2018 Elsevier Ltd., Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

5. Summary and Perspectives

In summary, we focused on reviewing the design of the magnetic nanoplatforms in the
integration of tumor diagnosis and therapy in recent years. In the past, magnetotheranostics
has mostly referred to the combination of MRI and other therapy technologies [95], which is
a mixture of the MRI–enhancing properties of its magnetic core, MIONs, and materials with
other properties, such as gold magnetic materials. With the in–depth study of the MIONs
by researchers, the therapeutic function of MIONs (such as MHT and CDT) has gradually
been integrated to realize magnetotheranostics. Some new imaging methods based on
MIONs, such as MPI, MMOCT, and even magnetoacoustics ultrasound imaging [129], are
also emerging and are expected to enrich future magnetotheranostics nanoplatforms.

MIONs as MRI contrast agents, magnetothermal agents, and iron supplements have
been approved for clinical use. Although the magnetotheranostics nanoplatforms based
on MIONs have potential for clinical implementation, there are still several issues to be
solved. First of all, the current preparation cost of the magnetotheranostics nanoplatforms
is relatively high, the stability of large–scale synthesis is questionable, and the quality
control lacks evaluation standards. Secondly, the EPR effect of nanoparticles has not been
effectively proved. Finally, in some complex magnetotheranostics nanoplatform systems,
the potential toxicity of each component has not yet been resolved. As more researchers
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focus on elucidating these matters, we foresee that magnetotheranostics nanoplatforms
will serve as an important new theranostics technology in future clinical practice.
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Abstract: Recently, second near-infrared (NIR-II) fluorescent imaging has been widely applied in
biomedical diagnosis, due to its high spatiotemporal resolution and deep tissue penetration. In
contrast to the “always on” NIR-II fluorescent probes, the activatable NIR-II fluorescent probes have
specific targeting to biological tissues, showing a higher imaging signal-to-background ratio and a
lower detection limit. Therefore, it is of great significance to utilize disease-associated endogenous
stimuli (such as pH values, enzyme existence, hypoxia condition and so on) to activate the NIR-
II probes and achieve switchable fluorescent signals for specific deep bioimaging. This review
introduces recent strategies and mechanisms for activatable NIR-II fluorescent probes and their
applications in biosensing and bioimaging. Moreover, the potential challenges and perspectives of
activatable NIR-II fluorescent probes are also discussed.

Keywords: NIR-II fluorescent probes; activatable strategy; NIR-II fluorescence imaging; biomarker;
biosensing

1. Introduction

Fluorescence imaging techniques are widely used in the fields of disease detection
and diagnosis, surgical navigation, and drug delivery, due to their high sensitivity and
noninvasiveness, and the absence of ionizing radiation [1–3]. According to different
emission wavelengths, fluorescence imaging can be divided into three regions: the visible
region (400–700 nm), the first near-infrared region (NIR-I, 700–900 nm), and the second
near-infrared region (NIR-II, 1000–1700 nm) [4–6]. In comparison with NIR-I fluorescence
imaging, NIR-II fluorescence imaging has the characteristics of less scattering, minimal
tissue absorption, and low autofluorescence, which can produce deeper tissue penetration
and a higher signal-to-background ratio (SBR) [7–9]. To date, varieties of NIR-II fluorescent
probes, including benzobisthiadiazole (BBTD) dyes, semiconducting polymer nanoparticles
(SPNPs), cyanine dyes, quantum dots (QDs), and single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs)
have been developed for applications in NIR-II fluorescence imaging [10–12].

Recently, accurate in vivo diagnosis based on specific biomarkers produced by dis-
eases has attracted extensive attention [13,14]. Specifically, the pathological microenviron-
ment of diseased tissue is obviously different from that of normal tissue, and the occurrence
and development of many diseases produce specific biomarkers [15–17]. For example, the
pH value and the reactive oxygen species (ROS) concentration are abnormal in the tumor
microenvironment [18–20], hepatotoxicity induced by drugs has an abnormal ONOO−
concentration [21], and liver injury induced by diabetes leads to viscosity changes [22].
Encouragingly, the specific biomarkers generated by the disease can be exploited to activate
NIR-II fluorescence probes, realizing the accurate diagnosis of the underlying disease [23].
Compared with the “always on” types of NIR-II fluorescent probes, activatable NIR-II
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fluorescent probes can be specifically recognized by the target tissue and exhibit switchable
fluorescence emission [13,14]. In fact, activatable NIR-II fluorescent probes cannot produce
fluorescence, or produce only weak fluorescence; however, the special structure reacts
with certain molecules existing in the microenvironment of the diseased tissue, thereby
producing effective NIR-II fluorescence emission [24–26]. Consequently, the “off” state
in normal tissues and the “on” state in the diseased tissues can significantly improve the
sensitivity and resolution of the fluorescence imaging [27–29]. Therefore, it is of great
significance to utilize disease-associated endogenous stimuli to specifically activate NIR-II
fluorescent probes for highly sensitive and high-resolution bioimaging.

Activatable NIR-II fluorescent probes (e.g., small organic molecular fluorophores,
inorganic nanoparticles, and semiconducting polymer nanoparticles) for specific fluores-
cence imaging have made rapid progress. Here, recent strategies for activatable NIR-II
fluorescent probes and their applications in biosensing and bioimaging are summarized
(Scheme 1). In addition, according to the characteristics of highly expressed biomarkers in
diseases, the activation mechanism is comprehensively analyzed and discussed. Finally,
the prospects are also analyzed.

 

Scheme 1. Schematic illustration of strategies and mechanisms for activatable NIR-II fluorescent
probes. Image for pH: reproduced from publication of Wang, S. et al. with permission, Copyright
2019, Nature Publishing Group. Image for enzymes: reproduced from publication of Zhan, Y. et al.
with permission, Copyright 2021, WILEY-VCH. Image for ROS: reproduced from publication of
Zhang, X. et al. with permission, Copyright 2021, American Chemical Society. Image for RNS:
reproduced from publication of Yang, X. et al. with permission, Copyright 2021, WILEY-VCH.
Image for RSS: reproduced from publication of Dou, K. et al. with permission, Copyright 2021,
American Chemical Society. Image for hypoxia: reproduced from publication of Meng, X. et al. with
permission, Copyright 2018, Creative Commons. Image for viscosity: reproduced from publication
of Dou, K. et al. with permission, Copyright 2021, American Chemical Society. Image for dual:
reproduced from publication of Tang, Y. et al. with permission, Copyright 2018, WILEY-VCH.
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2. NIR-II Fluorescent Probes

2.1. Organic NIR-II Fluorescent Probes

Organic NIR-II fluorescent probes are applied in biological imaging for disease
diagnosis, and mainly include BBTD dyes, aggregation-induced emission luminogens
(AIEgens), SPNPs, cyanine dyes, rhodamine analogs, and boron dipyrromethenes (BOD-
IPYs), with representative structures CH1055, TQ-BPN, poly (benzo [1,2-b:3,4-b′] difuran-
alt-fluorothieno-[3,4-b] thiophene) (pDA), FD-1080, RhIndz, and NJ1060, respectively
(Figure 1) [30,31]. Specifically, BBTD derivatives exhibit donor–acceptor–donor (D–A–D)
characteristics with large Stokes shifts and high imaging quality [32]. In 2016, Antaris
et al. reported the BBTD core structure CH1055 with fluorescence emission at 1055 nm,
which outperformed the clinically used indocyanine green (ICG) for sentinel lymphatic
imaging in the vicinity of mouse tumors [2]. In addition, a high enrichment of PEGylated
CH1055 dye was observed in the deep tissues of mouse brain tumors at approximately
4 mm. Moreover, the tumor-to-normal tissue ratio of NIR-II imaging mediated by the
CH1055 dye was 5 times higher than that of NIR-I imaging, enabling it to be used for
in vivo imaging to guide tumor resection. In 2019, Zhou et al. developed two NIR-II
fluorescent probes, CH1055-PEG-PT and CH1055-PEG-Affibody, which showed great po-
tential in the fluorescence imaging of osteosarcoma and lung metastasis, respectively. In
addition, CH1055-PEG-PT surpassed the imaging capability of computed tomography
for a 143B tumor in vivo, and could therefore be used to guide surgical resection of 143B
tumors. CH1055-PEG-Affibody could be used to visualize osteosarcoma and lung metasta-
sis [33]. In contrast to the traditional supramolecular dyes, AIE molecules overcame the
aggregation-caused quenching (ACQ) induced by intermolecular π–π stacking. Qi et al.
reported a crab-shaped AIEgen, TQ-BPN, with fluorescence emission at 700–1200 nm for
high-resolution microangiography and imaging in the NIR-II window [34]. The excellent
imaging performance of TQ-BPN ensured visualization of the anatomy of high-depth brain
capillaries (800 μm) with high spatial resolution (~3 μm). Therefore, TQ-BPN could be
used to dynamically evaluate vascular diseases for the diagnosis of blood–brain barrier
damage in the brain. Samanta et al. developed a highly bright, highly water-soluble
aggregation-induced emission (AIE)-active two-photon (TP) (AIETP) NIR-II probe, which
could form hydrophilic nanoparticles, AIETP NPs, with the polymer Pluronic F127. En-
couragingly, AIETP NPs not only exhibited excellent cell permeability and biocompatibility
but also exhibited good two-photon imaging properties in vivo. Moreover, due to the
superior penetration depth (800 μm) and excellent spatial resolution (1.92 μm), AIETP
NPs were applied to deep brain imaging in vivo [35]. SPNPs are organic semiconducting
macromolecules whose backbone consists of alternating single and double bonds. Among
these, pDA is a typical SPNP, with an emission wavelength of 1050 nm and a Stokes shift
of approximately 400 nm, which can be used for vascular imaging in vivo [5]. Importantly,
pDA has a frame rate of >25 frames per second, which can be applied to deep tissue and
ultrafast imaging of mouse arterial blood flow. Cyanine dyes are based on a polymethylene
skeleton and contain a unique extended conjugated system. Specifically, FD-1080 is a
polymethine cyanine dye with an emission wavelength of 1080 nm, which can achieve
noninvasive high-resolution angiography of deep-tissue brain and hindlimb vessels [36]. In
addition to the abovementioned typical dyes, traditional NIR-I dyes modified with specific
groups can achieve NIR-II fluorescence emission. RhIndz and NJ1060 are derivatives of
rhodamine and BODIPY, respectively [37,38]. With the modification of special functional
groups, both RhIndz and NJ1060 achieved NIR-II fluorescence emission. It is worth noting
that organic NIR-II fluorescent probes show great potential in the application of surgical
navigation. Zeng et al. designed a small-molecule fluorescent probe, H3-PEG2k, with
excellent aqueous solubility, high brightness, and high photostability [39]. When H3-PEG2k
was intravenously injected into rats with mammary carcinoma, a strong fluorescence signal
could be observed within 8 h after injection. In addition, the tumor and the surround-
ing normal tissues could be clearly distinguished 8.5 h after injection. Encouragingly,
H3-PEG2k was applied to rat mammary carcinoma imaging as well as image-guided
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tumor resection surgery. This research provided important guidance for the use of NIR-II
fluorescence probes in clinical breast cancer imaging in vivo and in surgical navigation.

 
Figure 1. Chemical structures of CH1055, TQ-BNP, pDA, FD-1080, Rhlndz, and NJ1060.

2.2. Inorganic NIR-II Fluorophores

Compared with organic NIR-II fluorescent probes, inorganic NIR-II fluorescent probes,
including QDs, SWCNTs, and rare-earth-doped nanoparticles (RENPs) have excellent
quantum yield and high stability [40,41]. Among the multiple NIR-II fluorescent probes
reported thus far, QDs have attracted much attention due to their excellent fluorescence
quantum yield [42]. Recently, a series of metal–sulfur QDs have been reported to possess
excellent NIR-II fluorescence properties, including Ag2S, PbS, and ZnS [32]. Specifically,
Ag2S QDs are widely used in preclinical research due to the excellent tunability of their
optical properties, their excellent biocompatibility, and their low cytotoxicity. The NIR-II
fluorescence imaging of Ag2S QDs has high spatial resolution (~40 μm) and can track
angiogenesis mediated by tumors (2–3 mm in diameter) in vivo [43]. On the other hand,
due to their narrow band gap, SWCNTs can generate a fluorescence emission spectrum with
wavelengths from 1000 nm to 1800 nm, which can be used for in vivo NIR-II fluorescence
imaging of tumor vessels in deep tissues [44]. Ghosh et al. reported a SWCNT modified
with a SPARC binding peptide (SBP) and M13 phage, which can be used for the detection
of tumor nodules on multiple abdominal viscera and the mesentery [45]. With the NIR-II
fluorescence reflectance imaging system, SBP-M13-SWNT-mediated fluorescence imaging
can detect tumors at a depth of 9.7–18.2 mm. Notably, compared with the fluorescent
probes fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) and AlexaFluor750 dye (AF750), the tumor-to-
muscle ratio of SBP-M13-SWNT was 5.5 ± 1.2, which was significantly higher than that of
SBP-M13-FITC (0.96 ± 0.10) or SBP-M13-AF750 (3.1 ± 0.42). RENPs were also applied in
NIR-II fluorescence imaging where rare earth (RE) metals were embedded in an inorganic
crystalline host matrix (for example, NaYF4 or CaF2). In addition, RENPs possess an
adjustable emission spectrum, long luminescence life and good photostability; hence,
they are expected to replace traditional organic fluorescent materials for fluorescence
imaging [7]. Lei et al. doped cerium ions (Ce3+) into the NaYbF4:Er3+ nanostructure and
achieved fluorescence emission at 1550 nm [46], and further in vivo experiments showed
that NaCeF4:Er/Yb could be used for deep-tissue NIR-II fluorescence imaging of mouse
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hind limbs. Xue et al. developed polyacrylic acid (PAA)-modified NaYF4:Gd/Yb/Er
nanorods (PAA-NRs), which could be used for the visual detection of microscopic tumors
via NIR-II fluorescence imaging. Notably, non-invasive high-resolution and highly spatial
(down to 43.65 μm) NIR-II brain vasculature imaging was achieved using PAA-NRs [47]. In
summary, a wide variety of NIR-II fluorescent probes have been prepared and have shown
great potential in tumor imaging, deep-seated disease detection, surgical navigation, and
therapeutic effect evaluation.

3. Activatable NIR-II Fluorescent Probes

Although NIR-II fluorescent probes have excellent optical properties for bioimaging,
the “always on” fluorescent probes produce nonspecific signals in normal tissues, reducing
the detection sensitivity [48]. In comparison with the “always on” fluorescent probes,
activatable fluorescent probes achieve high specificity by increasing the target signal
intensity and reducing the background signal [49]. According to the activation modes,
these strategies mainly include eight categories: pH, enzymes, ROS, reactive nitrogen
species (RNS), reactive sulfur species (RSS), hypoxia, viscosity and dual-responsive.

3.1. pH

pH plays an important role in the physiological homeostasis of the living body [50,51].
Abnormal pH values affect the physiological balance, which is related to the occurrence and
development of a variety of diseases [13,52]. For example, the pH value in gastric juice can
affect the activity of digestive enzymes in gastric juice and the utilization of oral drugs [53].
The pH value in gastric juice can be monitored using a pH-sensing fluorescent probe. In
2019, Wang et al. reported a benzothiopyrylium pentamethine cyanine substituted by
diethylamino (BTC1070) probe with high-penetration NIR-II imaging properties, which
exhibited superior pH-responsive properties (Figure 2a) [54]. Interestingly, when the pH
value was reduced from 5 to 2, the maximum absorption peak at 1015 nm decreased and a
new absorption peak at 600–900 nm appeared (Figure 2b). The values of pKa were 0.29
and 3.81 by Boltzmann curve fitting, which clearly indicated that BTC1070 had a double
protonation feature. The protonation process led to the inhibition of the intramolecular
charge transfer (ICT) effect, which realized the fluorescence response ratio (Figure 2c).
In addition, mice were treated with simulated gastric juice of pH 1.3 or 2.5 to simulate
the acidic environment of the human stomach. The fluorescence imaging of BTC1070 in
gastric juices at different pH values was monitored by noninvasive ratiometric imaging
at different tissue depths, and the results indicated that BTC1070 could be used for high-
contrast fluorescence imaging of deep tissues, to noninvasively detect the pH value in
gastric juice (Figure 2d). Overall, this investigation showed that pentamethine fluorophore
could be used in pH-activated NIR-II fluorescence imaging for accurate detection of pH in
gastric juice.

Cancer is a heterogeneous disease which differs from normal tissue in morphology
and growth mode [55–57]. The rapid proliferation of tumor cells leads to the characteristic
changes in energy metabolism [58,59]. Tumor cells are vigorous with respect to energy
metabolism, consuming large amounts of glucose and converting it to lactate, resulting
in an increase in extracellular H+ concentration and a decrease in pH value [18,60,61].
Inorganic NIR-II fluorescent probes have a high degree of stability, which can be controlled
by modifying the pH-responsive groups on their surfaces. In 2020, Ling et al. reported a
NIR-II nanodrug system (FEAD1) for precise tumor theranostics via tumor acid activation,
which was self-assembled by the Fmoc-His peptide, mercaptopropionic-modified Ag2S
QDs (MPA-Ag2S QDs), NIR absorber A1094, and doxorubicin (DOX) [62]. The NIR-
II fluorescence of FEAD1 was largely quenched, due to the Forster resonance energy
transfer (FRET) between Ag2S QDs and A1094. However, under the acidic conditions
of the tumor, the disassembly of FEAD1 by protonation of the imidazole groups led to
a loss of FRET, enabling NIR-II fluorescence recovery. In vivo experiments showed that
FEAD1 not only formed specific NIR-II fluorescence signals in the breast cancer sites
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of mice but also illuminated peritoneal metastatic tumor nodules over a long period,
endowing this novel pH-activatable NIR-II fluorescent probe with excellent potential
for clinical applications. In 2021, Liu et al. reported novel pH-sensitive nanovesicles
assembled by thiolated polystyrene-co-poly(4-vinylpyridine)-modified Ag2S QDs (Ag2S
Ve) for precisely activating NIR-II fluorescence imaging (Figure 2e) [63]. The pyridine
group of 4-vinylpyridine was easily protonated at a lower pH value, demonstrating that
Ag2S Ve had the capacity for pH responsiveness. As shown in Figure 2f, under acidic
conditions the fluorescence intensity of Ag2S Ve gradually recovered in the range of 1000
to 1400 nm within 90 min. In vivo NIR-II fluorescence imaging indicated that Ag2S Ve
showed obvious fluorescence in the tumor site at 12 and 24 h, while the control group
showed no fluorescence, demonstrating excellent pH-responsive properties (Figure 2g).

Figure 2. (a) Chemical structure of BTC1070 and its protonation mechanism. (b) Electronic absorption
and (c) fluorescence spectra of BTC1070 in PBS at different pH conditions (excited at 808 nm).
(d) Digital photographs of three imaging modes distinguished based on different tissue depths
(left) and fluorescence imaging and ratiometric fluorescence imaging of BTC1070 in gastric juice
at different pH under three imaging modes (right). Reproduced with permission [54]. Copyright
2019, Nature Publishing Group. (e) Schematic diagram of self-assembly process of Ag2S QDs into
pH-activatable Ag2S Ve and the mechanism of pH-activatable Ag2S Ve for NIR-II fluorescence-
imaging-guided photothermal cancer therapy in vivo. (f) Fluorescence spectra of pH-activatable
Ag2S Ve triggered by low pH condition at different time points under the irradiation of 808 nm
laser. (g) Time-dependent NIR-II fluorescence imaging of tumors in vivo after treatment with PBS
and pH-activatable and non-activatable Ag2S Ve (10 mg/mL). Reproduced with permission [63].
Copyright 2021, WILEY-VCH.
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3.2. Enzymes

Enzymes are an extremely important class of biocatalysts which are involved in
a great number of biological reactions in living organisms, and abnormalities in their
concentrations are often associated with the development of various diseases [64–66]. For
example, β-galactosidase (β-Gal), an enzyme that can hydrolyze substances containing a
β-glycoside bond, exists widely in living organisms [67,68]. An increase in the content of
β-Gal in the human body usually induces the occurrence of ovarian cancer, and sensitive
detection of β-Gal is therefore important for the early prediction and diagnosis of ovarian
cancer [69–71]. Chen et al. developed an activatable galactose-modified BODIPY BOD-
M-βGal NIR-II fluorescent probe (Figure 3a) [72]. The transition of BODIPY from NIR-I
to NIR-II was achieved by providing elongation of the π-conjugation to BODIPY via a
vinylene unit. As shown in Figure 3b, β-Gal enhanced the fluorescence of BOD-M-βGal
significantly within 20 min, showing enzyme-responsive fluorescence emission in the
NIR-II region. In vivo fluorescence imaging indicated that BOD-M-βGal achieved excellent
imaging of tumor regions, while the additional inhibitor D-galactose significantly inhibited
the fluorescence intensity, showing the specificity of the enzyme response (Figure 3c).
Moreover, at a depth of 2 mm, the bright NIR-II signal of BOD-M-βGal could be observed,
while the NIR-I fluorescence signal was barely detected (Figure 3d).

Matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) is a type of matrix-degrading enzyme which plays
an important role in atherosclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis, enteritis, cancer, and other in-
flammatory diseases [73–75]. Jeong et al. reported a protease-activatable QD (PA-NIR QD)
NIR-II probe, which was obtained by combining a PbS/CdS/ZnS multishell fluorescent
probe with activatable modulators (AcMs) [76]. When PA-NIR QD was loaded with the
photosensitizer methylene blue (MB), the PA-NIR QD was quenched by photoinduced
electron transfer (PET) and was activated specifically in the presence of MMP. After si-
multaneous incubation of MMP2 with PA-NIR QD, the fluorescence recovery efficiency of
PA-NIR QD increased with an increase in MMP2. Furthermore, when the PA-NIR QD was
injected in a tumor mouse model, the tumor area showed a stronger fluorescence signal
than the normal tissue, indicating that MMP-activated PA-NIR QD achieved real-time,
high-resolution fluorescence imaging. Recently, Zhan et al. reported the NIR-II fluorescent
probe A&MMP@Ag2S-AF7P, specifically activated by the MMP14 enzyme for rapid diag-
nosis of neuroblastoma (NB) (Figure 3e) [77]. A&MMP@Ag2S-AF7P is modified by the
MMP14-targeting peptide AF7P, polycationic peptide R9 and poly-anionic fragments E8,
which are taken up by NB cells overexpressing MMP14, and FRET is disrupted, resulting in
rapid activation of NIR-II fluorescence. As shown in Figure 3f, the extra MMP14 recovered
the fluorescence of A&MMP@Ag2S-AF7P, and the fluorescent probe was lit up within
45 min, indicating that this enzymatic reaction was fast and efficient. In vitro and ex vivo
experiments showed that A&MMP@Ag2S-AF7P could be activated by MMP14 to produce
obvious NIR-II fluorescence signals (Figure 3g,h).
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Figure 3. (a) Schematic illustration of the mechanism for β-Gal enzymatic activation process of
BOD-M-βGal. (b) Time-dependent NIR-II fluorescence spectra of BOD-M-βGal upon addition of
β-Gal in mixed aqueous solution. (c) NIR-II fluorescence imaging of mice at different time points
after treatment with BOD-M-βGal and BOD-M-βGal + inhibitor D-galactose. (d) Comparison of
NIR-II and NIR-I fluorescence imaging of mice after treatment with BOD-K-βGal and BOD-M-βGal
in various deep-tissue environments. Reproduced with permission [72]. Copyright 2020, Royal
Society of Chemistry. (e) Schematic diagram of A&MMP@Ag2S-AF7P for NB detection. (f) Valida-
tion of MMP14-mediated fluorescence recovery of A&MMP@Ag2S-AF7P. (g) NIR-II fluorescence
and bright field (BF) imaging of peritoneal tumors in vivo and ex vivo after intraperitoneal injec-
tion of A&MMP@Ag2S-AF7P. (h) BF and NIR-II fluorescence imaging of resected tumor nodules
(scale bar = 5 mm). Reproduced with permission [77]. Copyright 2021, WILEY-VCH.

3.3. ROS

ROS, mainly including hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), superoxide anion (O2
•−), hypochlo-

rite (ClO−), and hydroxyl radicals (·OH), can affect many physiological and pathological
processes, such as cell apoptosis, cell signal transduction, and cancer [78–80]. Some in-
vestigations have shown that the H2O2 concentration in tumor tissue or at inflammatory
sites was much higher than that in normal tissue [18,81]. In 2021, Zhang et al. reported a
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size-tunable Ag/Ag2S Janus NP (JNP) NIR-II fluorescent nanoprobe activated by endoge-
nous H2O2 (Figure 4a) [82]. Plasma electron transfer led to the fluorescence quenching of
Ag/Ag2S JNP; however, H2O2 could etch the surface Ag and thus activate its fluorescent
property. As shown in Figure 4b,c, the Ag in Ag/Ag2S JNP was gradually etched in the
presence of H2O2 within 30 h, resulting in a slight change in absorbance at 808 nm, while
the NIR-II fluorescence intensity at 1250 nm was significantly enhanced. In vivo and ex
vivo NIR-II fluorescence imaging indicated that mice injected with Ag/Ag2S JNP gener-
ated obvious fluorescence at the tumor site which could be inhibited by N-acetyl cysteine
(NAC) (Figure 4d,e). However, ·OH is the ROS with the strongest oxidation activity in
living organisms, and it can attack biological substrates such as biological proteins and
DNA, causing severe oxidative damage [83,84]. Compared with conventional electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR), detection of ·OH, fluorescence imaging is noninvasive and
highly sensitive, whereas NIR-II fluorescence imaging has deeper tissue penetrability and
lower spontaneous background fluorescence [85–87]. In 2019, Feng et al. reported a NIR-II
fluorescent probe, Hydro-1080, which could be activated by ·OH (Figure 4f) [88]. Due to
the decrease in conjugation and coplanarity in Hydro-1080, there was no obvious NIR-II
fluorescence intensity. After the formation of Et-1080 by ·OH oxidation, the fluorescence
recovered with the recovery of the conjugation system. As shown in Figure 4g,h, with a con-
centration of ·OH from 0.01 to 1.60 μM, the absorption intensity at 1021 nm was enhanced,
and the fluorescence intensity at 1044 nm was also enhanced, showing the responsiveness
of Hydro-1080 to ·OH. The production of ·OH in mouse liver could be induced by inject-
ing acetaminophen (APAP) into mice. After different doses of APAP were injected into
mice, and they were then injected with Hydro-1080, the mice showed a dose-dependent
fluorescence increase in NIR-IIa (1300–1400 nm), and inhibitor 1-aminobenzotriazole (ABT)
significantly inhibited the process (Figure 4i,j).

Figure 4. (a) Schematic representation of the mechanism of H2O2-activatable nanoprobe Ag/Ag2S JNPs for NIR-II
fluorescence imaging in vivo. (b) Electronic absorption and (c) fluorescence spectra of Ag/Ag2S JNPs after treatment
with H2O2 at different time points. (d) NIR-II fluorescence imaging of tumor-bearing mice at different time points after
Ag/Ag2S JNP injection in vivo. (e) NIR-II fluorescence imaging of tumor and main organs excised from the Ag/Ag2S-
treated mice group. Reproduced with permission [82]. Copyright 2021, American Chemical Society. (f) Chemical structures
and mutual conversion processes of Hydro-1080 and Et-1080. (g) Electronic absorption and (h) fluorescence spectra of
Hydro-1080 after reaction with different concentrations of ·OH. (i) NIR-IIa fluorescence imaging of mice injected first with
different doses of APAP (0, 300, 500, 500 mg/kg) and then with Hydro-1080 (1 mM, 5 mL/kg). In addition, the fourth
mouse in the picture was intraperitoneally pre-injected with ABT (100 mg/kg) 24 h before injecting APAP. 1: Hydro-1080;
2: APAP (300 mg/kg) + Hydro-1080; 3: APAP (500 mg/kg) + Hydro-1080; 4: APAP (500 mg/kg) + Hydro-1080 + ABT
(100 mg/kg). (j) NIR-IIa fluorescence imaging of main organs and tissues of mice injected with APAP (500 mg/kg) and
Hydro-1080. Reproduced with permission [88]. Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society.
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Hypochlorous acid (HClO) is a highly oxidation-active oxo-acid of chlorine, which
is endogenously produced from chloride ions and H2O2 catalyzed by myeloperoxidase
(MPO) in neutrophils [89–91]. As a signal molecule, HClO is involved in regulating a
variety of physiological processes [89–91]. However, excessive production of HClO will
cause tissue damage and the formation of a variety of diseases, including cancer, arthritis,
and lymphadenitis [92,93]. Ge et al. synthesized a novel NIR-II organic fluorescent probe,
SETT, which could be activated by HClO-specific oxidation and showed a highly sensitive
response [94]. Furthermore, SETT was loaded on the surface of down-conversion nanopar-
ticles (DCNP) doped with Er3+, obtaining the NIR-II ratiometric nanoprobe DCNP@SeTT.
Interestingly, upon light irradiation at a wavelength of 980 nm, the fluorescence inten-
sity of SETT at 1150 nm decreased with an increasing concentration of HClO, while that
of DCNP at 1550 nm was unchanged. Therefore, the ratiometric fluorescence signal
(I1150 nm/I1550 nm) was linearly correlated with the concentration of HClO. In addition,
the DCNP@SeTT probe could be used for HClO-responsive NIR-II fluorescence imaging
of rabbit osteoarthritis and mouse tumors. Tang et al. reported that a non-fullerene ac-
ceptor (ITTC) was blended with a semiconducting polymer donor (PDF) to construct a
NIR-II fluorescent probe (SPNPs) that could be activated by ClO− (Figure 5a) [95]. Upon
close contact of ITTC and PDF, the donor–acceptor interaction caused PET to quench
the fluorescence of PDF. As shown in Figure 5b, with an increase in ITTC content, the
NIR-II fluorescence quenching degree of SPNPs also increased. Encouragingly, ClO− could
oxidize and degrade ITTC, allowing the fluorescence of SPNP25 (25% doping amount) to
recover, while other reactive oxygen species and reducing species could not produce this
change, indicating the specificity of this activation process (Figure 5c,d). After intravenous
injection of SPNP25, the fluorescence at the inflammatory sites of the mice was significantly
enhanced, while there was no fluorescence at the normal sites (Figure 5e). It is worth noting
that NAC significantly inhibited fluorescence at sites of inflammation in mice.

Figure 5. (a) Chemical structures of PDF, ITTC, and PEG-b-PPG-b-PEG, and the mechanism of nanoprobe
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SPNP25 for endogenous ClO− detection. (b) Fluorescence intensity of SPNPs doped with different
amounts of ITTC. (c) Fluorescence spectra of the nanoprobe SPNP25 after reaction with various
concentrations of ClO−. (d) Fluorescence intensity ratios of nanoprobe SPNP25 toward ClO− (40 μM)
and various biochemically related analytes (100 μM). (e) Time-dependent fluorescence imaging in
the inflammatory and normal sites of LPS-pretreated and LPS/NAC-treated mice after injection of
SPNP25. Reproduced with permission [95]. Copyright 2019, WILEY-VCH.

3.4. RNS

RNS are highly reactive biological oxidation species containing nitrogen, mainly in-
cluding nitric oxide (NO), peroxynitrite (ONOO−), and S-nitrosothiols (RSNO) [21,96]. In
common with ROS, RNS play an important role in oxidation processes under physiological
conditions which are related to oxidative stress, brain diseases, cancer, and inflamma-
tion [97–99]. In fact, ONOO− is not only related to the nitration of proteins in immune cells
in tumors, affecting the immunosuppression of tumors, but is also related to the occurrence
and development of brain injury [100,101].

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is highly likely to cause disability and death in humans
unless it can be easily diagnosed at an early stage [102]. Currently, clinical diagnosis of TBI
is mainly achieved using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and computed tomography
(CT), but these are difficult to use for real-time early diagnosis of TBI. As reported, ONOO−
is a biomarker of early TBI which is accompanied by the occurrence and development
of TBI [103,104]. Therefore, the occurrence of early TBI can be diagnosed by monitoring
the biomarker ONOO−. In 2020, Li et al. reported an activated NIR-II fluorescent probe
(V&A@Ag2S) composed of a targeting group (VCAM1 binding peptide), an A1094 chro-
mophore NIR absorber, and Ag2S QD (Figure 6a) [105]. Specifically, there is a large overlap
between the NIR-II fluorescence emission spectrum of Ag2S QD and the absorption spec-
trum of A1094, leaving the fluorescence of V&A@Ag2S in the “off” state. However, when
ONOO− was present, A1094 was oxidized and its absorption peak disappeared, resulting
in the NIR-II fluorescence signal of V&A@Ag2S being turned “on”. In addition, the VCAM1
binding peptide enabled V&A@Ag2S to target inflamed endothelium expressing VCAM1.
As shown in Figure 6b, ONOO− enhanced the fluorescence intensity of V&A@Ag2S at
1050 nm, and the magnitude of the enhancement had a linear relationship with the concen-
tration of ONOO−. Apart from ONOO−/ClO−, other common anions and cations could
not activate V&A@Ag2S, showing the specificity of this activation mode (Figure 6c). Encour-
agingly, 3-morpholinosydnonimine hydrochloride (SIN-1) was used to induce ONOO−
production by the cells, and cell experiments showed that in the presence of ONOO− an
obvious NIR-II fluorescence signal appeared after V&A@Ag2S uptake by human umbilical
vein endothelial cells (HUVECs), whereas the control group did not exhibit this process
(Figure 6d). In vivo experiments on TBI mice showed that V&A@Ag2S could be activated
by ONOO−, showing excellent NIR-II fluorescence imaging. In the control group, the
“always on” V@Ag2S probe was distributed over the whole brain region without specificity,
while A@Ag2S exhibited no obvious fluorescence signal. Notably, V&A@Ag2S could not
produce an obvious fluorescence signal in healthy mice, indicating that the “turned on”
probe showed excellent specificity in biosensor and imaging applications (Figure 6e).

Ischemic stroke is also a brain disease, which is highly likely to cause death and
disability in humans if it cannot be easily diagnosed at an early stage [106,107]. Similarly,
ONOO− is a biomarker of ischemic stroke and therefore provides the possibility of early
diagnosis of the disease [103,108]. In 2021, Yang et al. reported a V&C/PbS@Ag2Se
nanoprobe modified by VCAM1 binding peptide and Cy7.5 fluorophores, which could be
activated by ONOO− to produce obvious NIR-II fluorescence intensity (Figure 6f) [109].
Meanwhile, the VCAM1 binding peptide provided V&C/PbS@Ag2Se with the ability
to target ischemic stroke regions, while the Cy7.5 fluorophores and PbS@Ag2Se QDs
engendered competitive absorption to turn off the NIR-II fluorescence. As shown in
Figure 6g, the stability of PbS modified by Ag2Se was significantly improved, and no
significant change in fluorescence occurred within 10 days. Interestingly, both PbS@Ag2Se
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and V/PbS@Ag2Se exhibited obvious fluorescence at 1616 nm, while the fluorescence of
V&C/PbS@Ag2Se was quenched (Figure 6h). Absorption-competition-induced emission
(ACIE) was first proposed by Zhang et al. Specifically, organic dye acted as the absorption-
competition acceptor of the fluorescent probe, significantly inhibiting the fluorescence
emission of the fluorescent probe. ACIE technology could be used not only for monitoring
drug release but also for in situ NIR sensing of biomarkers [110]. In addition, after HUVECs
were incubated with SIN-1 and V&C/PbS@Ag2Se, the cells showed an obvious NIR-II
fluorescence signal; conversely, in the absence of SIN-1 no NIR-II fluorescence signal was
observed (Figure 6i). Furthermore, in vivo experiments showed that ONOO− activated
V&C/PbS@Ag2Se and lit up its NIR-II fluorescent signal (Figure 6j).

Figure 6. (a) Schematic diagram of the preparation process of the NIR-II nanoprobe V&A@Ag2S and the mechanism of
detecting ONOO− in vivo. (b) Photoluminescence spectra of V&A@Ag2S (50 μg/mL) after reaction with the different
concentrations of ONOO−. (c) Fluorescence intensity ratios of V&A@Ag2S (10 μg/mL) upon the addition of different ions
and RNS/ROS analytes (20 μM). (d) Fluorescence microscopy images of HUVECs after incubation with V&A@Ag2S in the
presence and absence of SIN-1. (e) Time-dependent fluorescence imaging in TBI and healthy mice after different treatments.
Reproduced with permission [105]. Copyright 2020, WILEY-VCH. (f) Schematic diagram of the design strategy of the NIR-II
nanoprobe V&C/PbS@Ag2Se and the mechanism of detecting ONOO− in ischemic stroke model mice. (g) Time-dependent
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fluorescence spectra of PbS@Ag2Se-PEG QDs in PBS of pH 7.4. (h) Electronic absorption and fluorescence spectra of
V&C/PbS@Ag2Se, V/PbS@Ag2Se, and PbS@Ag2Se. (i) Fluorescence microscopy images of HUVECs after incubation
with V&C/PbS@Ag2Se in the presence and absence of SIN-1. (j) Time-dependent NIR-II fluorescence imaging of early
ischemic stroke model mice after treatment with V&C/PbS@Ag2Se and V/PbS@Ag2Se. Reproduced with permission [109].
Copyright 2021, WILEY-VCH.

In contrast to ROS, NO is a widely existing messenger molecule in the human body
which plays an important role in cardiovascular, cerebrovascular, immune system and
nervous system processes [111]. It is noteworthy that NO was considered as a biomarker of
drug-induced hepatotoxicity [112,113]. Iverson et al. reported a NIR-II fluorescent probe,
PEG-(AAAT)7-SWNTs, produced by covering the NO-sensitive DNA oligonucleotide
ds(AAAT)7 on the surface of SWCNTs [114]. The PEG-(AAAT)7-SWNTs nanoprobe could
be used to investigate the production of NO by inflammation in vivo. In 2019, Tang et al.
reported an organic semiconductor nanoprobe (AOSNP) activated by NO for monitoring
drug-induced hepatotoxicity, which was obtained by the amidation reaction of the NO-
sensitive organic semiconducting group (FTBD) and poly (styrene-co-maleic anhydride)
(PSMA) polymer [115]. Notably, in the presence of NO, FTBD could transform its receptor
unit (benzo[c] [1,2,5] thiadiazole-5,6-diamine) into benzotriazole derivatives, realizing the
conversion of fluorescence from NIR-I to NIR-II. NO significantly increased the NIR-II
fluorescence intensity of AOSNP and changed the color of the AOSNP solution. However,
other reactive oxygen species (H2O2, ·OH, O2

•−, and ONOO−) and reducing substances
(glutathione and GSH) could not enhance the fluorescence of AOSNP, indicating the
specificity of the activation mode. After co-incubation with AOSNP and HepG2 hepatoma
cells, the cells showed an obvious NIR-II fluorescence signal, and the additional inhibitor
NAC significantly inhibited this process. Interestingly, APAP induced a large amount of
NO to produce hepatotoxicity in mice. In vivo fluorescence imaging indicated that AOSNP
could be activated by NO generated from APAP-treated mice to produce obvious NIR-II
fluorescence signals, while this process could be inhibited by inhibitor NAC.

3.5. RSS

RSS mainly include thiols (GSH and Cys), H2S, and persulfides (R-S-SH/H2S2) [116,117].
In fact, the level of intracellular GSH is higher than that of extracellular GSH, and the
concentration of GSH in tumor tissue is also higher than that in normal tissue [26,118].
Li et al. reported a Ln3+-doped nanoparticles (LnNPs) probe using the large spectral overlap
between the absorption spectrum of Ln3+ and the emission spectrum of heptamethine
cyanine, which could be activated by GSH for high-resolution biological imaging [119].
In contrast to ROS and RNS, RSS not only played the role of oxidation, but also played
the role of reduction. H2S is both a special biological signaling molecule and an important
biomarker for early cancer [120–122]. In 2018, Shi et al. reported a H2S-activatable nanodrug
(Nano-PT) for NIR-II fluorescence imaging of colorectal cancer (CRC) [116]. Nano-PT is
a monochlorinated BODIPY derivative which produces a nucleophilic reaction with H2S.
Interestingly, Nano-PT not only produced activatable NIR-II fluorescence emission, but
also produced high-efficiency NIR absorption, which realized NIR-II-fluorescence-guided
PTT. Therefore, PTT mediated by Nano-PT achieved highly specific CRC treatment guided
by NIR-II fluorescence imaging, promoting the development of precision medicine.

In 2021, Liu et al. designed and synthesized a series of H2S-activated NIR-II flu-
orescence probes, WH-X (WH-1, WH-2, WH-3, and WH-4), which were modified by a
4-nitrothiophenol fluorescence quencher (Figure 7a) [121]. The maximum emission wave-
length of WH-3 was 1205 nm, which was superior to the other three compounds, and it
showed excellent NIR-II fluorescence characteristics. Theoretical calculations showed that
substitution of the WH-2-HS acceptor successfully reduced the gap between the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)
(Figure 7b). By extending the conjugation region in WH-3-HS and WH-4-HS, the ICT pro-
cess was strengthened, leading to the gap being narrowed further. As shown in Figure 7c,
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WH-3 showed a concentration-dependent fluorescence enhancement in the presence of
NaHS. Using H2S-overexpressing HCT-116 colon cancer cells as a model, intracellular
fluorescence imaging also showed that NaHS significantly depleted WH-3, whereas the
inhibitor aminooxyacetic acid (AOAA) inhibited this depletion (Figure 7d). In vivo experi-
ments showed that WH-3 produced an NIR-II fluorescence signal at the tumor site, while
the inhibitor AOAA inhibited this process, indicating that WH-3 could be activated by H2S
(Figure 7e).

Figure 7. (a) Schematic illustration of the construction of several H2S-activatable NIR-II fluorescence
probes WH-X (WH-1, WH-2, WH-3, and WH-4). (b) Theoretical calculations used to verify the design
strategy. The HOMO and LUMO energy levels of WH-X-HS were computed. (c) Fluorescence spectra
of WH-4 in the presence of different concentrations of NaHS under the irradiation of 980 nm laser.
(d) Intracellular fluorescence imaging of HCT-116 cells incubated with WH-3, WH-3 + NaHS, and
WH-3 + AOAA. (e) NIR-II fluorescence imaging of tumor-bearing mice at various time points after
treatment with WH-3 and WH-3 + AOAA. Reproduced with permission [121]. Copyright 2021,
American Chemical Society.

3.6. Hypoxia

Hypoxia is an important characteristic of solid tumors which is related to tumor
migration, invasion, and deterioration [123,124]. The occurrence of hypoxia greatly limits
the therapeutic efficacy of chemotherapy, photodynamic therapy (PDT), and sonodynamic
therapy (SDT) [125,126]. Therefore, it is significant to design hypoxia-activated nanoma-
terials for the diagnosis and treatment of tumors [127]. Meng et al. coupled IR-1048 dye
and 2-(2-nitroimidazolyl) ethylamine, MZ, to develop a novel dye IR1048-MZ, achieving
hypoxia-activated NIR-II/PA tumor-imaging-guided PTT (Figure 8a) [126]. Theoretical
calculations showed that the HOMO and LUMO of IR1048-MZH were lower than those of
IR1048-MZ, indicating enhanced fluorescence emission intensity. Nitroreductase (NTR)
overexpressed by hypoxic tumor tissue reduced the nitro group of IR1048-MZ to an amine
group and activated the NIR-II fluorescence signal of IR1048-MZ. As shown in Figure 8b,
the fluorescence of the IR1048-MZ probe at the maximum emission wavelength (1046 nm)
was suppressed, whereas it was significantly enhanced in the presence of NTR. In addition,
with an increase in NTR concentration, the NIR-II fluorescence intensity also increased,
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and this change showed a good linear relationship (Figure 8c). Moreover, in vivo imaging
showed that IR1048-MZ resulted in the A549 tumor of nude mice producing an obvious
fluorescence signal, while no obvious signal was found in other parts (Figure 8d). The
maximum value of the tumor background was 30, indicating that IR1048-MZ was an
excellent probe for hypoxia without background.

Figure 8. (a) Schematic diagram of the catalyzed mechanism of IR1048-MZ for hypoxia-activated NIR-II/PA tumor imaging.
HOMO and LUMO energy levels of IR1048-MZ and IR1048-MZH were obtained by theoretical calculation. (b) Fluorescence
spectra of IR1048-MZ with and without the addition of NTR. (c) NIR-II fluorescence spectra of IR1048-MZ (5 μg/mL) in
response to various concentrations of NTR. (d) Time-dependent NIR-II fluorescence imaging of tumor-bearing mice after
injection of IR1048-MZ (40 μg/mL, 200 μL). Reproduced with permission [126]. Copyright 2018, Creative Commons.

3.7. Viscosity

Viscosity is a major factor in the microenvironment of the living body which is related
to various physiological and pathological processes [22,128]. Viscosity abnormalities are
associated with many diseases, such as diabetes and Alzheimer’s disease [129,130]. Conse-
quently, a viscosity-activated NIR-II fluorescent probe can be used to analyze and detect the
viscosity level of organisms to further explore the occurrence and development of related
diseases. In 2020, Dou et al. developed a series of viscosity-activated NIR-II fluorescent
probes using BODIPY derivatives modified by 1-ethyl-2-methyl-benz[c,d] iodolium salt as
a precursor (Figure 9a) [131]. It is worth emphasizing that the substituents of WD-OCH3
and WD-NME2 were strong electron-donating groups and exhibited longer NIR-II fluores-
cence emission wavelengths (Figure 9b). Interestingly, in the ethanol–glycerol system with
different viscosities, the intensities of WD-NO2 at the maximum absorption wavelength
and the maximum emission wavelength increased with an increase in viscosity, while the
other three molecules also showed similar properties (Figure 9c,d). Briefly, at low viscosity,
the conjugated structure was destroyed and caused an increase in nonradiative energy
consumption, thereby leading to the weakening of the fluorescence intensity. However, at
high viscosity, intramolecular rotation was restricted, causing fluorescence recovery. As
shown in Figure 9e,f, monensin (Mon), nystatin (Nys), and lipopolysaccharide (LPS) could
change the viscosity in mice. In vivo fluorescence imaging showed that the livers of mice
treated with Mon, Nys, and LPS, which received intraperitoneal injections of WD-NO2,
exhibited significant fluorescence intensity, indicating that WD-NO2 is an effective tool for
studying the change of viscosity in vivo.
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Figure 9. (a) Schematic illustration of the design strategy of viscosity-activatable fluorescence probes
WD-X (WD-CH3, WD-NO2, WD-OCH3, and WD-NME2). Chemical structures and synthetic routes
of WD-X (left) and mechanism of WD-X for viscosity-activatable NIR-II fluorescence imaging (right).
(b) Electronic absorption and (c) fluorescence spectra of WD-NO2 (20 μM) in the ethanol-glycerol
system with different viscosities. Inset shows fluorescence images of WD-NO2 in the ethanol-glycerol
system with different glycerol ratios. (d) Normalized NIR-II fluorescence spectra of WD-X (WD-
NO2, WD-CH3, WD-OCH3, and WD-NME2) in the system with 95% glycerol. Inset shows the
corresponding fluorescence images under the irradiation of 808 nm (40 mW/cm2) laser. (e) Flu-
orescence imaging and (f) normalized relative fluorescence intensity of mice after treatment with
WD-NO2, WD-NO2 + Mon, WD-NO2 + Nys, and WD-NO2 + LPS. Reproduced with permission [131].
Copyright 2020, American Chemical Society.

3.8. Dual-Responsive

A single activation method cannot effectively deal with the complex and dynamic
biological microenvironment, resulting in the phenomenon of nonspecific activation and
even false-positive results [132,133]. The utilization of two activation methods in the above
methods (pH, enzyme, redox, etc.) to activate the NIR-II fluorescence probe greatly im-
proves the specificity of fluorescence imaging, which can effectively avoid the occurrence
of false-positive results [134–136]. Zhang and co-workers developed a dual-activatable
theranostic nanoprobe (DATN) which could output dual signals under the double stimula-
tion of NO/acidity in inflammation-related tumors for photoacoustic and photothermal
imaging in vivo [137]. DATN showed a higher photoacoustic signal under dual activation,
which was 132 times that of acidity alone and 9.8 times that of NO. Under single-factor
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stimulation, DATN increased by about 6 ◦C. while under dual-factor stimulation it in-
creased by about 27.3 ◦C, exhibiting the superiority of dual activation. In addition, in the
tumor microenvironment, high levels of GSH (1–15 mM) and low pH (pH = 5.0–6.8) acted
as a “dual key” to activate the photosensitizers. Teng et al. reported a photosensitizer,
BIBCl-PAE NP, which underwent protonation under acidic conditions, further promoting
the reaction of GSH with BIBCl-PAE NP to generate water-soluble BIBSG for PDT [138].
In vitro studies revealed that BIBCl-PAE NP could distinguish normal and cancer cells in
cell imaging, while also exhibiting excellent PDT ability. In vivo experiments also showed
that BIBCl-PAE NP was rapidly enriched in the tumor site, while specifically “lighting
up” the tumor site, showing irreversible therapeutic activity with less effect on normal
tissues. Tang et al. utilized NIR-II cyanine dye (IR-1061) to covalently connect hyaluronic
acid (HA) and synthesized IR-1061-pendent HA polymers, which could self-assemble into
single-lock-and-key-controlled HINPs in water, and then be cross-linked on the surface of
HINPs through disulfide to form dual-lock-and-key-controlled HISSNPs (Figure 10a) [139].
HA and disulfide formed the “double locks” to lock HISSNPs in a quenched state, while
the overexpressed hyaluronidase (Hyal) and GSH in the tumor microenvironment acted
as “dual smart keys” to break HA chains and disulfide bonds enabled the fluorescence
recovery of IR-1061. As shown in Figure 10b–d, when a “single smart key” (Hyal or GSH)
existed, the fluorescence of HISSNPs was increased by about 3.4 times and 2.9 times, re-
spectively, while when Hyal and GSH existed together, the fluorescence of HISSNPs was
increased by about 13.3 times. In vitro cell experiments showed that MCF-7 breast cancer
cells produced obvious fluorescence after uptake of HISSNPs, whereas normal cells did
not show the phenomenon (Figure 10e). As we know, 6-O-palmitoyl-l-ascorbic acid (an
inhibitor of Hyal) and N-ethylmalemide (a thiol scavenger) could significantly inhibit the
activation process, while 6-O-palmitoyl-l-ascorbic acid could inhibit the activity of HINPs.
In vivo fluorescence imaging indicated that mice injected with HISSNPs generated obvious
NIR-II fluorescence at tumor sites with a higher sensitivity than that of HINPs, indicating
the sensitivity and specificity of the dual lock and key (Figure 10f). Notably, although the
dual-responsive NIR-II fluorescent probe showed excellent specificity, activatable NIR-II
fluorescent probes with single activation methods are still in their infancy, and activatable
NIR-II fluorescent probes with two activation methods have rarely been reported.
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Figure 10. (a) Schematic diagram of the synthetic route of dual-lock-and-key-controlled NIR-II
fluorescence probe HISSNPs and its corresponding mechanism for tumor-specific imaging. Time-
dependent fluorescence (excited at 808 nm) spectra of HISSNPs incubated with (b) Hyal, (c) GSH,
and (d) Hyal and GSH in PBS. (e) NIR-II fluorescence imaging of 3T3 cells and MCF-7 breast cancer
cells at the time points of 0 h, 1.5 h, and 3 h after different treatments. (f) Time-dependent NIR-II
fluorescence imaging of MCF-7 cancer xenografts model mice after injection with HISSNPs and
HINPs (35 mg/kg). White circle: tumor site; yellow circle: abdominal liver site; green circle: muscle
(refers to normal tissue). Reproduced with permission [139]. Copyright 2018, WILEY-VCH.

4. Summary and Outlook

Compared with traditional NIR-I fluorescence imaging, NIR-II fluorescence imaging
has a deeper tissue penetration depth and a higher SBR. In recent years, a great number of
NIR-II fluorescent materials, including SWCNTs, QDs, RENPs, BBTDs, and cyanine dyes
were reported to have excellent photophysical and photochemical properties. However,
these “always on” fluorescent probes lacked selectivity, showing a low SBR and poor
detection sensitivity. On the other hand, the activatable NIR-II fluorescent probe is in
an “off” state in normal tissues, while in diseased tissues it can be activated by a specific
biomarker to present an “on” state. According to the type of activation mode, these
strategies mainly include eight categories: pH, enzyme, ROS, RNS, RSS, hypoxia, viscosity,
and dual-responsive. Specifically, the activation mechanisms were mainly the consumption
of an inhibitor and changes in the functional group, charge, and conformation. These
activatable NIR-II fluorescent probes and their activation strategies and mechanisms are
summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. Representatives of activatable NIR-II fluorescent probes for biomedical applications.

Activation
Mode

Probe Name
Probe

Fluorophores
Activation

Mechanism
Excitation/

Emission (nm)
Biological Model Refs

pH BTC1070 Pentamethine
cyanine

Protonation, inhibition of
ICT effect 808/1000–1300 Simulated gastric fluid

with different pH [54]

pH Ag2S Ve Ag2S Protonation, increased
hydrophilicity 808/1250 4T1 breast cancer [63]

β-Gal BOD-M-βGal BODPY derivatives Hydrolyzation of
β-galactose residues 808/900–1300 SKOV3 ovarian cancer [72]

MMP14 A&MMP@Ag2S-
AF7P Ag2S Consumption of NIR

absorber A1094 785/1050 NB [77]

H2O2 Ag/Ag2S JNP Ag2S Oxidizing the plasmonic
Ag parts 825/1250 MCF-7 breast cancer [82]

·OH Hydro-1080 cyanine dyes Conjugated system
recovery 980/1100 Liver injury [88]

HClO SPNPs PDF Degradation of the
receptor ITTC 808/1010 Inflamed paws [95]

ONOO− V&A@Ag2S Ag2S Consumption of A1094
chromophore 825/1050 TBI [105]

ONOO− V&C/PbS@Ag2Se PbS@Ag2Se Consumption of absorber
Cy7.5 808/1616 Ischemic stroke [109]

NO AOSNP Ag2S Energy receptor units are
converted 808/900–1150 Liver injury [115]

H2S WH-3 BODIPY derivatives Release fluorescence
quencher 980/1140 HCT-116 colon cancer [121]

Hypoxia (NTR) IR-1048-MZ IR-1048 MZ group was reduced 980/1046 A549 lung cancer [126]

Viscosity WD-NO2 BODIPY derivatives Intramolecular rotation of
chemical bonds is limited 808/900–1400 Abnormal liver

viscosity [131]

Hyal and GSH HISSNPs IR-1061 Fracture of HA chains and
disulfide bonds 808/1070 MCF-7 breast cancer [139]

Although activatable NIR-II fluorescent probes have made encouraging progress, they
still face some challenges, mainly reflected in the following. (1) False-positive results. This
is mainly due to the limited difference in the concentration of biomarkers in diseased
tissues and normal tissues, which may cause false-positive results in NIR-II fluorescence
imaging. For example, NB highly expresses MMP; however, many normal cells also
produce MMP. It is necessary to consider how to avoid false-positive results affecting the
diagnosis of the disease. On the one hand, the probe can be activated in a dual-responsive
manner, improving the specificity of imaging. On the other hand, the occurrence of false-
positive results is maximally avoided by setting the limit of detection. (2) Delivery of the
fluorescent probe. The effective enrichment of the activatable NIR-II fluorescent probe in
target tissues is the fundamental guarantee of successful biological imaging. Therefore,
drug delivery systems, including liposomes and mesoporous organosilicons, are used
to deliver fluorescent probes to the target tissue and improve their concentration in the
target tissue. (3) Safety. Although the activatable NIR-II fluorescent probes need special
conditions to be activated, fluorescent probes in normal tissues will have toxic and side
effects. Moreover, nano fluorescent probes with larger particle sizes are not easily cleared
in vivo, and long-term toxicity arises. Therefore, research on safety should be enhanced to
provide guarantees for clinical applications.

In conclusion, activatable NIR-II fluorescent probes have undergone rapid devel-
opment, which has effectively promoted research on fluorescence imaging. This review
provides a reference for the design of, and research on, activatable NIR-II fluorescent probes
and their applications in biological imaging.
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Abstract: Cancer is still a major disease that threatens human life. Although traditional cancer
treatment methods are widely used, they still have many disadvantages. Aptamers, owing to their
small size, low toxicity, good specificity, and excellent biocompatibility, have been widely applied in
biomedical areas. Therefore, the combination of nanomaterials with aptamers offers a new method
for cancer treatment. First, we briefly introduce the situation of cancer treatment and aptamers. Then,
we discuss the application of aptamers in breast cancer treatment, lung cancer treatment, and other
cancer treatment methods. Finally, perspectives on challenges and future applications of aptamers in
cancer therapy are discussed.

Keywords: aptamers; nanomaterials; cancer; treatment; targeting

1. Introduction

Cancer is one of the key threats to human health. Cancer is a disease caused by abnor-
mal cell growth. Cancer cells may spread to different tissues and organs [1]. According to
statistics from the World Health Organization, tens of millions of people worldwide are
diagnosed with cancer each year. Most cancers are caused by the external environment,
such as smoking, radiation, and environmental pollution. Until now, the main way to
treat cancer in developed countries has been chemotherapy, radiotherapy, and surgical
treatment [2,3]. However, these cancer treatments have a series of problems, such as easy
recurrence, poor treatment effects, and large side effects. Hence, people are looking forward
to developing new strategies to treat cancers.

In recent years, nanotechnology has developed rapidly, and more and more nanomate-
rials with excellent physical and chemical properties have been discovered [4] in the fields
of electronics, magnetics, and optics. Many nanomaterials have been used by researchers in
the field of biomedicine [5–13]. For example, nanomaterials with photothermal conversion
properties are used for tumor treatment [14–16] and mesoporous materials are used for
drug delivery [17–19], while magnetic nanomaterials have been found to have excellent
superparamagnetic properties, and carbon nanomaterials have been found to feature broad
absorbance regions [20–23]. The focus on nanomaterial applications has been moving
from the cellular level toward the tissue level, including cellular imaging, drug delivery,
and cancer diagnosis/therapy. Via the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect,
most nanomaterials accumulate in a targeted region. People have also proposed various
strategies to improve the flow of nanomaterials in blood and improve their stability and
biocompatibility [24,25]. However, the EPR effect is not always effective, and the targeting
ability of nanomaterials is not good. These problems are accompanied by the issue of
harmful toxicity to nontarget tissues or organs. Thus, this problem hinders the develop-
ment of nanomaterials in bioapplications. Therefore, active targeting strategies have been
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considered as more powerful tools for cancer treatments, and much attention has been
focused on selecting targeted moieties to endow antitumor agents with specific recognition
of tumor cells via the affinity between ligands and receptors. There are many receptors
overexpressed on the membrane of tumor cells. Based on this, various specific ligands
have been discovered, including antibodies, transferrin, folic acid, and peptides. Apart
from these ligands, aptamers have become one kind of the most attractive biomolecules.

It is well known that aptamers have a highly selective recognition ability that helps
them recognize targets [26–28]. Aptamers are single-stranded DNAs or RNAs evolved
through systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment (SELEX) technol-
ogy [29,30] and they are widely employed, as shown in Figure 1. Aptamers can fold
into various secondary structures, further forming three-dimensional structures, which con-
tribute to the interaction between aptamers and their targets through various forces, such
as hydrophobic interaction and electrostatic attraction [31,32]. Moreover, compared with
traditional targeting ligands, aptamers have their advantages, such as good reproducibil-
ity, convenient modification, small size, low toxicity, good stability, and low molecular
weight [33–35]. In addition, aptamers have higher rates of tumor penetration, retention,
and homogenous distribution, while the attachment process of aptamers to the surface
of nanomaterials is more amenable and reproducible. In principle, an aptamer sequence
can be deleted, added, or united flexibly to endow aptamers with tunable recognition
ability to better identify targets. Stimulus–response strategies including light, pH, ligand
binding, and other cues which have been developed into the design of aptamer-based
nanomaterials [27–29]. In short, these merits make aptamers ideal candidates for disease
diagnosis and therapeutics owing to their ability to deliver therapeutic cargoes into cancer
cells, diseased tissue, and organs. Hence, the introduction of aptamers into the construction
of nanomaterial systems will promote their bioapplications.

 

Figure 1. (A) Basic principle of the cell-SELEX method and applications for (B) cell imaging and (C)
in vivo imaging. Reprinted with permission from [29]. Copyright © 2020 American Chemical Society.

In this review, we summarize several current applications of aptamer-bound nano-
materials in cancer therapy (Scheme 1). Today, there are various methods to treat cancer.
Here, however, we mainly focus on photothermal therapy (PTT), photodynamic therapy
(PDT), and improved drug delivery systems (DDSs). We chose several common cancers,
including breast cancer, lung cancer, liver cancer, cervical cancer, gastric cancer, colorectal
cancer, and prostate cancer. In the first section, we introduce the combination of aptamers
with nanomaterials in different cancer therapies. Next, we list several commonly used
nanomaterials in cancer therapies (Table 1). Finally, we discuss perspectives on challenges
and future applications of aptamer-bound nanomaterials in cancer therapy.
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Scheme 1. Schematic illustration of the applications of aptamer-bound nanomaterials in cancer therapy.

2. Therapeutic Method

2.1. Photothermal Thearpy

PTT has gained much attention in the field of cancer therapy since Goldman used
laser irradiation to remove tumors in 1966 [36–43]. Owing to its minimal toxicity, non-
invasiveness, convenient operation, and low recurrence, PTT showed great promise for
cancer therapy. After photosensitizing agents accumulate in the tumor site, a near-infrared
(NIR) laser is used. Because of the high photothermal conversion efficiency of photo-
sensitizing agents, the absorbed optical energy is converted into thermal energy, leading
to either partial or complete ablation of the target tissues. For effective ablation of the
tumors, PTT often requires the tumor center to reach high temperatures (≥50 °C). Because
of the deep-tissue penetration of NIR light, various organic and inorganic phototherapeutic
agents have been developed. For example, Guo et al. prepared B quantum dots (BQDs)
with good biocompatibility. BQDs can effectively produce photothermal effects under
NIR light irradiation. Both in vitro and in vivo experimental studies showed that BQDs-
PEG can significantly kill cancer cells and inhibit tumor growth through photothermal
effects [36]. Leng et al. synthesized core-shell and dumbbell-like gold nanorods-Cu7S4 het-
erostructures. Both gold nanorods-Cu7S4 heterostructures exhibited significantly enhanced
photothermal conversion efficiency (η = 56% and 62%) and good photothermal stability.
The in vitro photothermal ablation of cancer cells featured low cytotoxicity and effective
photothermal treatments [37]. Wang et al. developed a new dual-targeted small-molecule
organic photothermal agent for enhanced photothermal therapy, which can target both
biotin and mitochondria. The in vivo photothermal therapy experiments indicated that the
dual-targeted photothermal agent performed much better in tumor inhibition [39].

2.2. Photodynamic Therapy

During the past few decades, PDT has been an attractive therapeutic method for
tumor therapy [44–48] because it is noninvasive, spatially selective, and has negligible
toxicity. After photosensitizers accumulate in the tumor site, reactive oxygen species
(ROS) are produced by NIR laser irradiation. Toxic ROS damages tumor cells via the
oxidation of protein, DNA, or RNA. Different photosensitizers have been prepared to
overcome both accumulation issues and the hypoxic environment in the tumor. For
example, Zhou et al. developed an activatable ROS generation system by modulating a
biochemical reaction between linoleic acid hydroperoxide and catalytic iron (II) ions. The
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engineered nanoparticles were capable of inducing apoptotic cancer death both in vitro
and in vivo through ROS generation [46]. Yang et al. prepared a Pt nanoenzyme with
functionalized nanoplatform black phosphorus/Pt-Ce6/PEG nanosheets for synergistic
photothermal and enhanced photodynamic therapy, in which the Pt nanoenzyme would
decompose H2O2 into oxygen to enhance the photodynamic effect [48].

2.3. Drug Delivery Systems

A DDS can be defined as a method or process using the principles of chemistry,
engineering, and biology for administering pharmaceutical compounds. Due to their
special properties, DDSs have shown tremendous promise to improve the diagnostic and
therapeutic effects of drugs, especially in enhancing the pharmaceutical effects of drugs
and reducing the side effects of therapeutics in the treatment of various disease conditions.
Various types of DDSs have been extensively investigated as potential drug carriers for the
treatment of many diseases [49–60]. For example, Wang et al. successfully constructed a
simple and novel gas generator with a high drug loading level that markedly facilitated
doxorubicin release and O2 diffusion for amplifying PDT/PTT/chemotherapy combination
therapy [49]. Lei et al. constructed a multifunctional mesoporous silica nanoparticle-based
drug delivery platform to load indocyanine green and doxorubicin for NIR-triggered drug
release and chemo/photothermal therapy [51].

Although the applications of nanomaterials in PTT, PDT, and DDS have been great
successes, improving the targeting and specificity of these therapeutic methods is still a
big challenge.

3. Aptamer-Bound Nanomaterials Used in Different Cancer Therapies

3.1. Breast Cancer Therapy

The incidence of breast cancer in female cancers worldwide is 24.2%, of which 52.9%
occur in developing countries [61,62]. Developing an optimized treatment method is
therefore of great importance. Conventional treatments include surgery, chemotherapy,
and radiotherapy. Chemotherapy and radiotherapy treatments have serious side effects.
For example, during chemotherapy, the patients’ white blood cells may be reduced, and
there may be problems with their blood clotting function. It will also affect the normal
function of the liver. Radiotherapy is a local treatment method that uses radiation to treat
tumors. This process also risks damaging normal tissues and insufficiently killing off
cancer cells. Moreover, radiation therapy may also cause wound complications [63–65].
Therefore, the novel treatment involving binding of nanomaterials with aptamers will
contribute to the development of breast cancer therapy [66,67].

3.1.1. Photothermal Therapy

Molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) is a typical transition metal disulfide, which is a class
of two-dimensional nanomaterials, that has many biomedical applications, owing to its
simple preparation, good stability, large surface area, excellent water dispersibility, and
biocompatibility [68–70]. MoS2 has especially high NIR absorbance. Because of this, it has
high photothermal conversion efficiency. Based on this, many researchers have applied
it in photothermal therapy [71,72]. However, its ability to recognize specific tumor cells
needs to be improved. For example, Pang et al. developed a new method [73] which used
MoS2 as the photothermal agent. Firstly, by mixing MoS2 and bovine serum albumin (BSA),
researchers obtained MoS2-BSA nanosheets. Next, EDC and NHS were used to activate the
free carboxyl group on the MoS2-BSA surface, and subsequently aptamers were modified
to obtain composite MoS2-BSA-Apt nanosheets, which were stable and biocompatible.
Owing to the good affinity between aptamers and receptors on the cell surface [74,75], the
composition would distinguish MCF-7 human breast cancer cells from other cells and then
enter the cells through endocytosis. Under the irradiation from an 808 nm laser, the heat
generated kills cancer cells, which is on the basis of MoS2 nanosheets. After MoS2-BSA-Apt
was cultured with MCF-7 human breast cancer cells and MCF-10A human breast cancer
cells, the fluorescence-inverted microscope results showed that MCF-7 human breast cancer
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cells had uniformly distributed green fluorescence signals, while MCF-10A human breast
cancer cells had almost no fluorescence signal. The results showed that under the same
laser irradiation time, MoS2-BSA-Apt exhibited a better cell-killing effect than MoS2-BSA,
indicating that MoS2-BSA-Apt could target MCF-7 human breast cancer cells. In addition,
MoS2 nanosheets have magnetism, fluorescence, and other properties. These properties can
be used to develop a combined accurate diagnosis and treatment platform that integrates
photothermal therapy with imaging diagnosis.

Graphene oxides (GOs) and gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) have been widely employed
in cancer therapies because of their excellent photothermal conversion efficiencies and
biocompatibilities [76,77]. GOs are excellent nanomaterials as drug carriers due to their
high loading capacity. Therefore, creating a nanomatrix by combining GOs with AuNPs
in a single system may enhance the photothermal effects on tumors. Considering the
high loading capacities of GOs, Yang et al. anchored AuNPs on GOs to enhance the
photothermal effect [78]. As shown in Figure 2, to improve the targeting capability of
this nanomatrix, thiolated MUC1 aptamers were immobilized on the surface of AuNPs
via strong Au−S bond, which can specifically recognize breast cancer cells. Next, the
Apt–AuNPs were absorbed onto GOs. Then, the generated heat kills cancer cells with
irradiation of the laser. To evaluate the targeting of Apt-AuNPs-GOs, researchers used
MCF-7 cells (MUC1-positive cell lines) and EA.hy926 cells (MUC1-negative cell lines). RB
molecules were loaded onto Apt-AuNPs-GOs to form fluorescent RB-Apt-AuNPs-GOs.
The results indicated that EA.hy926 cells showed very weak fluorescence while MCF-7
cells showed strong red fluorescence. Owing to the excellent loading capacities of GOs,
this strategy could be extended to the construction of heat shock protein inhibitor-loaded
Apt-AuNPs-GOs to strengthen the effect of photothermal therapy.

 

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the preparation of Apt-AuNP-GO and its application with
NIR laser irradiation for photothermal therapy of cancer cells. Reprinted with permission from [78].
Copyright © 2015 American Chemical Society.

As shown in Figure 3, Wu et al. also proposed a method with metal nanomaterials [79].
Ag-Au nanostructures have high photothermal conversion efficiencies and are applied in
PTT. By modifying the S2.2 aptamer on the surface of Ag-Au nanostructures, the Apt-Ag-Au
nanostructures could interact with breast cancer cells on whose membrane MUC1 proteins
are overexpressed and realized photothermal therapy. Besides, Ag-Au nanostructures are
attractive surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) substrates because of the synergism
of these metals, the tunability of the plasmon resonance, and the superior SERS activity.
The synthesized Apt-Ag-Au nanostructures will contribute to developing a protocol to
specifically recognize and sensitively detect the cancer cells and facilitate the synergistic
treatment of diagnosis and photothermal therapy.
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of the preparation of Apt-Ag-Au nanostructure and its application.
Reprinted with permission from [79]. Copyright © 2012 American Chemical Society.

3.1.2. Photodynamic Therapy

Manganese dioxide (MnO2) has been applied more and more in biomedical areas due
to its excellent loading capacities and convenient surface functionalization [80,81]. Owing
to its quenching property, MnO2 has been used as a carrier of photosensitizer to construct
novel activatable PDT systems. MnO2 is a unique type of tumor microenvironment-
responsive nanomaterial that can react with GSH, and thus overcome the problems of
PDT treatment [82–84]. Liu et al. proposed a new strategy [85] that used photosensitizer
HMME with mesoporous MnO2 (mMnO2) functioning as the carrier of HMME. The
photosensitizers were in the quenching state when loaded on the surface of mMnO2
nanoparticles and sealed by the aptamers on the particle surface. The aptamers were able
to selectively recognize the specific membrane protein MUC1 on the tumor cell, and when
this happened the photosensitizers were released. When it interacted with normal cells
lacking MUC1, the HMME were not released and the PDT did not work. On the contrary,
in the presence of MUC1-overexpressed breast cancer cells, the aptamer bound with MUC1
protein, and HMME was released [86,87]. Then ROS was produced under laser irradiation,
which killed cancer cells. To examine the tumor-targeting release of HMME, researchers
used MCF-7 cells and Hs578bst cells. The confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM)
results showed that the fluorescence of HMME in MCF-7 cells was very bright, while it
was very low in Hs578bst cells. Furthermore, after irradiation of the laser, the ROS level
in MCF-7 (56.4%) was much higher than that in Hs578Bst (1.24%), which confirmed the
HMME imaging results. Compared with the conventional PDT method, this constructed
system provides a simple but effective approach for the selective killing of tumor cells,
with infinitesimal toxicity to normal cells, and paves a new way for utilizing PDT in precise
cancer treatment.

Upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs) are often used as photosensitizer energy donors
and delivery vectors in PDT therapy. Moreover, UCNPs functionalized with recognition
moieties can also be conferred with the cell-targeting ability for the specific delivery of
photosensitizer to enhance the efficiency of PDT. Jin et al. developed a novel method [88].
As shown in Figure 4, a long, single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) with an AS1411 aptamer and
a DNAzyme was prepared using rolling circle amplification (RCA). UCNPs functioned as
the carrier on which to load the ssDNA. The multivalence of the ssDNA endowed the up-
conversion nanoplatform with high recognition and drug loading capacity and DNAzyme
inhibited the expression of survivin by gene interfering tools. In this nanosystem, AS1411
aptamer was not only used to load the photosensitizer TMPyP4, but it also functioned as
the targeting agent to recognize the nucleolin that was overexpressed on breast cancer cells.
PDT was triggered by NIR irradiation and generated ROS to kill the cancer cells. To evalu-
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ate the targeting of this nanosystem, the uptake of UCNP-ApDz-TMPyP4 in MCF-7 cells
(the target cancer cell) and BRL 3A cells (the control cell) was detected by flow cytometry
and CLSM. The CLSM results showed that the fluorescence intensity in the MCF-7 cells
was significantly stronger than that of BRL 3A cells, which were consistent with the flow
cytometry studies. To evaluate the cytotoxicity of MCF-7 cells, MTT assays, LIVE/DEAD
viability/cytotoxicity assay were performed. The results showed that UCNP@PVP did
not show any cytotoxicity, while in the UCNP-ApDz-TMPyP4 groups the cell survival rate
was 36.3%. Emerging evidence has indicated that PDT is always adversely attenuated by
the development of cancer cells resistance. However, this multifunctional upconversion
nanoplatform, collaborating with PDT and DNAzyme-based gene therapy when used on
tumor tissues, exhibits excellent antitumor response in vivo and in vitro and might act as
an admirable alternative strategy for treating cancer.

 

Figure 4. Illustration of: (A) the synthesis of the multifunctional DNA polymer-assisted upcon-
version therapeutic nanoplatform; and (B) the targeted photodynamic nanoplatform for highly
efficient photodynamic therapy. Reprinted with permission from [88]. Copyright © 2020 American
Chemical Society.

3.1.3. Drug Delivery System

Similar to the application of mMnO2 by Liu [85], Si et al. proposed another strat-
egy [89]. With the help of mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSNs), they loaded DNA
sensor-capped doxorubicin (DOX). DNA sensors on the targeted nanoparticles could
trigger DOX release through a conformational switch induced by MUC-1 protein. They
modified the aptamer on the surface of MSNs, which can recognize MUC-1 protein [90].
When the composition was endocytosed into MCF-7 cells, in which MCU-1 was overex-
pressed, DOX would be released and would kill cancer cells. This caused a significant
difference in cell viability between breast cancer MCF-7 and normal breast Hs578bst cells
(24.8% and 86.0%). The selectivity and efficiency of treatment were improved greatly.
Although the MUC-1 adaptor has been used for drug delivery, the adaptor only served
as a targeted ligand and could not accomplish the controlled release of drugs. In this
nanosystem, DOX release could be specifically “turned on” in tumor cells according to the
MUC1-induced conformational change. This nanosystem provides a new idea for the drug
delivery system.

Gene therapy is a promising therapeutic strategy to combat many serious gene-related
diseases. Liu et al. developed a novel drug delivery system to combine gene therapy
with chemotherapy [91]. During long-term chemotherapy, tumors show drug resistance.
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Researchers have found that the p53 gene can enhance the sensitivities of drug-resistant
tumors to chemotherapeutics. It is well known that DNA nanostructure can be designed
to assemble a variety of functional components. As shown in Figure 5, a biocompatible
triangle DNA origami was chosen to efficiently load DOX (TOD) and p53 genes (TODP),
and then the MUC1 aptamer was modified on the surface of the DNA nanostructure
to improve targeted delivery and controlled release. To evaluate the targeting of TODP,
delivery vectors with aptamers and without aptamers were used. The biodistribution of
these delivery vectors was studied in an animal imaging system utilizing the fluorescent
signal of Cy5.5-labeled DNA origami. The results showed that those with aptamers located
mainly in the tumor tissue had substantially higher intensity than those without aptamers.
Furthermore, with the application of DNA nanostructure, additional functional groups
such as RNA-based drugs, gene editing systems, and imaging diagnosis components may
also be introduced into this codelivery system for synergistic theranostics. We think this
is a promising platform for the development of a new generation of therapeutics for the
treatment of cancers.

 

Figure 5. Schematic illustration showing the DNA nanostructure-based combination of gene
therapy and chemotherapy. Reprinted with permission from [91]. Copyright © 2018 American
Chemical Society.

3.1.4. Photothermal Therapy/Photodynamic Therapy/Chemotherapy

Among various combined treatments, combined chemotherapy/phototherapy is a
practicable and promising strategy for cancer treatments due to its favorable synergistic
effects and clinical realizability. Xu et al. developed a strategy to combine PTT, PDT, and
chemotherapy [92]. As shown in Figure 6, they assembled DOX, indocyanine green (ICG),
and bovine serum albumin (BSA) molecules to form nanosized DOX/ICG/BSA nanoparti-
cles. To improve the targeting of the nanoparticles, AS1411 aptamers and a cell-penetrating
peptide (KALA) were modified on the surface of the DOX/ICG/BSA nanoparticles through
electrostatic interaction. Finally, under the irradiation of the laser, phototherapy was ap-
plied and DOX was released to realize chemotherapy. Researchers chose nucleolin overex-
pressed MCF-7 cells to study the targeting of DOX/ICG/BSA/KALA/Apt. After 4 h of
incubation, compared with DOX/ICG/BSA, DOX/ICG/BSA/KALA/Apt showed higher
intracellular concentrations of both DOX and ICG. However, in no nucleolin overexpressed
293T cells, the cellular uptakes of DOX/ICG/BSA and DOX/ICG/BSA/KALA/Apt were
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nearly the same. Besides, the cytotoxicity of DOX/ICG/BSA/KALA/Apt was stronger
than DOX/ICG/BSA in MCF-7 cells. Studies showed improved antitumor efficiency of
DOX/ICG/BSA/KALA/Apt nanoparticles and demonstrated that the functional thera-
nostic system had great promise in tumor treatment. Although integrated therapeutic
systems have developed a lot, the toxicity, biodegradability, and cumbersome assembly
processes are still big problems. In future study, researchers should focus on the facile and
biocompatible assembly of multifunctional nanosystems.

 

Figure 6. Schematic illustration of: (A) the preparation of DOX/ICG/BSA/KALA/Apt nanoparticles;
and (B) the theranostic process based on DOX/ICG/BSA/KALA/Apt nanoparticles. Reprinted with
permission from [92]. Copyright © 2019 American Chemical Society.

3.2. Lung Cancer Therapy

Lung cancer is one of the malignant tumors with the fastest increase in morbidity and
mortality, and therefore lung cancer is the greatest threat to human health and life [3]. Many
countries have reported that the incidence and mortality of lung cancer have increased
significantly. Among all malignant tumors, both the incidence and mortality of lung
cancer are highest in men [93,94]. Therefore, the development of an efficient treatment
strategy is urgently needed. Chemotherapy is the dominant treatment method among
conventional treatments. Though chemotherapy can work in the initial stage, cancer cells
will develop drug resistances, while its side effects are unavoidable, causing damage to
normal cells [95,96]. Hence, developing an efficient, specific, and less toxic cancer cell
treatment platform is the problem that needs to be addressed.

3.2.1. Drug Delivery System

Researchers have made great efforts to develop a range of drug delivery systems [97–99].
It is well known that magnetic particles have many biomedical applications [100–104], such
as detection [105,106], drug delivery [107], etc. Magnetic materials, especially Fe3O4, have
been considered as effective drug delivery systems due to their hollow structures. Moreover,
Fe3O4 is also used as a PTT agent. Zhao et al. used Fe3O4 nanoparticles (Fe3O4 NPs) as the
carrier to load DOX to realize combined chemotherapy/PTT. A carbon layer was applied to
cover the magnetite to improve its stability and photothermal conversion efficiency [108].
To improve the targeting of Fe3O4/carbon/DOX nanoparticles (Fe3O4/C/DOX NPs), the
aptamers (sgc8) were modified on the surface of Fe3O4/C/DOX NPs. Furthermore, mag-
netite is sensitive to acidic conditions. Therefore, under laser irradiation and with a pH
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of about 5.5, the released DOX and generated heat will kill cancer cells. The CLSM re-
sults showed that the fluorescence of A549 cells treated with Apt/Fe3O4/C/DOX NPs
was significantly enhanced compared with that of the Fe3O4/C/DOX NPs alone, which
suggests that the sgc8 aptamer facilitated the uptake of NPs. The results in vitro and in
vivo demonstrated that the targeted chemo–photothermal combination therapy led to
the complete eradication of tumors. As Fe3O4 is frequently used as a contrast agent for
T2-weighted magnetic resonance (MR) imaging for diagnostic and therapeutic applications,
it is promising to combine imaging diagnosis and treatment in this nanosystem. Further-
more, considering the large effective surface area of Fe3O4, more functional groups can be
used to develop multidrug loading.

3.2.2. Photodynamic Therapy

PDT is also widely applied in lung cancer therapy. Nano metal-organic frameworks
(NMOFs) have received attention for their wide applicability in drug loading and delivery.
Owing to their structural advantages, NMOFs are capable of controlling drug interactions
with biological systems, and the drug loading efficiency is affected by the morphology and
size of NMOFs. The coordination bands of NMOFs are also weak, which contribute to their
biodegradability and expand their clinical applications. Zhang et al. developed a novel
method to realize the combination of chemotherapy with PDT [109]. Figure 7 shows a
representation of how they first synthesized NMOFs. To achieve an excellent drug loading
efficiency of NMOFs, they used NMOFs to load DOX, which is prepared for chemotherapy.
Furthermore, they also modified the aptamers of A549 cells on the surface of NMOFs,
which can distinguish between A549 cells and normal cells. After the irradiation of the laser,
DOX and ROS will kill cancer cells when released. Alongside simultaneous treatment with
chemotherapy and PDT, the viability was 30% for A549 cells, whereas it was 45% for MCF-7
cells, indicating PDT and chemotherapy’s targeting effects for A549 cells of this nanosystem.
Moreover, the CLSM results also showed that the fluorescence of DOX was obvious for the
A549 cells while weak for the MCF-7 cells. The facile aptamer functionalization of NMOFs
offers an opportunity to develop target-directed therapeutic nanosystems. Notably, the
aptamer was modified with fluorescein at the terminus to trace A549 cells by targeting
nanosystems towards the cells. Based on this, researchers are encouraged to facilitate the
integration of diagnosis and treatment nanosystems.

 

Figure 7. Schematic representation of DNA-functionalized NMOFs for targeted drug delivery and
PDT. Reprinted with permission from [109]. Copyright © 2019 American Chemical Society.

Owing to their ultra-high surface areas, graphene quantum dots (GQDS) have emerged
as effective cargo nanovectors for drug loading. Moreover, GQDS are widely used in
phototherapy owing to the high NIR absorption. Meanwhile, GQDs are relatively common
as bioimaging and fluorescent labels because of their biocompatibility. Based on the
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enormous unique physicochemical properties of GQDS, Cao et al. developed another
method [110]. As shown in Figure 8, they used PEGylated GQDS to load porphyrin-
derivative photosensitizers, and then AS1411 aptamers were modified on the surface of
GQDs so that the nanosystem could selectively target A549 cells. In this nanosystem,
GQDs functioned as the drug carrier and photothermal agent. Under the irradiation
of the laser, PTT and PDT occurred. The toxic ROS and the heat generated killed the
cancer cells. Researchers used HDF cells and A549 cells to verify the targeting of this
nanosystem. After irradiation of the laser, almost all the A549 cells were apoptotic, while
HDF cells showed no apoptosis. Furthermore, this nanosystem could realize intracellular
miRNA biomarker detection and fluorescence-guided PTT/PDT synergetic therapy, which
holds great potential in developing combined diagnostics with therapeutics. Notably,
chemotherapy can be integrated into this nanosystem with the high drug loading efficiency
of GQDs to enhance the treatment effect.

 

Figure 8. Synthesis of GQD-PEG-P for the combined photothermal/photodynamic therapy.
Reprinted with permission from [110]. Copyright © 2016 American Chemical Society.

3.3. Liver Cancer Therapy

Liver cancer is one of the most common malignant tumors worldwide. It ranks fifth
in incidence rate and second in fatality rate in China. About half of the newly diagnosed
cases in the world come from China. According to relevant predictions of the World
Health Organization, the number of deaths due to liver cancer in 2030 will reach one
million. Globally, liver cancer has the third highest fatality rate, second only to lung cancer
and gastric cancer [3]. Liver cancer is difficult to detect at the early stage and develops
rapidly, however, various devices developed recently may be modified and applied to
detect it [111–113]. Conventional treatments of liver cancer include surgical resection, liver
transplantation, radiotherapy, and chemotherapy, but these treatments suffer from side
effects of varying degrees.

Photodynamic Therapy

In recent decades, black phosphorus quantum dots (BPQDs) have been widely applied
in biomedical areas, owing to their excellent photocatalysis activities in PDT and broad
photo-absorption in PTT. Lan et al. proposed a PDT method to treat liver cancer [114].
As shown in Figure 9, they firstly synthesized a BPQDs-hybridized mesoporous silica
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framework (BMSF) and Pt nanoparticles (PtNPs). After TLS11a aptamer was decorated on
the surface of BMSF-Pt, the Apt-BMSF-Pt could actively target liver cancer cells. Following
irradiation, the Apt-BMSF-Pt would generate ROS to kill cancer cells. After HepG2 cells
were incubated with Apt-BMSF-Pt and BMSF-Pt, several apoptosis cells could be observed
in BMSF-Pt-treated HepG2 cells in the presence of laser irradiation. In contrast, a large num-
ber of dead cells were observed in Apt-BMSF-Pt-treated HepG2 cells with laser irradiation,
attributing to the efficient uptake by aptamer-mediated endocytosis. The in vivo studies
also indicated that Apt-BMSF-Pt had a better tumor growth inhibition effect than BMSF-Pt.
Significantly, the BMSF-Pt could self-supply oxygen under H2O2 conditions to enhance
PDT. Because the tumor microenvironment is hypoxic, this nanoplatform can be developed
into a targeting nanocatalyst for the self-regulation of precise cancer phototherapy.

 

Figure 9. Schematic illustration of the self-regulation of precise cancer phototherapy. Reprinted with
permission from [114]. Copyright © 2019 American Chemical Society.

3.4. Cervical Cancer Therapy

Cervical cancer is one of the most common female malignancies. According to statis-
tics, there are about 570,000 new cervical cancer patients worldwide each year, and about
310,000 people die from the disease. Cancer-related mortality is high among all gynecologi-
cal malignancies. Cervical cancer is ranked first among all female malignant tumors, and
fourth among all female malignant tumor-related death rates [3]. Early cervical cancer is
generally treated with surgery, but the overall prognosis of patients with recurrence and
advanced cervical cancer is still not optimistic. Therefore, developing an efficient treatment
method is a big challenge.

3.4.1. Drug Delivery System

Compared with conventional passive targeting in the tumor vasculature, an active
targeting strategy via the specific binding of ligands to tumor markers greatly improves
intracellular accumulation. Zhang et al. proposed a nanosystem to combine tumor imaging
and drug delivery [115]. Persistent luminescence nanoparticles (PLNPs) have aroused
widespread interest in fluorescence bioimaging because of their unique optical properties.
They used PLNPs as the core, which contributed to tumor imaging. Polyamide-amine
(PAMAM) was then modified on the surface of PLNPs to provide many groups for further
AS1411 aptamer functionalization, while DOX was loaded onto the nanoplatform via an
acid-sensitive hydrazone bond (PLNPs-PAMAM-AS1411/DOX). To examine the targeted
cellular uptake of PLNPs-PAMAM-AS1411/DOX, HeLa cells (overexpressed nucleolin)
and 3T3 cells (low nucleolin expression) were selected. CLSM imaging and flow cytom-
etry analysis showed a much stronger luminescence signal compared to 3T3 cells after
incubation with PLNPs-PAMAM-AS1411/DOX. The in vivo studies also indicated that
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PLNPs-PAMAM-AS1411/DOX had a better tumor growth inhibition effect than PLNPs-
PAMAM-DOX. The intracellular-controlled release of DOX via a pH-sensitive hydrazone
killed tumor cells effectively. Owing to the AS1411 aptamer, the nanoplatform had excellent
specificity for tumor cells, whose membrane nucleolin were overexpressed [116,117]. This
nanoplatform has the potential for bioimaging and the treatment of tumors with high
specificity and efficiency.

3.4.2. Photodynamic Therapy

Apart from an improved drug delivery system, PDT was also applied in cervical
cancer therapy. Cheng et al. reported a novel strategy to develop a kind of hydrophilic
photosensitizer with good tumor specificity and high ROS generation efficiency under
the stimulation of NIR light [118]. In this work, they mixed DNA G-quadruplexes
with a hydrophilic porphyrin (TMPipEOPP)4+·4I−. MnO2 was used to consume GSH
in order to reduce ROS consumption and generate O2 to enhance PDT. As shown in
Figure 10, when the G-quadruplex/porphyrin complexes were further assembled with
AS1411 aptamer and MnO2 nanosheets, CLSM results showed that HeLa cells incubated
with MnO2/AS1411/TMPipEOPP showed brighter red fluorescence than TMPipEOPP
alone, demonstrating that MnO2/AS1411/TMPipEOPP could be efficiently internalized
into cancer cells when combined with AS1411 aptamers. The in vivo experiments showed
better tumor growth inhibition in MnO2/AS1411/TMPipEOPP + NIR groups when com-
pared with TMPipEOPP + NIR groups. As an essential part of PDT, this work proposed a
facile way to improve the penetration depth and PDT efficacy of photosensitizers. Based
on this, researchers can try to prepare more kinds of photosensitizers to develop PDT.

 

Figure 10. Preparation of G-quadruplex/porphyrin composite photosensitizer and its application in
PDT treatment of solid tumors after assembly with MnO2 nanosheet. Reprinted with permission
from [118]. Copyright © 2019 American Chemical Society.

Presently, due to their attractive biological optical properties, porphyrin compounds
have been widely used as photosensitizers in PDT. To improve their limited tumor ac-
cumulation, many delivery systems have been developed, but biocompatibility is still
a big problem. As shown in Figure 11, Chu et al. proposed a strategy [119]. They first
synthesized Fmoc-H/Zn2+ nanoparticles (FZ-NPs) to load porphyrin/Gquadruplex com-
posite photosensitizers (FZO-NPs), and then the AS1411 aptamer was modified on the
surface of FZO-NPs (FZOA-NPs). With the NIR light irradiation, ROS would be produced
to kill cancer cells. The nanoassembly which they prepared showed a great potential in
tumor treatment, and this has been demonstrated in both in vitro and in vivo experiments.
Notably, the preparation process only involved amino acid, nucleic acid, Zn2+, and bio-
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compatible porphyrin, obviously reducing the potential for toxic effects to occur during
the synthesis process, which was beneficial to the further application. Overall, this study
provided a simple and green way to prepare highly biocompatible and highly efficient NIR
nanocomposite photosensitizers for clinical tumor PDT treatment.

 

Figure 11. Preparation of FZOA-NPs and their application in tumor PDT treatment. Reprinted with
permission from [119]. Copyright © 2010 American Chemical Society.

3.5. Gastric Cancer Therapy

Gastric cancer is one of the most common malignant tumors, and is a leading cause of
cancer-related death worldwide [3,120]. Although researchers have made great effort to
develop cancer therapy methods, the treatment efficiency is still not satisfactory. Currently,
the dominant method is to use chemical drugs, but the specificity and reverse side effects
are problems that remain to be solved [121,122].

Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) are used more and more widely for their highly efficient
internalization and good biocompatibility [123–126]. Moreover, AuNPs are easily modifi-
able with targeting ligands, and have their own high photothermal conversion efficiency.
Zhang et al. developed a new method to treat gastric cancer [127]. Researchers modified the
AS1411 aptamer on the surface of AuNPs. AS1411 aptamer can strongly bind to nucleolin,
which is a new molecular target for gastric cancer treatment [128–130]. The nanosystem,
therefore, showed tumor-specific targeting. Furthermore, with the modification of hairpin
DNA, DOX was loaded by intercalation. Under the irradiation of the laser, the generated
heat and drug release exhibited excellent cancer therapy effects. AGS cells (high nucleolin
expressing) and L929 cells (low nucleolin expressing) were used to verify the targeting of
this nanosystem. CLSM results showed that the red fluorescence was almost parallel in
both AGS and L929 cells incubated with free DOX. When cells were treated with AS1411-
based nanoparticles, stronger red fluorescent intensity was observed in the AGS cells, but
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less in the L929 cells. This multifunctional nanosystem may be promising for gastric cancer
cells treated in the future.

3.6. Colorectal Cancer Therapy

Colorectal cancer is the third most frequently diagnosed cancer and its fatality rate
is very high, especially in many developing countries [3]. In recent years, researchers
found that the incidence age of colorectal cancer is getting younger and younger. Moreover
physical inactivity and smoking are the most common factors in the occurrence of colorectal
cancer [131]. Therefore, it is urgent to look for an effective treatment method.

With the application of AuNPs, Go et al. developed one strategy [132] where cellu-
lar prion protein PrPC, which is demonstrated to be overexpressed in colorectal cancer,
functioned as the site of action [133–135]. They modified PrPC aptamer on the surface
of gold nanoparticles, followed by hybridization of its complementary DNA for DOX
loading. The flow cytometry results revealed that the uptake was significantly increased
in PrPC-positive cells compared to PrPC-negative cells. The aptamer will bind to PrPC

specifically and thus improve the drug delivery efficiency. Under laser irradiation, the heat
generated and the DOX released will synergistically kill cancer cells. This nanosystem can
serve as an effective therapeutic agent for colorectal cancer treatment.

3.7. Prostate Cancer Therapy

The incidence of prostate cancer ranks fourth among malignant tumors and second
among male malignancies, second only to lung cancer. The mortality rate of prostate cancer
is in the top ten among malignant tumors and the fifth among male malignant tumors [3].
The pathogenesis of prostate cancer is not yet clear, and the incidence is increasing year by
year, and the growth rate ranks second among all tumors.

Prostate-specific membrane antigen, a protein that overexpresses in prostate cancers,
is an ideal target for the treatment of prostate cancer. Tang et al. proposed a new method
for treatment [136]. As shown in Figure 12, they firstly developed doxorubicin-polylactide
nanoconjugates (DOX-PLA NCs) for drug delivery, which would reduce the dose-limiting
toxicities associated with free DOX. A10 aptamer, which can target prostate cancer, was
immobilized on the surface of DOX-PLA NCs to improve the targeting. Both in vitro and
in vivo results showed that controlled drug release would kill cancer cells. The improved
efficacy and reduced systemic toxicity of the targeting A10-DOX-PLA NCs demonstrated
their strong potential for future clinical translation.

 

Figure 12. Preparation of A10 aptamer-functionalized doxorubicin-polylactide nanoconjugates (A10 Doxo-PLA NCs):
(A) synthesis of Doxo-PLA polymer conjugate; (B) schematic illustration of formulating A10 Doxo-PLA NCs. Reprinted
with permission from [136]. Copyright © 2015 American Chemical Society.
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4. Commonly Used Nanomaterials Modified with Aptamers in Cancer Therapy

4.1. Gold Nanorods

Owing to their high photothermal conversion efficiency, gold nanorods (AuNRs) have
been studied extensively [137–139]. Compared with nanospheres or nanoshells, AuNRs
sustain strong absorption of NIR light, which is less easily absorbed by normal tissues
and, therefore, provides deep-tissue penetration with high spatial precision, thus causing
minimal damage to healthy tissue. As good candidates for PTT, the precise targeting of
AuNRs is, indeed, of crucial importance to their effectiveness. The introduction of aptamers
will greatly increase the photothermal killing effect.

Cheng et al. discovered an aptamer (KW16-13) that can specifically recognize MCF10CA1h
breast cancer cells [140]. To replace the hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB)
with PEG, mPEG-SH solution was added to the prepared AuNRs. Next, a thiolated aptamer
was modified on the surface of PEG-AuNR, so that the Apt-AuNR could target the tumor
cell. Then, with the irradiation of the laser, the heat generated could kill the cancer cells.
Compared with AuNRs, Apt-AuNRs exhibited a better killing effect. AuNRs conjugated to
KW16-13 aptamers were readily internalized by the MCF10CA1h tumor cells with minimal
uptake by MCF10A normal cells. Upon NIR light irradiation, tumor cell death of >96%
could be effected, compared to <1% in the normal cells. The high tumor-cell specificity
exhibited under the direction of the KW16-13 aptamer made them exciting candidates for
development as novel anti-tumor therapeutics.

Zheng et al. developed a new strategy with the help of exosomes to transport gold
nanorods, which possess photothermal conversion properties [141]. Exosomes are nano-
sized membrane vesicles endogenously secreted by cells, and they can mediate intercellular
communication [142,143]. Moreover, they have excellent biocompatibility, blood circula-
tion, and nearly have non-immunogenicity, which contributes to their quantitative use
in biomedical applications [144,145]. Firstly, the exosomes were incubated with DSPE-
PEG-SH and double-face-adhesive TLS11a aptamers. Thus, the exosome membranes were
modified with both sulfhydryl groups and targeting aptamers. Finally, the AuNRs could
be easily combined with the exosomes through the formation of Au-S bonds (Apt-Exos-
AuNRs). Through the tight linkage of exosomes, AuNRs, and aptamers, it is possible to
achieve both specific targeting and selective photothermal destruction of cancer cells. The
fluorescence imaging revealed that the HepG2 cells were found to exhibit broader red
fluorescence than the L02 cells after incubating CM-Dil-labeled Apt-Exos-AuNRs with cells,
which verified the targeting capabilities of this nanosystem. Moreover, the introduction of
exosomes could not only promote the internalization of AuNRs into cells, but the exosome
itself could be used as a potential drug delivery vehicle for diverse clinical applications in
the future.

4.2. PLGA Nanoparticles

PLGA nanoparticles are widely applied in biomedical areas for their good biocompat-
ibility, and their degradation products are lactic acid and glycolic acid, which are relatively
nontoxic. Based on this, the PLGA nano matrix is frequently used as a nano-drug carrier to
release the drug in the tumor site in response to various stimuli. Although this strategy
has achieved a great success, targeting is still a big problem. By modifying aptamers, the
delivery efficiency has been improved a lot.

Duan et al. developed a nanoparticle-based drug delivery system to treat triple-
negative breast cancer (TNBC) [146]. Researchers found that heparinase (HPA) was highly
expressed in TNBC. Duan et al. used PEG-functionalized PLGA nanoparticles to load
paclitaxel, a drug to treat breast cancer, and then HPA aptamers (S1.5) were modified on
the surface of nanoparticles. The aptamers specifically targetted HPA, with paclitaxel to be
released to kill cancer cells. In future research, HPA could potentially be one of the recog-
nized molecular targets for TNBC therapy, and this targeted drug delivery aimed towards
HPA may serve as a potential method to improve the efficiency of TNBC treatments.
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Wang et al. put forward a new strategy [147], where PLGA nanoparticles were used
to function as a carrier to load DOX. Poly (N-vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP) was then used to
stabilize PLGA nanoparticles. To improve the specificity of DOX-PLGA-PVP NPs, aptamer
AS1411 was modified on the surface of DOX-PLGA-PVP NPs, to enable it to target lung
cancer cells [148,149]. When the aptamer reacted with a receptor on the cancer surface,
APT-DOX-PLGA-PVP NPs could enter the cell by endocytosis. Afterwards, when pH
was regulated, DOX was released to kill cancer cells. The results of flow cytometer-based
analysis indicated the higher cellular uptake of the DOX released from the APT-DOX-PLGA
PVP NPs, which was higher than the DOX alone treated cells. The in vivo results also
showed that APT-DOX-PLGA-PVP NPs had a better tumor growth inhibition effect than
free DOX alone, attributable to the AS1411 aptamers. Overall, this novel drug delivery
system can enhance cancer therapy by targeting the nucleolin receptor endocytosis.

Zhang et al. developed another method based on PLGA nanoparticles [150]. Homo-
harringtonine (HHT), an effective anticancer agent, was loaded by PLGA nanoparticles.
Next, epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) aptamer was modified on the surface
of PLGA nanoparticles, which enabled it to specifically recognize EGFR in lung cancer
cells. As the level of GSH increased, the PLGA nanomedicine was triggered and HHT was
released to kill cancer cells. Compared with a free anticancer drug, experiments indicated
that the PLGA nanomedicine has better therapeutic efficacy. Therefore, owing to the high
loading efficiency of PLGA nanoparticles, this nanoplatform has the possibility to load a
combination of drugs and to serve as a powerful tool for therapies for various types of
malignant tumors.

We list several commonly used nanomaterials in cancer therapies (Table 1).

Table 1. Summary of Aptamer-Bound Nanomaterials in Cancer Therapy.

Aptamer Nanomaterial Application References

MS03 aptamer Molybdenum disulfide Breast cancer therapy [73]
KW16-13 aptamer Gold nanorods Breast cancer therapy [140]

MUC1 aptamer Gold nanoparticles/Graphene oxides Breast cancer therapy [78]
S2.2 aptamer Ag-Au nanostructure Breast cancer therapy [79]

MUC1 aptamer Mesoporous MnO2 Breast cancer therapy [85]
AS1411 aptamer Upconversion nanoparticles Breast cancer therapy [88]
MUC1 aptamer Mesoporous silica nanoparticles Breast cancer therapy [89]

S1.5 aptamer PLGA nanoparticles Breast cancer therapy [146]
MUC1 aptamer DNA nanostructure Breast cancer therapy [91]
AS1411 aptamer DOX/ICG/BSA nanoparticles Breast cancer therapy [92]

Sgc8 aptamer Fe3O4/Carbon nanoparticles Lung cancer therapy [108]
AS1411 aptamer PLGA nanoparticles Lung cancer therapy [147]
EGFR aptamer PLGA nanoparticles Lung cancer therapy [150]

Aptamer of A549 cell Nano metal-organic frameworks Lung cancer therapy [109]
AS1411 aptamer Graphene quantum dots Lung cancer therapy [110]
TLS11a aptamer Gold nanorods Liver cancer therapy [141]

TLS11a aptamer Black quantum dots/Mesoporous silica
framework/Pt nanoparticles Liver cancer therapy [114]

AS1411 aptamer Persistent luminescence nanoparticle Cervical cancer therapy [115]
AS1411 aptamer Manganese dioxide nanosheets Cervical cancer therapy [118]
AS1411 aptamer Fmoc-H/Zn2+/OMHEPzEOPP nanoparticles Cervical cancer therapy [119]
AS1411 aptamer Gold nanoparticles Gastric cancer therapy [127]

PrPC aptamer Gold nanoparticles Colorectal cancer therapy [132]
A10 aptamer Polylactide nanoconjugates Prostate cancer therapy [136]

5. Conclusions

In the past few decades, researchers have made great efforts to look for new methods
for cancer treatment. Extensive research on the combination of aptamers with nanomateri-
als has worked a lot in cancer treatment. This review has summarized several applications
of aptamers in cancer treatment. The greatest contribution of aptamers in cancer treatment
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nanoplatforms includes their convenient modification on the surface of nanomaterials and
their specific recognition of and binding to targets. Firstly, easy construction of nanoplat-
forms will have wide and beneficial applications in the future. Secondly, owing to the
excellent specificity of aptamers, cancer treatment based on aptamer-modified nanomateri-
als will do less harm to normal cells and improve treatment efficiency. Finally, considering
the many unique properties of nanomaterials, they can function as the medium for pho-
tothermal therapy and photodynamic therapy, and as a carrier to load drugs. As more
and more properties of nanomaterials are studied, the combination of aptamers with
nanomaterials will be applied in more areas that are not covered.

Although the combination of aptamers with nanomaterials has developed a lot in
cancer treatment, most research still stopped at the animal level. As is known, the treatment
methods must be tested in the human body within ethical approval for the clinical appli-
cation of these aptamers. Therefore, researchers must further testify to their effectiveness.
Furthermore, the current research scope is focused on cancer treatment, and therefore
researchers should study other fields to expand the applications of aptamer-embedded
nanomaterials, such as tumor imaging, cancer diagnosis, and so on. In the current research,
researchers take advantage of different unique properties of nanomaterials, but there are
still many properties that we do not know about, and researchers can try to develop this to
find further applications for aptamer-embedded nanomaterials. Moreover, for safety, bio-
compatibility is one of the most important issues. Compared with conventional antibodies,
the established technology of aptamers is improving and their manufacturing cost is high.
Therefore, researchers should further invest in aptamer technology in the future, as more
and more aptamers are selected, as we expect they will be. As the aptamer technology is
developing, more aptamers will be used in biomedical applications, which will improve
the accuracy of diagnosis and effectiveness of treatment in cancer.

Despite all of the challenges, the applications of aptamers in cancer therapy are moving
in the direction of future treatment development. With the development of different
subjects, aptamer-embedded nanomaterials will have further improvement.
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